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ROCKPORT PUBLIC LIBRARY
The Rockport Public Library was established in 1914 when the YMCA, then located in the
theatre part of the Rockport Opera House, made available its “box office” area and collection of
1,000 books to be the nucleus of a town library. The Opera House became the Town Hall with
the Library relocated to the lower level of the building.
•
•
•

In 1929, a Library Building Association was founded with a bequest of $5,000. Much of
this money was lost in the Wall Street crash of 1929.
In 1943, Mary Louise Bok gave Rockport the Hotel and Burgess lots on the east and west
sides of Limerock Street for a library site. By December 1949, the new library building
was constructed at a cost of $11,884, and countless hours of volunteer support.
In 1967, a nonfiction room was added to the Lily Pond Outlet side at a cost of about
$6,830.

Our beginning (1914): the Rockport
YMCA / Opera House box office

•

•

•

•

Our original building (1949) on
Limerock Street

Library today (2012 photo)
after four expansions
Photo by Hanna Kuhn

In 1977, the Eleanor Clark Apollonio Children’s Room was added. Because of zoning
issues, the entrance changed from Russell Avenue to Limerock Street. The cost of this
project was $20,974. A Town appropriation of $3,418 was the first time any tax money
was spent for library equipment.
In 1979, an Endowment Fund was created with proceeds from the sale of Eastman
Johnson’s painting, “Sugaring Off at the Camp,” which had been given to the Library in
1953 by Clifford Smith. The Friends of Rockport Public Library was established this
same year.
In 1987, a renovation project installed a new heating system, staff workspace, and storage
space in the attic, provided a handicapped-accessible bathroom, and added a handicapped
accessible rear entrance at a cost of $80,000, with $8,800 contributed by the Town of
Rockport and the rest raised from private donations.
In 1994–95, a fourth project added the 24 x 30 Marjorie B. Dodge Room at the back of
the library, expanded the Children’s Room and restored the Library’s front entrance, now
made handicapped accessible, to its original Russell Avenue orientation. A fundraising
campaign raised the $180,000 needed for this project. All of these four additions have
brought the current library to a size of approximately 3,300 square feet.

The library’s many additions and increased usage signify a success story and represent the
ongoing importance of the public library in our community. May we continue to serve you well
in the 21st century as we mark our 100th year in 2014.
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TOWN OF ROCKPORT
2013 ANNUAL TOWN REPORT
DEDICATION
BRUCE C. WOODWARD
The Town of Rockport and forty-two years equals one amazing man, our Fire Chief,
co-worker and friend Bruce C. Woodward.
Not many can say they have had the privilege to work with and know a man who is as
straight-forward, honest, kind, and energetic. Fortunately for many of us, co-workers,
past and present, boards and committees, citizens, and those just stopping by, we
have, and it has been a privilege to know the man who we are dedicating this report
too.
Bruce has recruited families of firemen to serve under him, generation after generation
and has many volunteer firemen who have served for several years. This is proof of
the respect that Bruce has earned from his volunteer firemen.
Bruce does many things for the town and others “under the radar.” Many basements have been pumped of
water, house calls have been made to check things over, and just people that wanted a visit from Bruce. Around
town Bruce replaced and lowered flags, checked and inspected all fire extinguishers, put up town wreaths at
Christmas, crawled up in the Town Office crawl space and replaced the vents, got the Town Office mail which
was great because we got to see him every day. He did anything you asked of him, almost always without
question!
It was a pleasure to assist on the Fire Chief Retirement Committee and plan “a day” for Bruce. From the
breakfast, to the parade, to the event at the Samoset, you couldn’t have asked for a better day, weather-wise and
for things to go so smoothly. A big thanks to the donors who assisted in making the event happen and being
instrumental in purchasing a trip to Yellowstone Park that was presented at the event – “For a Man who has
Moved Mountains, a Trip to the Mountains!”
In the days since that gorgeous day we have welcomed a new chief and finally saw Bruce’s day of retirement
after an extended stay come to an end. I will miss being able to tease Bruce about the status of his office, let’s
just say it’s a “little” messy (I believe the papers piled high there are the same ones that were there when I
started at the Rockport Town Office almost fifteen years ago). Bruce may say he is “resistant to change,” but
we know that he is less resistant than most of us. We will miss you Bruce and it has been a pleasure to know
and work beside you.

Photos Courtesy of Holly Edwards and Lynda Clancy, Penobscot Pay Pilot and dedication written by Stacey Parra.
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TOWN OF ROCKPORT
2013 ANNUAL TOWN REPORT
MEMORIAM
JAMES V. BITNER, JR.
James V. Bitner Jr. of Rockport passed away peacefully in his home overlooking the harbor
on Oct. 18, 2012, at the age of 91. Beloved by family, friends and the community, he was
truly a member of the "Greatest Generation."
Born in 1921 on a farm in the Amish countryside of Paradise, Pa., Jim received his early
education in one-room school houses and eventually attended the University of Virginia,
majoring in engineering. After crossing paths as a young boy with Charles Lindberg, he
was inspired to be a pilot during World War II, although lifelong asthma eventually kept
him from serving. Instead, he dedicated himself to his work at the Martin Company in
Baltimore, Md., designing equipment for airplanes and missiles. It was here that he met the
love of his life, Virginia Lee Cox; they married in 1943, and had two daughters and a son.
Jim and Jinny moved the family to Grand Rapids, Mich., in 1960, when he became president of the
instrument division of Lear Siegler Inc., under the tutelage and inspiration of the legendary inventor Bill
Lear. This division, which developed automated flight equipment, was the largest employer in that city,
numbering upwards of 3,000 employees. He met future presidents and famous astronauts while in this
position and traveled to locations all over the world. Bitner later transferred to Los Angeles as corporate vice
president of Lear Siegler, from which he retired in 1983. On retirement, Jim and his wife relocated to the
beautiful town of Rockport, living a stone's throw from the waters of the harbor and a long way from "life in
the fast lane," as represented by their time in Los Angeles. Together they made new friends, sailed
Penobscot Bay, found countless worthy charitable causes, and generously assisted people near and dear to
their hearts.
Jim found volunteer service at the Owls Head Transportation Museum to be especially fulfilling and he was
on the board of trustees up to his last days. After Jinny passed away in 2000, he devoted himself to the First
Congregational Church of Camden, occupying the position of treasurer for many years. Jim served on many
Town committees including the Investment Committee and was seen quite frequently around Rockport. We
will miss you Jim and all that you gave to the Town. You were a true gentleman.
To each of these organizations, and many others in the Rockport area, he brought a particularly successful
business strategy he had learned at the University of Michigan years before: He essentially married an
organization's vision, goals and actions specifically and precisely to its budget, resulting in financially
stabilizing these organizations and leaving them with money invested in their futures.
Bitner is survived by his daughters, Ellen of North Carolina and Sally of California; and his son, Chris of
Colorado; as well as their spouses; three grandchildren; and two great-grandchildren. He will always be an
inspiration as one of the finest in his generation and will forever be remembered in our hearts.
Picture and story of the life of James V. Bitner, Jr. courtesy of the Bitner family and Long Funeral Home.
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ROCKPORT PROFILE

T

he Town of Rockport is the quintessential Maine coastal village. Rockport is blessed with miles of
coastline, several lakes and ponds, and mountains. While many areas of Maine struggle with outmigration, Rockport enjoys a steady pattern of growth. The town is situated in the mid-coast area of
Maine, long noted as a vacation destination as well as being a popular location for summer homes.
Rockport’s quaint harbor has been a favorite of recreational boaters and also as a home base for a vibrant
lobstering industry.
The town maintains several parks including a 15.22-acre recreational facility with tennis courts, ball fields,
basketball courts, and a playground. Of the town’s 12,750+ acres, almost 1,000 acres are under
conservation, either through easements or through having been purchased outright by land trusts for
preservation. As the home of Maine Center for Contemporary Art, Maine Media Workshop/Maine Media
College, Bay Chamber Concerts, and numerous private artists’ and craftspersons’ studios, there is a strong
cultural presence in the town.
Rockport is within easy commuting distance from Portland, Bangor, and the state capital of Augusta. Boston
is just a four-hour drive. As part of Knox County, Rockport is advantageously located between the service
centers of Rockland and Camden. Three major roads traverse the town: Route 1, Route 17, and Route 90.
Route 1 is the principal regional arterial road for the state. It is a mobility corridor and all other arterial,
collector, and local roads in the midcoast feed traffic at some point to Route 1. The road is heavily traveled
with traffic counts increasing dramatically during the tourist season. Development along the road is mixed
and includes the hospital, motels, restaurants, banks, retail, medical offices, an office park, and residences.
Route 17 is the arterial corridor connecting Rockland (the abutting community to the west) and the midcoast
to Augusta, the state capital. It too is a well-traveled road. There is limited commercial development along
Route 17’s Rockport section.
Route 90, originally constructed as a Route 1 bypass around Thomaston and Rockland, has experienced
steadily increasing usage. Its popularity as a bypass has led to increased commercial development. It is also
the location of the new high school, new elementary school, the town-owned outdoor recreation facility, and
the privately owned Midcoast Recreation Center which offers indoor ice skating, tennis, and daycare.
Knox County Regional Airport provides Knox County with scheduled commercial air service, air taxi, and
general aviation. The Portland Jetport and Bangor International Airport are within easy commuting distance.
Opportunities to enjoy the natural beauty of the town are abundant. Marine Park and Walker Park provide
recreational opportunities with their harbor access, beach area, and picnic sites. Marine Park includes the
harbormaster’s building (replete with restrooms and showers), boat launch, docks, picnic benches, and a
sandy beach, as well as historic lime kilns. Walker Park has a nice playground, picnic benches, and a small
beach at low tide. Cramer Park, situated along Goose River, offers walking trails, picnic sites, and old
limestone tailings. Goodridge Park, Village Green, and Mary Lea Park are within the downtown area and
offer both rest opportunities and beautiful scenic views. Glen Cove Rest Area offers views of—and frontage
on—Clam Cove, and provides picnic sites and an information kiosk.
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Rockport Profile – continued
In addition to the aforementioned town facilities, there are a number of nonprofit parks, farms, open space,
and trails. Merryspring Nature Park is a privately owned 66-acre nature preserve that is free to the public.
Aldermere Farm, a 136-acre working farm owned and managed by Maine Coast Heritage Trust, supports a
world-renowned herd of Belted Galloway cattle. Vesper Hill Children’s Chapel has 3.43 landscaped acres
with a pine chapel sitting high on a ledge looking eastward over Penobscot Bay. Beauchamp Point Scenic
Byway is a seasonal road extending around Beauchamp Point and is favored by walkers, runners, and
cyclists. The Ledges are off the road and are a favorite ocean swimming and picnic area. Harkness Preserve
is a 21.25-acre nature preserve on the outskirts of the village. Its nature trail winds through the preserve and
includes shore frontage on Rockport Harbor. Beech Hill Preserve offers 295 acres of blueberry fields and
scenic vistas of the Camden Hills and Penobscot Bay. The Sides Preserve on Mace’s Pond consists of 8.5
acres with 1,400 feet of shoreline and a meandering trail. The Coastal Mountains Land Trust maintains these
three Preserves. Georges River Highland Path and Ragged Mountain Trail are managed by the Georges
River Land Trust and provide 4.9 miles of trail, which connecting with over 20 miles of trail situated in
neighboring towns.
Recreational opportunities are rounded out with the Penobscot Bay YMCA, Midcoast Recreation Center,
Samoset Resort (privately owned), and the Marge Jones Recreational Facility, mentioned previously. There
is a joint effort underway between Rockport and Camden to build a shared pathway for bikes and
pedestrians. The Camden-Rockport Pathways Committee heads up the effort and has successfully built a
trail portion along Union Street in Rockport. Additionally, there are three golf courses in town: Goose
River, Samoset Resort, and the Megunticook Golf Course (private).

2009-2010

2010-2011

2011-2012

Number of Registered Voters

2,624

2,564

2,656

Total Taxable Valuation
Number of Taxable Land Parcels
Number of Developed Parcels
Property Tax Rate (per $1,000 of Valuation)

$990,949,920
2,420
1,989
$11.64

$998,020,100
2,523
2,055
$12.21

$1,016,291,494
2,538
2,009
$12.21
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GENERAL INFORMATION
EMERGENCY CALLS
Fire.................................................. 911
Ambulance ...................................... 911
Police ............................................... 911
Website: town.rockport.me.us
The Rockport Town Office is open Monday – Friday, 8:00 AM – 5:00 PM
All Business ........................................................................................................................................236-9648
Assessor ..............................................................................................................................................236-6758
Fax Number for all Administration ....................................................................................................230-0112
Finance ...............................................................................................................................................230-0180
Fire Department (Non-Emergency) ....................................................................................................236-4437
Fire Department – Fax ........................................................................................................................236-4141
General Assistance – Monday–Friday: 8AM–4:30 PM (by appointment only) ...................................236-0806
General Assistance – Monday–Thursday: 4:30 PM–8 AM and from 4:30 PM Friday–8 AM Monday ..594-5656
Department of Human Services ............................................................................................... 1-800-442-6003
Harbor Master’s Office.......................................................................................................................236-0676
Mid-Coast Solid Waste Corporation – Tuesday–Saturday: 8 AM–4 PM.............................................236-7958
Opera House .......................................................................................................................................236-2514
Planning and Community Development .............................................................................................236-0989
Police Department (Non-Emergency) – Monday–Friday: 8 AM–4 PM ...............................................236-2026
Police Department – Fax ....................................................................................................................236-4141
Public Library (Phone/Fax) – Monday–Saturday: 9 AM–5:30 PM, Wednesday: 11 AM–8 PM ...........236-3642
Public Works Department – Monday–Friday: 7 AM–3:30 PM ...........................................................236-6245
Public Works – Fax ............................................................................................................................236-2653
Town Manager ...................................................................................................................................236-0806
Town Office – Clerk’s Office .............................................................................................................236-9648
HOLIDAYS - Town Offices Will Be Closed on the Following Dates:
Thursday, July 4, 2013 ........................................................................................................ Independence Day
Monday, September 2, 2013 ............................................................................................................. Labor Day
Monday, October 14, 2013 ........................................................................................................ Columbus Day
Monday, November 11, 2013 ..................................................................................... Veterans’ Day Observed
Thursday, November 28, 2013 ............................................................................................. Thanksgiving Day
Friday, November 29, 2013 .............................................................................................. Thanksgiving Friday
Monday, December 24, 2013 ...................................................................................... Noon on Christmas Eve
Tuesday, December 25, 2013 .................................................................................................... Christmas Day
Wednesday, January 1, 2014 .................................................................................................. New Year’s Day
Monday, January 20, 2014 ................................................................................... Martin Luther King, Jr. Day
Monday, February 17, 2014 ..................................................................................................... Presidents’ Day
Monday, April 21, 2014 ............................................................................................................... Patriots’ Day
Monday, May 26, 2014 .............................................................................................................. Memorial Day
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General Information – continued
WHAT TO BRING WHEN REGISTERING A CAR:
RE-REGISTRATION: Old registration, current insurance card & mileage
NEW REGISTRATION (Dealer Sale): Documentation (Proof) sales tax paid, blue title
application form, window sticker, current insurance card and mileage
NEW REGISTRATION (Private Sale): Bill of sale, insurance card and titles on vehicles 1995 or
newer.
NEW REGISTRATION (Transfer): Same as above PLUS registration of the vehicle the plates
are being transferred from. This vehicle must no longer be owned by you in order to receive
excise tax credit.
WHAT TO BRING WHEN REGISTERING A SNOWMOBILE/ATV/BOAT:
RE-REGISTRATION: Old registration
NEW REGISTRATION (Dealer Sale): Documentation (Proof) sales tax paid, ME-assigned
number on used recreation vehicles.
NEW REGISTRATION (Private Sale): Bill of sale, ME-assigned numbers and serial numbers.
Horsepower & length for boats.
NEW REGISTRATION (Transfer): Same as above PLUS registration of the vehicle the plates
are being transferred from.
WHAT TO BRING WHEN LICENSING A DOG:
Current rabies certificate and neutering/spay certificate (must be sealed original from the vet).
WHAT TO BRING/SEND WHEN PAYING TAXES:
Please enclose or bring your tax bill.
DATES TO REMEMBER:
Property Taxes are Due: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 and Tuesday, April 15, 2014
Mooring Fees/Tie-Off Fees are Due: May 1st
Snowmobile Registrations Expire: June 30
Boat Registrations Expire: December 31
ATV Registrations Expire: June 30
Dog Licenses are Due: December 31
Select Board Meeting: 2nd Monday of each month, 4th Monday if needed
Planning Board Meetings: 2nd Wednesday of each month, 3rd Wednesday if needed
Zoning Board of Appeals Meeting: 4th Wednesday of each month
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TOWN OF ROCKPORT
SIX YEAR BUDGET COMPARISON (FYE 06/30/08 - FYE 06/30/13)
BUDGET
DESCRIPTION
Municipal Operating Expenses

BUDGET

BUDGET

BUDGET

F/Y/E

F/Y/E

F/Y/E

F/Y/E

F/Y/E

F/Y/E

6/30/2009

6/30/2010

6/30/2011

6/30/2012

6/30/2013

3,371,402

4.95%

13.61%

600,604

498,222

0.00%
Schools

BUDGET

6/30/2008
2,967,399

Municipal Capital Expenses

BUDGET

7,211,800

-17.05%
7,520,500

13.31%

4.28%
873,728

3,294,338

3,232,119

-2.29%

-1.89%

457,680

510,343

-8.14%

11.51%

7,817,316

8,085,745

3.95%

3.43%

668,841
31.06%
8,661,651
7.12%

0.30%
779,747
16.58%
8,597,653
-0.74%

M.C.S.W.C.

206,429
-2.33%

-5.09%

-7.08%

-7.23%

-10.76%

Tax Overlay

50,981

52,027

52,471

74,709

58,470

77,728

42.38%

-21.74%

32.94%

Tax Increment Financing

61,001

59,312

57,579

55,811

53,956

51,991

-2.68%

-2.77%

-2.92%

-3.07%

-3.32%

-3.64%

0.35%

-9.81%

TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS (A)

11,968,909

2.05%

12,571,103

9.28%
Actual* State Revenue Sharing Received

5.03%

181,486

208,773

3.26%
State Revenue Sharing from/to Deferred Income

15.04%

3,620

0

0.79%

-0.94%

182,051

168,891

0.85%

12,742,065

12,999,940

1.36%

2.02%

226,588

171,826

8.53%

-24.17%

12,116

16,655

-100.00%
Total Actual* State Revenue Sharing

185,106

208,773

5.32%
Total Budgeted State Revenue Sharing

12.79%

200,000

208,773

0.98%
$$ From Surplus to Help Offset Capital Expenses
All Other Revenue

4.39%

0
1,169,153

0
1,413,975

5.48%
TOTAL REVENUE (B)

1,369,153

20.94%
1,622,748

4.80%

NET TO BE RAISED BY TAXES (A-B)

10,599,756

18.52%

10,948,355

9.89%
Ending Undesignated Fund Balance*

TAXABLE VALUATION

TAX RATE

3.29%

37.46%
238,704

188,481

14.34%

-21.04%

238,704

188,481

14.34%

-21.04%

70,000
1,303,293

1,541,997

11,200,068

6.52%
182,485
6.20%
0
182,485
-3.18%
182,485
-3.18%
80,000

-7.24%

11,569,597
3.30%

854,034
-2.44%
153,628
1.93%

13,903,050
0.40%
181,606
-0.48%
8,333

-100.00%

220.00%

1,430,343

2.30%

13,847,124

25,000

-4.71%

-4.98%

0.35%
150,722

-64.29%
1,241,862

-7.83%

875,357

3,388,269

870,695

195,912

872,322

4.52%

County

5.02%

880,630

3,378,127

1,455,199
17.18%
1,637,684
14.50%

12,209,440
5.53%

1,646,501

1,576,300

1,624,689

1,792,279

1,867,713

936,676,000

966,552,400

980,380,500

990,949,920

998,059,490

189,939
4.08%
189,939
4.08%
110,000
37.50%
1,540,870
5.89%
1,730,809
5.69%

12,172,241
-0.30%

985,369,944

1.76%

3.19%

1.43%

1.08%

0.72%

-1.27%

.01124

.01128

.01138

.01164

.01221

.01221

10.20%

0.36%

0.89%

2.28%

4.90%

0.00%

*Actual State Revenue Sharing and Undesignated Fund Balance for f/y/e 06/30/13 will not be known until after 06/30/13.
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TOWN OF ROCKPORT
Schools - County - Municipal
NET Budgets FYE 06/30/04 - FYE 06/30/13

NET BUDGETS
FYE 6/30/04 FYE 6/30/05 FYE 6/30/06 FYE 6/30/07 FYE 6/30/08 FYE 6/30/09 FYE 6/30/10 FYE 6/30/11 FYE 6/30/12 FYE 6/30/13
Municipal
2,283,889
2,128,717
2,262,155
2,452,067
2,517,261
2,554,127
2,502,122
2,611,530
2,367,642
2,639,642
County
561,525
716,018
705,580
829,075
870,695
873,728
880,630
872,322
875,357
854,034
Schools
4,906,958
5,493,198
5,960,293
6,364,924
7,211,801
7,523,903
7,817,316
8,085,745
8,659,847
9,027,536
7,752,372
8,337,933
8,928,028
9,646,066 10,599,757 10,951,758 11,200,068 11,569,597 11,902,846 12,521,212
7.55%

7.08%

8.04%

9.89%

3.32%

2.27%

3.30%

2.88%

5.20%

10,000,000

Town of Rockport, Maine

9,000,000

Taxation History FYE 6/30/04 thru 6/30/13

8,000,000

NET Budgets

7,000,000
6,000,000
5,000,000
4,000,000
3,000,000
2,000,000
1,000,000
0

FYE
6/30/04

Municipal 2,283,889

FYE
6/30/05

FYE
6/30/06

FYE
6/30/07

FYE
6/30/08

FYE
6/30/09

FYE
6/30/10

FYE
6/30/11

FYE
6/30/12

FYE
6/30/13

2,128,717

2,262,155

2,452,067

2,517,261

2,554,127

2,502,122

2,611,530

2,367,642

2,639,642

County

561,525

716,018

705,580

829,075

870,695

873,728

880,630

872,322

875,357

854,034

Schools

4,906,958

5,493,198

5,960,293

6,364,924

7,211,801

7,523,903

7,817,316

8,085,745

8,659,847

9,027,536
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10
310,455 1.58%
3,694,336 -0.95%
575,169 9.33%
1,309,909 5.85%
2,425,343 -0.39%
8,315,212 0.99%

11,663,290 3.92%
(3,348,048) 11.98%
8,315,242 0.99%

7.23%

6.75%

7.69%

Rockport's Total Share of Schools

7,454,272

4.31%

Combined Schools Budgets - MSAD and Five Town CSD
Expenses
23,897,112 3.99%
State/Other Funds
(5,180,775) 2.68%
Amount to be raised in Taxes
18,716,337 4.36%

TAXES
Appleton
Camden
Hope
Lincolnville
Rockport
Total Local Taxes Raised

Five Town CSD
Expenses
State/Other Funds
Amount to be raised in Taxes

5,372,166
5,028,929
10,401,095

12,233,822 4.07%
(1,832,727) -10.85%
10,401,095 7.23%

MSAD and CSD
Expenses
State/Other Funds
Amount to be raised in Taxes

TAXES
Camden
Rockport
Total Local Taxes Raised

3,839,403 0.82%
(1,502,558) -2.67%
2,336,846 3.21%

Change

FY 08-09

Municipal
Expenses
Revenues
Amount to be raised in Taxes

%

Actual

Town of Rockport

Change

%

6.10%

3.20%

8.81%

-0.53%

5.32%

-3.83%

-2.06%

-2.58%

-4.88%

7,744,360

3.89%

24,089,836 0.81%
(4,782,554) -7.69%
19,307,282 3.16%

295,294
3,598,953
563,293
1,259,757
2,554,256
8,271,553

11,566,717 -0.83%
(3,295,164) -1.58%
8,271,553 -0.53%

5,845,625
5,190,104
11,035,729

12,523,119 2.36%
(1,487,390) -18.84%
11,035,729 6.10%

3,934,069 2.47%
(1,541,997) 2.62%
2,392,072 2.36%

FY 09-10

Budget
Change

%

8,011,522

3.45%

23,076,457 -4.21%
(3,313,064) -30.73%
19,763,393 2.36%

337,134 14.17%
3,657,853 1.64%
571,229 1.41%
1,466,033 16.37%
3,006,182 17.69%
9,038,431 9.27%

11,109,119 -3.96%
(2,070,688) -37.16%
9,038,431 9.27%

5,719,622 -2.16%
5,005,340 -3.56%
10,724,962 -2.82%

11,967,338 -4.44%
(1,242,376) -16.47%
10,724,962 -2.82%

3,911,353 -0.58%
(1,430,343) -7.24%
2,481,010 3.72%

FY 10-11

Budget
Change

%

3.03%

5.06%

1.25%

8,584,298

7.15%

23,353,542 1.20%
(3,088,626) -6.77%
20,264,916 2.54%

344,657 2.23%
3,392,203 -7.26%
548,319 -4.01%
1,604,408 9.44%
3,325,852 10.63%
9,215,439 1.96%

11,257,561 1.34%
(2,042,122) -1.38%
9,215,439 1.96%

5,791,031
5,258,446
11,049,477

12,095,981 1.07%
(1,046,504) -15.77%
11,049,477 3.03%

4,197,690 7.32%
(1,637,684) 14.50%
2,560,006 3.18%

FY 11-12

Budget

June 30, 2009 through June 30, 2013

Municipal and School Budgets Comparison

Change

%

8,524,135 -0.70%

23,438,283 0.36%
(3,048,822) -1.29%
20,389,461 0.61%

374,715 8.72%
3,470,551 2.31%
516,751 -5.76%
1,587,632 -1.05%
3,394,860 2.07%
9,344,509 1.40%

11,178,326 -0.70%
(1,833,816) -10.20%
9,344,510 1.40%

5,915,676 2.15%
5,129,275 -2.46%
11,044,951 -0.04%

12,259,957 1.36%
(1,215,006) 16.10%
11,044,951 -0.04%

4,373,635 4.19%
(1,730,809) 5.69%
2,642,826 3.24%

FY 12-13

Budget

19.29%

2.00%
-39.57%
13.69%

22.60%
-6.95%
-1.77%
28.29%
39.43%
13.49%

-0.41%
-38.66%
13.49%

18.59%
8.88%
13.87%

4.29%
-40.90%
13.92%

14.85%
12.11%
16.72%

1,438,307

374,332
1,956,907
2,331,238

39,022
(337,719)
22,256
366,849
890,961
981,369

33,708
947,661
981,369

802,523
547,347
1,349,870

340,624
1,009,246
1,349,870

565,563
(93,885)
295,733

Change from
FY 07-08 to FY 12-13

ROCKPORT SELECT BOARD

Photo Courtesy of Courier Publications, LLC

Left to Right: Geoffrey C. Parker, Kenneth McKinley, Chair William Chapman,
Vice-Chair Charlton Ames, and Tracy Lee Murphy
Select Board Meetings
2nd Monday of each month at 7 p.m.
Rockport Opera House
Televised on Channel 22
(4th Monday if needed)

Agendas, monthly calendars, committee members, and more can be seen on our website:
www.town.rockport.me.us – Town Officials – Select Board
www.town.rockport.me.us – Town Officials – Select Board – Agendas & Minutes
www.town.rockport.me.us – Municipal Calendar
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OFFICE OF THE TOWN MANAGER
Roger A. Moody, Interim Town Manager
townmanager@town.rockport.me.us
Stacey Parra, Executive Secretary
executivesecretary@town.rockport.me.us
To the Select Board and Citizens of Rockport:
It is both a privilege and an honor to submit this annual report to you. Rockport is truly a special
place and it is our goal to provide quality, effectively delivered, and responsive services to the
citizens of this community. This task is facilitated and supported by the dedicated elected officials,
board and committee members, and volunteers who willingly give their time and energies to
provide effective leadership and governance of the town. A very capable and committed town staff
insures that town policies are executed and enforced, that our roads are maintained and safe, that
our citizens and their property are protected, that there are well-maintained recreational
opportunities, that our library continues to provide enrichment opportunities for all, and that the
Town Office is a helpful friendly place to conduct town business.
There have been several changes in the town’s staff during the past year. Fire Chief Bruce
Woodward’s official retirement date was March 29th, after serving with distinction in that role for
42 years. We’ll never be able to truly replace Bruce, but after an extensive and extended search
Jason Peasley, the part-time Fire Chief in Lincolnville, was appointed as Rockport’s new Fire Chief
effective May 20th. Bruce will stay on until June 3rd to assist with the transition for the incoming
Chief. Planner/Community Development Director Tom Ford, who was hired 12 years ago and has
served the Town with dedication and vision, is retiring on May 31st. A search to find his
replacement has resulted in William “Bill” Najpauer being appointed to that position effective May
20th. Michael Young was hired last year as the Assistant Public Works Director, and he will
become the Town’s Public Works Director in early 2014. He will succeed Steve Beveridge, who
served with leadership and distinction as the Director of the Town’s Public Works Department (the
Town’s largest department) for the past 26 years. Steve will remain with Public Works in the role of
Assistant Public Works Director. The search for a new Town Manager is underway following the
process detailed in the Town Charter, with the new Manager expected to be hired in June, possibly
by the time you are reading this Town Report.
In addition to receiving several small grants during the year, the town was successful in securing
five large grants:
•
•
•
•
•

Small Harbor Improvement Program grant of $100,000 for new lighting at the Public
Landing;
A State Small Harbors Improvement Program grant of $52,400 for pilings and floats at the
mouth of the Goose River
A grant of $29,000 for a harbor pump-out station for boaters
Three grants totaling nearly $50,000 for energy efficiency improvements at the Opera House
A Davis Family Foundation grant in the amount of $15,000 for supporting the process of
envisioning the Library’s future
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Town Manager - continued
The Town has responded to the continuing challenge of developing a budget for the upcoming year
in the present economic climate by keeping the proposed budget for 2013-14 as realistic as possible.
State law requires the municipality to calculate a percentage that is applied to the “core” municipal
commitment (commitment minus school spending, county assessment, TIF payments, and overlay).
The makeup of the percentage includes the average real growth in personal income (determined by
the state and set at 1.05% for this year) plus the “property growth factor” (numerator: value of
completely new property assessed for the first time, split lots assessed for the first time, and the net
value of new improvements; denominator: total taxable value of the municipality recorded on that
assessment date). This percentage determines how much the property tax commitment may grow
(set at .71%). The purpose of the law is to establish a standard for guiding the level of funding
towns can afford to fund for municipal operations.
Kerry Leichtman, Rockport’s assessor, calculated the property growth factor to be .71%, and when
added to the average real growth in personal income (1.05%), this results in an allowable percentage
increase of 1.76%. For 2013-14, Rockport is under the tax cap limit by $87,838. The proposed gross
expenditures for the total budget represent a 1.71% ($74,869) increase. Due to expected losses in
revenue, however, the net budget increase is expected to be $317,538 (12%). The tax increase
proposed for municipal, school, and county services in 2013-14 is estimated to change the tax rate
by 3.03%.
A summary of the components comprising the amount to be raised from the property tax follows:
Knox County
MidCoast Solid Waste Corp. (MCSWC)
Education (CSD, MSAD and Adult Ed.)
Net Municipal (excluding MCSWC)
Tax Increment Financing Bond
Total to Be Raised

$886,566
$150,685
$8,863,887
$2,806,495
$50,005
$12,757,638

The following pie chart illustrates the apportionment represented in the above table:
FY 2013-2014 Proposed Commitment Apportionment
Municipal,
2,806,495 ,
22%

Tax Increment
Financing,
50,005 , 0%

Schools,
8,863,887 ,
70%

Knox County,
886,566 , 7%

Mid Coast Solid
Waste Corp.,
150,685 , 1%
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Town Manager - continued
Thanks and appreciation to the Select Board, department heads and staff, the various committees
and boards, and all those who give of their time and energy as volunteers to make Rockport the
special community that it is. Your community is well-served by these energetic and committed
individuals.
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OFFICE OF THE TOWN CLERK
Linda M. Greenlaw, Town Clerk
townclerk@town.rockport.me.us
Brenda S. Kurr, Deputy Town Clerk
deputytownclerk@town.rockport.me.us
Shay Grant, Assistant Town Clerk
assistanttownclerk@town.rockport.me.us
Mission Statement
The mission of the Town Clerk’s office is to accurately maintain all town records,
conduct elections with professionalism in accordance with state law, issue state and
town licenses, and provide information to both town officials and the general public
in a friendly, professional and confidential manner.

As your town clerk, I would like to express my gratitude to my deputy town clerk, assistant town clerk,
election clerks, fellow employees, town manager, Select Board, committees, and residents for their
continued support and assistance. Some of the highlights this past year are: We hired a new Assistant Town
Clerk, Shay Grant. We collected $599,934.37 in excise tax, which is down from the $620,051.21 collected
last year. We collected $11.9 million in real estate taxes, which is up from last year’s $11.4 million. Real
estate taxes for the current year were due October 15, 2011 and April 17, 2012. The Presidential election in
November was very well conducted. Everything went very smoothly with 2,178 residents voting (1,430 in
person and 748 absentee ballots). This represents 84.60 % of our registered voters. We had 111 new voter
registrations during this 30-day process.

Vital Statistics
Marriages Recorded ................................. 31
Marriage Licenses .................................... 30
Certified Copies (Marriage Certificates) . 87
Births Recorded .......................................315
Males .....................................173
Females ..................................142
Residents ................................ 27 (16 Males & 11 Females)
Certified Copies (Birth Certificates) ........ 729
Deaths Recorded ...................................... 113
Males ...................................... 58
Females .................................. 55
Residents ................................ 22 (11 Males & 11 Females)
Certified Copies (Death Certificates)....... 593
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Town Clerk – continued

Hunting and Fishing Licenses
Type

Issued

Combination Archery/Fishing
Combination Hunting/Fishing
Hunting
Fishing
Junior Hunting
Super Sport
Super Pack
Over 70 Fishing
Bear Hunting
Archery Hunting
Spring/Fall Turkey
Migratory Waterfowl
Migratory Waterfowl (Complimentary)
Muzzle Loading
Duplicates
Pheasant
Small Game Hunting
Coyote Night Hunting
Expanded Archery – Antlered
Expanded Archery –Antlerless
One Day Fish
Military Hunt/Fish
Saltwater Registry

2
48
32
86
7
0
0
0
2
9
9
3
0
6
2
0
0
1
1
1
2
0
21

Fee
$ 44.00
$ 44.00
$ 27.00
$ 27.00
$ 9.00
$ 20.00
$202.00
$ 8.00
$ 29.00
$ 26.00
$ 22.00
$ 7.50
$ 0.00
$ 14.00
$ 2.00
$ 18.00
$ 16.00
$ 6.00
$ 34.00
$ 14.00
$ 13.00
$ 5.00
$ 2.00

Dog Licenses
Type
Dogs
Spayed/Neutered
Service Dog

Issued
70
590
1
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Fee
$ 11.00
$ 6.00
$ 0.00

FINANCE DEPARTMENT
Virginia Lindsey, Finance Director
financedirector@town.rockport.me.us
Mission Statement
The mission of the Finance Department is to properly maintain
and report on all expenditures and revenues of the town; to assist town management in
developing a budget annually according to GFOA’s best recommended practices; to process all
government reporting regarding personnel in a timely manner; to assist personnel in their
human resources needs; and to provide accurate financial information.
The cash requirements for the operations of the town for the year ending July 1, 2012, exceeded
$14.1 million dollars. The town did not borrow any tax anticipation notes during the year, which
was the first time the town has not borrowed funds for operational purposes in recent memory.
This change in borrowing is due in large part to having earlier tax due dates, and in keeping an
adequate surplus.
In reporting on the financial condition of the town for the fiscal year end June 30, 2012, I can
report the following:
The Undesignated Fund Balance as of June 30, 2012 was $1,867,713, which was an increase
of $75,434 (4.21%) from the previous year. The increase was a result of a combination of
factors: higher than anticipated revenues of $78,483, which was offset by a decrease in
expenditures of $113,226. $116,275 was taken from the UFB to help offset expenses, as had
been budgeted.
Rockport currently is a partner in an inter-local agreement with the towns of Camden,
Lincolnville, and Hope to operate the Mid-Coast Solid Waste recycling facility. Operating
costs are shared by the municipalities involved, based on a formula of average valuation and
population. The fiscal year assessment for the Town of Rockport was $153,628, which was
an increase of 1.93%% from the previous year.
The Town of Rockport’s assessment for MSAD 28 for 2012 was $5,129,275 (a 2.46%
decrease). The assessment for the Five Town CSD was $3,468,378 (a 1.97% decrease). The
assessment for Knox County taxes was $854,034 (a 2.44% decrease); dispatch fees were an
additional $27,120 (a 9.99% increase) and E-911 fees were an additional $55,040 (an
increase of 9.98%) for a total of $936,194 (a 1.46% decrease overall) paid to the county.
Wastewater revenues exceeded projections at year end by $27,703, and expenses for the year
were less than budgeted by $32,013. A number of customer accounts remain outstanding, but
a commitment process is in place whereby the town is able to initiate the lien process for past
due accounts. There has been an improvement in the cash flow for the wastewater account
over the last several years.
For more detailed information of the town’s financial condition, the audit report is available for
review in the Finance Department or on the town’s website at http://town.rockport.me.us. Please
visit the website for updates on town financial information.
In closing, I would like to thank the select board, town manager, department heads, and
employees for their continued support.
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GENERAL ASSISTANCE
Stacey Parra, Administrator
executivesecretary@town.rockport.me.us
Mission Statement
The mission of General Assistance is to provide basic necessities
such as food, shelter, utilities, fuel, and certain other items, that may be essential
to residents and families in Rockport during a time of need.

The purpose of General Assistance (GA) is to provide basic necessities such as food, shelter,
utilities, fuel, and certain other items. It is not intended to provide total support to people. GA is
the program of last resort, meaning they shall have exhausted all other programs before they are
assisted by the town. We are reimbursed by the State of Maine fifty percent (50%) of all costs
associated with basic necessity expenditures; we are not reimbursed for our administrative costs.
The Select Board adopted a General Assistance Ordinance in 1993 establishing this program for
the Town of Rockport. The ordinance was last amended October 10, 2006. The program is
available to all Rockport residents as determined by the standards of eligibility as provided in the
ordinance.
It is important that the General Assistance administrator is properly trained and understands the
complexity of the General Assistance Laws and Ordinances. Properly administering the program
keeps the Town of Rockport in compliance with the Department of Health and Human Services
when our annual audit is performed and allows us to receive the fifty percent (50%)
reimbursement. I teach and attend trainings to keep abreast of law changes and to learn from
many experienced administrators across the state how to assist citizens in the best possible way.
We are very fortunate to receive an annual donation from the West Bay Rotary to assist residents
with heating fuel. I use this fund for people that are over income for general assistance, but are
out, or nearly out, of fuel. We also received some very generous citizen donations this year
which is in the true nature of giving.
Office hours are for Rockport citizens by appointment only, Monday through Friday from 8:00
am to 4:30 pm at the Town Office at 101 Main Street. Appointments may be scheduled by calling
236-0806. In an after-hour emergency, 4:30 pm to 8:00 am, or on weekends, please call the Knox
County Sheriff’s Department at 594-5656.
To report alleged violations call the Maine Department of Human Services at 1-800-442-6003.
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ASSESSING DEPARTMENT
Kerry Leichtman, Assessor
assessor@town.rockport.me.us
Mission Statement
The Assessor’s Office serves to provide the taxpayers of Rockport, with
fair and equitable valuations of their real and personal estates through
effective professionalism, innovative technology, and application of reliable,
consistent procedures in accordance with Maine State Law.
The Assessor’s Office is committed to maintaining positive public relations
through courtesy and integrity and to provide responsible stewardship of public resources.
The difference between assessed and market value is a constant source of confusion for most
residents. And it’s no wonder. Assessed values remain fairly constant from year to year, while
market value is a moving target that changes daily as the fortunes and challenges of the world
economy shift our personal economies. If we were to attempt adjusting all properties in town
according to actual April 1 market conditions each year we would need a department of full-time
appraisers and data entry personnel to keep up with the work. Our town-wide valuation would
jump and fall at the whim of whatever force is currently manipulating/dominating world markets.
As a result, our mil rate would chart like a lie detector graph.
To prevent this, we assess everyone’s property to the same fixed point in time, the year of the
most recent town-wide reevaluation. For Rockport this was 2005. Many people have complained
about their property values, saying we are using valuations from the peak of the most recent
boom years. But this is not accurate. By most reasonable accounts, our current economic woes
began sometime in 2008, some three years after our reevaluation. Between 2005 and 2008,
property values continued to rise. The recession then took hold and the market began to dip. The
falling market values did not intersect with our assessed values until late 2011. The worst of the
recession’s decline was over by then (the recession itself had not ended but the decline in values
had started bottoming out). As a result, our assessed values have held fairly well, with market
value falling below assessed value on some properties by a just few percentage points.
Our state certification remains at 100% —we are permitted to round up and down within
parameters set by the state. In 2009, for example, our actual ratio was 96% and we certified at
100. In 2012 our actual ratio was 103% and we certified at 100. The ratios translate this way: In
2012, average sales prices were at 103% of assessed values. In other words, a property we had
valued at $103,000 would be expected to sell for $100,000. My ratio studies for 2013, as of this
writing, show a strengthening of the local real estate market, with a ratio of 102%.
Even so, the market remains tepid for most property types because there are so few buyers out
there. Why? People are not buying new homes because they first need to sell an existing home
and can’t. Also, banks have become very strict about lending, especially lending to someone
looking to buy raw land to build on. As a result, some sellers drop their prices and still can’t find
a buyer. If a person has to sell for some extenuating circumstance they are forced to deal with
this difficult market, taking the best offer that comes along. People who can afford to wait are
waiting.
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Assessing Department - continued
State law requires that we perform a reevaluation every 10 years. We are due in 2015. When the
work is completed, assessed values and market value will be in near perfect synchronization. We
will assess to that standard for the next 10 years. No doubt some will say we waited for the
market to recover and then created the new benchmark. I hope that’s at least partly true—the part
about the market having recovered by 2015!
The assessing department is responsible for more than establishing and maintaining property tax
records. Among our other functions is the approval of exemptions both for private residences and
business owners.
PERSONAL EXEMPTIONS: Most residents are eligible to receive a Homestead Exemption
on their property. The eligibility requirements are straightforward: The property must be your
permanent residence and you have to have owned property in Maine for the 12 months prior to
the start of the benefit. Applications are available at the Assessor’s office or on the Town
Website, or via email or phone request. The exemption lowers a property’s assessed value by
$10,000. It doesn’t lower the property’s actual value, just its taxable value. Residents who have
served in the Armed Forces during a wartime period, who have reached the age of 62 and were
discharged from the service in good standing, may be eligible for the $6,000 Veteran’s
Exemption. Younger veterans who became 100% disabled during their service are eligible for a
$50,000 reduction in taxable value.
BUSINESS EXEMPTIONS: There are two programs that offer tax relief to businesses:
Business Equipment Tax Reimbursement (BETR) and Business Equipment Tax Exemption
(BETE). The two programs overlap somewhat and offer a constant state of confusion for most
business owners who try to take advantage of them. Which is why we are ready, willing, and
able to assist all businesses that want to participate. Basically, BETR is for retail businesses and
BETE is for most other business types. Retail businesses filing a BETR application pay their
personal property taxes and are later reimbursed by the state on many of their items. Non-retail
businesses applying for BETE don’t pay any tax on eligible equipment. The town is reimbursed
by the state a percentage of the value of all items exempted. Both programs require annual
reapplication. We offer whatever help people ask of us in completing the applications and filing
the paperwork.
The Assessor’s Office maintains more than 6,000 real estate and 400 personal property accounts.
All property records are public documents and are available either via our website or at the Town
Office. The website is a great tool for taxpayers to compare their own assessments to others and
to review sales.
Each year, the state creates an equalized valuation of each municipality to develop a sales ratio
and a sales/assessment quality factor, and to determine the amount of state aid education subsidy
and revenue sharing distribution. They do this by reviewing local assessments by category, sale
prices, parcel inventory, and data analysis. The past four years are as follows:
2010
2011
2012
2013

$1,012,250,000
$1,002,250,000
$ 990,000,000
$ 963,800,000

.39% increase
.09% decrease
1.22% decrease
2.65% decrease
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($ 3,900,000)
($10,000,000)
($12,250,000)
($26,200,000)

Assessing Department - continued
TAXABLE VALUATIONS: As of April 1, 2012
Real Estate
Personal Property
Total Taxable

$ 985,356,744
$ 21,810,900
$1,007,167,644

EXEMPT VALUATIONS: As of April 1, 2012
Federal
State
Municipal
Benevolent/Charitable
Literary/Scientific
House of Religious Worship
Fraternal Organizations
Legally Blind
Veteran
Total Exempt *

$
252,000
$
518,700
$ 40,962,700
$ 55,273,700
$
996,700
$
4,334,700
$
582,300
$
16,000
$
1,010,000
$ 103,946,800

*Not included above are the Homestead Exemption at $9,896,700 and the BETE at $3,706,800.
These two exemptions are partially reimbursed by the state each year. Also not included are
Current Use program totals: Open Space, $5,140,000, and Farm Land, $230,300; these two
programs are not reimbursed by the state. The third Current Use program is Tree Growth, which
is partially reimbursed by the state; 502 acres are enrolled in Tree Growth for total exempted
amount of $4,547,900.
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OFFICE OF PLANNING
AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
Thomas Ford, Planner
planner@town.rockport.me.us
Melody Sainio, Administrative Assistant
administrativeassistant@town.rockport.me.us
Scott Bickford, Code Officer/LPI
ceolpi@town.rockport.me.us
Mission Statement
The Office of Planning and Community Development
shall be a customer-oriented community resource with the ability to deliver
high-quality information on land use, planning, and economic development issues to
residents of Rockport. Staff shall be highly skilled in providing thoughtful, well-researched
answers to land use, planning, and economic development inquiries
in a timely and professional manner.

The Past Year: 2012
Permitting activity in Rockport increased slightly in 2012, with a total of 325 permits issued. It is
interesting to note that the Planning Office has issued a yearly average of 315 permits over the
previous six years.
The permit total for 2012 included 17 new dwelling units, 20 E-911 entrance permits, 78
renovations, additions, and accessory structures, and 57 signs. Additional permitting activities
included vegetative clearing, building deconstruction, filling and excavating, home occupations,
uses, swimming pools, and moving structures. The Village at Rockport, a condominium
development on Commercial Street, experienced substantial development in 2012. The state
adopted Building Code (MUBEC) in 2009 but amended the law in August 2011 to exempt
communities with populations of less than 4,000, which includes Rockport.
The Plumbing Inspector issued 71 permits including 56 internal plumbing permits and 15
subsurface wastewater disposal permits. The Plumbing Inspector is certified by the state, and his
responsibilities are mandated by the State Internal Plumbing Code and State Subsurface
Wastewater Disposal Rules. One-quarter of the fees collected are forwarded to the State of
Maine’s Department of Health and Human Services, which administers the plumbing program
on a statewide basis.
Certificates of Compliance are required for all new and substantially improved residential
projects. This involves an inspection by the Code Officer when the project is completed to ensure
compliance with ordinances and permit conditions. Certificates of Occupancy are required for
commercial projects to ensure compliance with plumbing, life safety standards, and site plan
review requirements.
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Planning and Community Development - continued
Core staff in the Planning Office remained the same with continued reduced hours. Melody
Sainio is working 20 hours for the Planning and Community Development Office. In her
remaining time she performs tasks that are assigned by the Town Manager. Scott Bickford is
working 32 hours per week serving as Code Enforcement Officer in addition to his duties as
Plumbing Inspector. Tom Ford continues in his role as Town Planner, Community Development
Director, Grant Administrator, Health Officer, Alternate Plumbing Inspector, and Alternate Code
Enforcement Officer.
The Future: 2013 and Beyond
Rockport is currently playing a very active role in working cooperatively with our neighboring
communities to advance the economic vitality of our region. Specifically, we:
• coordinated with Thomaston and Rockland on a Micro Corridor Study of Old
County Road,
• are working with the Rockland Economic Advisory Committee and Friends of
Mid-Coast Maine on a vision to increase the livability and commercial vitality for
the Camden Street/ Commercial Street corridor,
• are cooperating with Camden on a joint sidewalk proposal that will benefit both
communities, and
• participated with other mid-coast communities in a Mid-Coast Transit Study.
We will continue with these efforts through 2013 and beyond.
We are also working on local planning and economic development issues that will position
Rockport as a preeminent community in the mid-coast area to raise families and grow
businesses. Our strategic location at the intersection of three arterial highways, innovative
zoning, historic downtown and inventory of large parcels of undeveloped land position Rockport
in a unique place for sensible and sustainable development.
Final Thoughts
Rockport has had a long tradition of service to community, with residents representing diverse
backgrounds and interests coming together to serve on the many boards and committees in our
town. In July 2013 there will be opportunities to serve on the Planning Board and Zoning Board
of Appeals. We urge everyone with an interest in serving the town to consider service on one of
these boards.
Our town continues to be a desirable destination for both early retirees who are seeking a vibrant
coastal community and younger families who are attracted to the educational opportunities
available for their children. We encourage all residents to work cooperatively, melding new ideas
with our existing traditions to create an even more vibrant and economically balanced
community.
Records of the deliberations and decisions of the Planning Board, Zoning Board of Appeals, and
Ordinance Review Committee and all permit applications and dispositions are indexed at the
Planning Office. Please stop by if you have questions about any of these matters. We have
enjoyed serving the residents of Rockport during the past year and look forward to the challenges
and opportunities in the year ahead.
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Planning and Community Development - continued

And finally – as I move onto the next chapter in my life I want to express my sincere
appreciation to the citizens of Rockport for giving me the opportunity to serve as your Planner
and Community Development Director over the past twelve years. I know I will look back with
deep satisfaction to the many friendships I have developed over the years and the strides we have
collectively taken to move Rockport in a positive direction.
With best wishes, Tom Ford
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ROCKPORT PUBLIC LIBRARY
www.rockport.lib.me.us
Molly Larson, Library Director
mlarson@rockport.lib.me.us
Jane Babbitt, Technical Services Librarian
jbabbitt@rockport.lib.me.us
Ann Filley, Circulation & Adult Services Librarian
annfilley@rockport.lib.me.us
Kim Slocomb, Youth Services Librarian
kslocomb@rockport.lib.me.us
Beth Chamberlin • Fran Hodgkins • Jennifer Ruddy • Priscilla Wood
Part-time Library Assistants
Allyson Dyer • Carole Mathews • Liza Walsh
On-call Library Assistants

Mission Statement
Rockport Public Library is committed to providing the best possible free library service to all of
the residents of the Town of Rockport. The library will identify and respond to the needs of
our community of library users and seek to provide
services that will meet these needs.

Programs and Services
The library hosts a wide variety of regular popular programs throughout the year. From story
times for babies and toddlers to the twice-weekly French Conversation Group, there is something
for everyone. Other special programs in 2012 were: a Family Science Program Series with
Lindsay Pinchbeck; a traveling planetarium; author book signings; Theatre in the Park; weekly
summertime movie night for kids; a state candidate’s forum; a new group for writers over age
18, and the ever-popular seafaring series sponsored by the Friends. In addition, the library
offered patrons a chance to learn to paint with watercolors, which was made possible through
donations given in memory of Marge Hanna (who, among her many talents, was an
accomplished artist) and was taught by Rockport resident Judy Grossman; the participants’
artwork was later displayed in the library.
These successful programs illustrate two of the primary reasons people use their public libraries
today: to learn something, and for a sense of community. Libraries are changing all over the
country, and we are changing and responding in Rockport, too, by adapting to the needs of our
community—be it for using a computer, meeting friends, attending a program, reading, learning
a new skill, or checking out a movie.
With your library card you can also download audiobooks and eBooks from the library’s
website. If you need help navigating the eBook frontier, the staff is prepared to help with that!
New this past year the Rockport Public Library formed a successful partnership with Five Town
CSD Adult & Community Education and became a satellite site to help adult learners navigate
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Rockport Public Library - continued
eReaders, and Marvel: Maine’s Virtual Library. We are also available to you by appointment for
computer lessons or other technology needs you may have.
Here are library statistics for 2012, with 2000 included for comparison:
2000
61,274

Circulation (items checked out
of the library)
Visits (people coming to the
library)
Incoming Interlibrary loan
(items borrowed by our
patrons from other libraries)
Program Attendance &
Community Outreach

2012
70,899

21,647

30,419

260

6,536

260

7,425

The challenge we have been facing for the past several years is how to continue to accommodate
our increased usage in the existing space. If you consider the number of people both using and
working in this library a simple thing such as having only one bathroom is very difficult.
Adequate space for children and young adults is needed. Adequate staff space for interlibrary
loan processing and all the behind-the-scenes work that must be done is also greatly needed, as
are more places for patrons to sit, gather, and work. There is also a need for a quiet and private
area for patrons to use for small group work.
In 2010, I applied for a planning grant from the Davis Family Foundation and was awarded
$15,000 to study our current site and one other site. The engineering study found again that we
have maximized any possibility of building on this site. I chose as the other site the old Rockport
Elementary School located on West Street and Route 1 because it was the only other townowned property available.
That grant has now been expended. It paid for an engineering study on our existing site, focus
groups, a survey, planning committee meetings, meetings with architects and a conceptual
design. You can find out more by contacting me anytime at the library or visiting the planning
page at www.rockport.lib.me.us/planning; I am happy to speak with you about any concerns or
questions you may have about library services, or you may contact a member of the library
committee.
Building Improvements
Thanks to the generosity of local foundations and donors, many building improvements have
been done throughout the years without the use of taxpayer dollars. In 2012, through the
generosity of the Cascade Foundation, there have been upgrades to the exterior lighting. They
also underwrote an ongoing project into 2013 to restore, reframe, clean, inventory, and appraise
the art collection of the Rockport Public Library.
In Gratitude to:
• Taxpayers: Your tax dollars support salaries, benefits, wastewater, and the weekly
cleaning of the library.
• Volunteers: In 2012, volunteers gave 1,141.75 hours to the library. That is a value of at
nearly $20,000 to taxpayers (at an estimated wage for tech support at $80.00 per hour and
our entry-level wage of $12.50 per hour). It is difficult to put a dollar value on what these
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•

•

•

•
•

•

•

people contribute to the library. We are so grateful for their generosity with their time and
expertise.
Friends: The Friends of the Rockport Public Library work all year long to produce one of
the most successful book sales in the area, and they support other projects and programs
with the proceeds from the annual book sale. They make a significant donation each year
to fund our operating expenses. On August 30, 2012, they presented $11,000 to the
library.
Funds: Several families have established funds in memory or in honor of a loved one.
Others have provided ongoing support for children’s books, services, or programs. There
are too many to name here, but your continued support provides a steadfast and
meaningful legacy. We are most grateful for your generosity.
Donors: Your financial support no matter the denomination is very important to the
successful operation of the library. All it takes to run the library other than salaries and
benefits is paid through donations, the endowment, the Friends, and desk income. The
library depends on the generosity of our donors. Many people have adopted a period of
time of interlibrary loan to show their appreciation of this service.
Library Committee: Thanks to Jan Baldwin, Betsy Elwin, Kathleen Meil, Cate Monroe,
and Barrie Pribyl for their time, support, and advocacy on behalf of the library.
Planning Committee: Thanks to Jan Rosenbaum (Rockport Budget Committee), Larry
Novotney (Friends of RPL), Richard Remsen (artist, Rockport citizen and chair of RES
Committee), Steve Beveridge (Public Works), Mike Young (Public Works), Kathleen
Meil (Library Committee Chair), Barrie Pribyl (Library Committee), Pat Messler
(Friends of RPL), Tom Ford (Planning and Community Development), and Bill Chapman
(Select Board Chair). All of these people either serve on other town committees or have
other commitments but took the time to be actively engaged with this committee, too.
Colleagues and Staff: Thanks to interim town manager, Roger Moody, my co-department
heads, town staff, and library staff. Being a town department brings a lot of collective
effort to the table. I appreciate the support, expertise, and help I receive throughout the
year from all of you to make the library run smoothly.
Select Board and Budget Committee: I appreciate the support of the members of these
two bodies. They spend a great deal of time working on behalf of the town and must
weigh the requests of multiple departments with competing needs. I especially want to
recognize and thank Select Board Chair Bill Chapman, the library liaison from the Select
Board to the Library Committee for all the extra and engaged time he puts in to libraryrelated matters.

If you are a Rockport property owner/resident your card is free because you already support the
library through your tax dollars. Many of you give additionally in terms of your time, financial
support to the library or to the Friends. The services you ask for and we provide would not be
possible without all of the previously mentioned sources of support.
If you haven’t visited lately stop by and discover what your local library has to offer you. We
look forward to serving you and welcome your suggestions.
Next year is a significant milestone in the town’s history as the library will celebrate its 100th
birthday. Watch for announcements of celebrations during 2014! I welcome anyone to help with
planning these events. Thank you!
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The richest person in the world—in fact, all the riches in the world—couldn’t provide you with
anything like the endless, incredible loot available at your local library. You can measure the
awareness, the breadth and the wisdom of a civilization, a nation, a people by the priority
given to preserving these repositories of all that we are, all that we were, or will be.
—Malcolm Forbes
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LIBRARY TREASURER'S REPORT
July 1, 2011 through June 30, 2012
ENDOWMENT FUNDS
Portfolio Value on 7/1/2011
Income
Interest
Dividends
Withdrawals and Expenditures
Transfers to Operating Funds Account
Management Fees
Change in Market Value
Portfolio Value on 6/30/2012

$716,083
$4,918
$12,167
($33,540)
($5,526)
$4,982
$699,084

CHECKING ACCOUNT FUNDS
Balance Available for Operations on 7/1/2011
Deposits
Transfers from Endowment Funds
Interest Income
Gifts
Fines, Non-Resident Fees, Copies, Misc.
Expenditures
Purchased and Contractual Services
Other Contractual Services
Supplies
Capital Items
Balance Available for Operations on 6/30/2012

$29,900
$33,540
$33
$42,812
$6,616
($23,689)
($306)
($41,359)
($9,125)
$38,422

The Library is responsible for all expenditures except for
salaries, benefits, cleaning and wastewater fees, which are
town supported.
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ROCKPORT OPERA HOUSE
Susan Dates, Rental Agent
publicworkssecretary@town.rockport.me.us
Much has taken place at the Opera House in 2012, both in terms of usage and improvements to
the building. We’ve enjoyed increased patronage by our regular users such as Bay Chamber
Concerts and the Select Board, and have welcomed new users and events to the Opera House.
We signed a new three-year contact with Bay Chamber, who has expanded their use of the
facility. Among the Bay Chamber events at the Opera House are: Summer Music Series, Odeon
Concerts, and a special event celebrating the contribution and retirement of longtime Bay
Chamber Director Tom Wolf. The Rockport Garden Club moved their Holly Berry Fair to our
auditorium with great success.
Other rental organizations that use the Opera House include:
•

Camden Rockport Animal Rescue League

•

Everyman Repertory Theater

•

Republican Party (to benefit Penquis Heating Assistance)

•

Ashwood-Waldorf School

•

Maine Coast Heritage Trust/Aldermere Farm

•

Community School

•

MS Society

•

Maine Media Workshop

•

Waterfall Arts and Cycles of Life

•

Station Maine

•

Center for Maine Contemporary Art

•

YMCA for various groups

•

Windjammer Barbershop Chorus

•

Mid Coast Luminaries

We have hosted concerts (both professional and student), dances, auditions, plays, acting classes,
dance performances, graduations, meetings, memorial services, lectures, weddings and
receptions, and dinners.
The town’s use of the Opera House has also increased. Aside from their normal monthly
meetings, the Select Board has televised more of their other meetings to make their activities
more transparent to citizens, which requires that the meetings be held in the Opera House
meeting room. This year’s joint meetings of the Select Board and Budget Committee were
televised from the Opera House, as have many Select Board workshop meetings. The Planning
and Zoning Board of Appeals also continue to hold their meetings at the Opera House.
Other town-department related uses of the Opera House included:
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Opera House - continued
•

Scott Bickford hosted a large State Planning Office meeting for code enforcement
officers and a FEMA meeting in the meeting room.

•

The Library continued their use of the Opera House whenever it is available for
their Seafaring Series, children’s summer program series, Meet the Candidates
night, book signings, annual Halloween Party for children, art classes, and other
events. These programs are held in the auditorium or the meeting room,
whichever is appropriate.

•

Town Meeting is held in the auditorium and was televised. Before the Town
Meeting a potluck gathering supper, sponsored by the Library and local residents,
was held in the meeting room for residents; they hope that this can become an
annual event to encourage residents to come to Town Meeting and vote on the
budget and warrant articles.

During some of the winter months Value in Education (VIE) uses the meeting room for their
meetings and the Chamber of Commerce holds a few special meetings each year. These two
groups usually do their own set up and cleanup, so there is little impact on the facility.
The Opera House seemed to be used or at least to have more inquiries for use this year than in
any previous year. The trend seems to be for more use of our spaces for various events. Our
spaces are a good, medium-sized “fit” for many events.
The Opera House was used for many different events this year. The town board and committee
meetings televised from the meeting room totaled 37 (Select Board, Planning Board, and Zoning
Board) and the Library, VIE, Chamber, and Conservation Commission used the facility for a
total of 38 meetings or events. The auditorium was used for Town Meeting, lectures, &
presentations for a total of 8 times. Bay Chamber held 20 concerts and used the building for
various reasons at least 83 more times. We had 3 wedding receptions or dinners and 73 other
uses of the auditorium and/or meeting room for plays, lectures, Garden Club fair, parties,
meetings, educational events, concerts, dances, auctions, graduations, and recitals to name a few.
The building was used at least 171 days during the calendar year by at least one group each day
and sometimes by as many as three or four. Many of these were complete day and evening
rentals. As I write this report, rentals have increased substantially in 2013 and I have more
inquires that need to confirm dates for the 2013-14 fiscal year. The good news is that we are
getting busier.
Due to the many projects that happened this year, there were many meetings to attend by Steve,
Mike, and/or myself. Some of those were Opera House Committee meetings to discuss projects,
architects and planner meetings in regards to the HVAC Study and the implementation of the
work, sound & lights, grant meetings, new fire escape meetings and installation, and meetings in
regards to Mary Lea Park. January started out slowly due in part to the insulation project that was
ongoing in January and February. The insulation crew was there on Monday through Thursday
and at the end on Friday to complete the work. I had to be careful when and what was booked in
the auditorium space due to staging and insulation being literally everywhere. Randy was
constantly wiping everything down and worked around the crew trying to keep things clean. The
R. H. Price crew helped keep the space as clean as possible and worked around rentals. In the
end we had Superior Restoration come in and use their air cleaners to clean the air of most of the
insulation and vacuum the curtains and walls. We were able to almost match the yellow paint on
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the walls to cover the plugs that were made to pump insulation in. Today’s flat paint is not as flat
as the paint in the 1990s and has a slight shine to it. Randy did a good job of blending this in
with the old. This project was long overdue. We have noticed an improvement in the sound
quality of the auditorium. The heat and a/c seem to be better, and we used less oil in the 2012-13
heating season as of 12-31-12 than we used in the previous heating system, even though the
winter of 2012-13 was colder than 2011-12.
There was a small problem with one of the ovens in the gas stove and this was repaired for better
use of the stove. This is an older stove and we have been lucky that we have not had many
repairs to do.
The lift did not pass inspection this year and repairs were done. We hope that we won’t need to
do anything to it for a long while. A new metal fire escape was built and placed on the Mary Lea
side of the building. The old wooden one was starting to show its age and we could not keep the
snow and ice off it during the winter. The new one has proven much better, with snow and ice
buildup no longer a major problem, and it looks really nice.
Because we were able to receive a couple of grants that helped pay for some maintenance items
and sound management of the funds, we had money left in the budget and decided to use it to
purchase a sound system and a projection screen. Renters have been asking for this for a long
time. The system is being used now and it will be completely installed by the summer of 2013.
We will have a new sound/light booth at the back of the auditorium. The platform was installed
at the same time we did work on the HVAC system. We also hope to purchase a used projector.
All these improvements will make the Opera House more usable and, therefore, more attractive
to renters.
Also on the maintenance side, the sprinkler system generator had to be replaced. This keeps the
system from setting itself off when there is no fire or we have a power failure. Unfortunately, it
is as noisy as the last one.
In the next year we should have the sound/light booth and the sound system installed, the
lighting situation at least looked at to see what we can do to keep lights on in the auditorium, and
replacement of at least two of the old toilets to help cut down on water usage. We are looking at
the possibility for grants to do the projects. This would help offset the use of tax funds for the
maintenance of the building.
I wish to thank all the renters and users for their continued patronage; Geoff Parker for being
instrumental in helping us with the sound system, donating his time to install the system, for
doing what he can to help with the light situation, and sending renters to me; to Bay Chamber for
their willingness to move things around to help keep events happening; to Tom Ford for looking
into, applying for, and getting grants to help offset the cost to taxpayers to support the building
maintenance; to Steve, Mike, and the Public Works crew for the help they give in advice,
moving the CSD lift, helping to rid the grounds of debris, and anything else asked of them; the
Select Board and Planning Board and users of the meeting room for understanding that the
auditorium chairs need a place to “live” during events in the auditorium when they are not being
used there; George Haselton for his continued support to keep both the A/C and heating systems
running; the CSD for allowing us to borrow their lift to do light and sound work in the
auditorium; to Bruce Woodward, whom I am going to really miss, for his patient teaching about
the sprinkler and fire alarm system; the Rockport Garden Club for the support they give to the
Opera House, and to Randy, our custodian, for doing his best to keep the building in good repair
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and ready for all the varied events. Randy works a sporadic schedule by sometimes coming after
an event in the night or coming in really early in the morning to do setup for the next day’s event
to make things run smoothly and allow rentals to occur.
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY
Craig Cooley, Director
policechiefassistant@town.rockport.me.us
This past year involved the continuing process of updating and revising the Emergency
Operations Plan. School-safety planning came to the front this past year, due to all many
violent incidents around the world, so meetings were scheduled, workshops were held, and
emergency plans were updated.
Should you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to give me a call or stop by the
office.
On behalf of the EMA program, I would like to thank the municipal officials and their staff
as well as the county staff for their support and assistance, and all in Rockport who support
this effort.
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FIRE DEPARTMENT
Bruce Woodward, Fire Chief
firechief@town.rockport.me.us
Mission Statement
The mission of the Rockport Fire Department is to protect its citizens and their property
from fires and other emergencies. Our goal is to minimize the loss of life and
property when fires and other emergencies do occur.

The year 2012 was a great year for the fire department. The number of calls, 162, was about the
same as the annual average for the last five years. The best news is that there were no homes or
businesses destroyed by fire. Our firefighters did get to use their fire-fighting skills at mutual aid
fires in Camden and Rockland. Fortunately the fires in those communities were controlled before
or shortly after our arrival on the scene.
In December, the Cascade Foundation donated funds for the purchase of a new thermal imaging
camera. We are very grateful to them for the chance to use newer thermal imaging technology.
The camera arrived in March 2013 and our firefighters have been trained in its use by company
representatives. The new imager has improved technology to give a better quality picture and it
has a larger display screen than our present camera. We can now use one camera inside the
building and have the other outside the structure to monitor heat conditions. We are so thankful
to the Cascade Foundation for helping make our job easier and safer.
Many thanks to all Rockport residents for their diligence in practicing fire prevention and safety.
Their safe use of heat-producing appliances, careful monitoring of cooking, and maintenance of
heating equipment is responsible for our low incidence of structure fires.
Fire prevention is the responsibility of all our citizens. Your smoke detectors should be tested
monthly and batteries replaced annually. Smoke detectors should be cleaned to reduce false
alarms. For questions on maintenance of your smoke detectors, please refer to the smoke detector
manufacturer’s instructions.
This is my last report after serving as the Town of Rockport’s fire chief for 42 years. Thank you
all for your support. On March 30 my firefighters, co-workers and Rockport citizens treated me
to a day I will never forget. The day started with a pancake breakfast for past and present
firemen. In the afternoon, a fire truck parade wailed its way down Route 1 to the Samoset Resort
where I was treated to a big party with friends, family, citizens, and people I had worked with
during my career. It is amazing how much the equipment and technology has changed in that
time. The most important part of those years remains the many dedicated and talented
firefighters that I have worked with over the years. I will be forever grateful for their support and
faith in my decisions over my career.
We have a dedicated group of firefighters who respond to many emergencies throughout the
year. They spend many hours training so they can perform their job efficiently and
professionally. My most sincere thanks to them for all that they do.
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BURNING PERMIT INFORMATION
Weekdays: Burning permits are issued daily, depending upon favorable weather conditions.
Weekends & Holidays: Burning permits can be obtained from the fire station any time the week
before you want to burn. You must call the fire chief on the day that you want to burn to get your
burning permit activated.
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Summary of Fire Department
Activities

Firefighters – Rockport

Fires in Buildings ........................................... 1
Mutual Aid (Out of Town) ............................14
False Alarms .................................................50
Grass, Brush or Forest Fires ............................4
Smoke Investigations................................. ...10
Public Assistance ............................................4
Oil or Gasoline Spills ......................................1
Stand-by at Accidents ...................................38
Chimney Fires .................................................1
Sprinkler Alarms .............................................3
Vehicle Fires ...................................................2
LP Gas Leak ....................................................1
Dispatched & Canceled.................................17
Good Intent Calls ............................................3
Wires/Powers Lines Down..............................8
Flooded Cellars ...............................................1
Carbon Monoxide Incidents ............................4
Total Incidents...........................................162
Burning Permits, written .............................304
On Line Burning
Permits……………….62

Fire Equipment – Rockport
2004 Freightliner, Ferrara 1250 g.p.m.
pumper; 1000 gallon tank
1996 Freightliner, Ferrara 1000 g.p.m.
pumper; 1000 gallon tank
1983 Ford, American LaFrance 1000 g.p.m.
pumper; 750 gallon tank
1996 Freightliner Utility Truck
1951 Willys Jeep
1928 American LaFrance Ladder Truck

Fire Equipment – West Rockport
1987 Ford, Emergency One - 1000 g.p.m.
pumper; 1000 gallon tank
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Charles Knight, Deputy Chief
Todd Philbrook, Assistant Chief
Robert Ames
Charles Foote III
William Lane, Lt.
David Leighton
Gary Leighton
Douglas MacWilliams
Allen Mitchell
Brian Moody
David Moody
Charles Pearson, Lt.
Michael Saunders
John Wickenden, Lt.

Firefighters – West Rockport
Neal Bartley, Secretary & Treasurer
Philip Brown
Michael Callaway
Justin Ford
Stephen Hall
John Lane
Ian Robertson
Michael Robertson
Gregory Rollins, Lt.
Levi Rollins
John Sylvester
Douglas Woodbury
Nick Wootton

OFFICE OF THE HARBOR MASTER
Abbie Leonard, Harbor Master
harbormaster@town.rockport.me.us
Mission Statement
To preserve, promote, protect and
progress the working Rockport waterfront.
Grant projects, chess boards and celebrations were the highlights of 2012 in Rockport Harbor.
The year has seen a number of long-range projects to fruition and Hurricane Sandy gave it her
best shot but Rockport fared well.
Thanks to a grant from the Department of Environmental Protection, a marine waste pump-out
station was installed on the recreational dock. Rockport Public Works provided the labor for the
trenching of the pipe and the pump was up and running on June 1st.
In May we completed our SHIP grant funded project. Prock Marine drove 7 pilings in the river
along the seawall and we placed 4 floats built by Two Harbor Marine. The docks provided much
needed space for dinghy tie offs as well as a temporary tie-up spot for boats that have been
recently launched. The floats have been heavily used and have received rave reviews from the
community.
In June, the harbor and the RES East site played host to 1,200 people for the annual Pop the Cork
event put on by Cellar Door Winery. All proceeds from the event went to Habitat for Humanity.
It was a spectacular event and tickets were sold out in September 2012 for the 2013 event!
In July, a reported 2,000 people came out to witness the launching of Adventuress, a beautifully
restored classic wooden sailboat that Rockport Marine had been working on restoring for more
than three years.
A “life size” chess board was installed in the park on the hill above the Harbormaster building.
The pieces will be kept in a box next to the chess board accessible by a key you can sign out at
the Harbormaster office. It has to be one of the best views to take in while playing a game of
chess.
The roof on one of the lime kilns was replaced in July.
Submitted an application for a Boating Infrastructure Grant (BIG) to help fund electrical
upgrades, including underground power and new park lighting and power to the floats. We will
be notified in May 2013 as to whether we will be granted the funds.
Eight moorings were re-issued and five tie-offs were re-issued.
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Harbor Master - continued
The Mooring waiting list stands at 35 (many of those on the waiting list currently have moorings
but are waiting for a mooring closer to the inner harbor). The Tie-off waiting list stands at 58,
demonstrating our need for more dinghy tie-up spots. Some of that need has been met by the new
river floats we placed in May 2012.
Thanks to the community of Rockport who make the harbor a truly beautiful and vibrant place to
work and play.
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POLICE DEPARTMENT
Mark Kelley, Police Chief
policechief@town.rockport.me.us
Craig E. Cooley, Administrative Assistant/Patrol Officer
policechiefassistant@town.rockport.me.us
Patrol Sergeant Travis W. Ford
sergeantford@town.rockport.me.us
Officer Dana Smith
officersmith@town.rockport.me.us

Officer Wesley Butler
officerbutler@town.rockport.me.us
Officer Robbie Shaw
officershaw@town.rockport.me.us

Writer’s cramp or brain block has come upon me, as this year we have seen a lot of the same
things as in years past. In all of 2012 we had 24 drunk drivers, and in the first three months of
2013 we had 8—not a good sign. People are still insisting on driving after their license has been
suspended; there were 75 in 2012 and in the first three months of 2013 we had 23. In 2012,
warrant arrests numbered 23 and again in the first 3 months of 2013 we had 14. These are just a
small sample of many we believe show as a trending attitude that people have as far as their
privilege to operate a motor vehicle on Maine’s highways.
Remember, we are a small department, so if this is what we are finding, it’s mind-boggling to
think of what goes by undetected each day, jeopardizing everyone in their path because they
shouldn’t be on the roads!
During its 2012 tour of Rockport’s five villages, the select board heard on more than one
occasion that residents want to rebuild the Police Department to the staffing level it had in 2008;
well, after the budget process and with some voting luck, you will see that happen, and I’ve
already been in touch with out CSD and SAD school districts and have promised additional
school support and presence. There are many other projects we would like to expand on to
become more efficient.
In 2013 Rockport will see a huge change among the steadfast and steady faces of its department
heads, as Steve, your high foreman, steps down after nearly 27 years, Tom, your town planner,
departs after 13 years, and (one I must say has had a great impact on my own 27-year tenure in
Rockport) Fire Chief Bruce Woodard leaves after 42 years. After sharing Bruce’s building and
talking chair, well, things will be different, but after all is said and done, your department heads
will—with these changes—continue to do the work you want in a fashion you deserve.
In closing, I urge you to call 236-2027 to report any unusual or suspicious things you see, no
matter how trivial they might seem, as your help is always welcome and may help solve a
mystery for someone else.
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911 Hangup
Abandoned Vehicle
Administrative
Agency Assistance
Agency Assistance K9
Alarm
Alcohol Offense
Animal Noise
Animal Problem
Animal Welfare
Assault
Attempt to Locate
Assault with Weapon
ATV Operation Problem
Non-sufficient Funds Check
Violation of Bail Conditions
Boating Accidents
Bomb Threats
Burglary
Car/Deer Accident
Check in Per Court Order
Child Abuse
Citizen Assist
Citizen Dispute
Civil Problem
Criminal Mischief
Custodial Interference
Dead Body
Deliver Message
Detail Assignment
Disorderly Conduct
Domestic
Controlled Substance Problem
Emergency
Traffic – Erratic Operation
Escort
Fireworks
Fish & Game
Forgery
Found Property
Fraud
Harassment
Haz Mat Response
Hit & Run
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2010

2011

100
2
130
185
0
351
5
20
73
28
13
5
1
7
13
18
1
0
10
26
137
2
89
1
28
34
4
1
8
23
48
26
17
2
237
21
3
3
1
24
9
37
2
18

78
5
130
210
0
353
12
8
73
16
23
1
1
12
10
20
1
1
14
20
26
3
93
3
33
31
5
2
6
85
73
42
34
1
198
19
2
7
0
30
11
55
0
13

2012
70
1
95
216
0
301
6
15
58
15
9
7
0
7
5
10
0
0
16
30
25
1
74
3
42
46
5
5
9
44
73
38
31
2
184
35
17
2
1
44
14
34
0
17

Police Department – continued

Information Report
Intoxicated Person
Juvenile Problem
Litter/Pollution/Public Health
Lockout
Loitering
Lost Property
Medical Emergency
Mental Health Issue
Missing Person
Motor Vehicle Burglary
DUI Alcohol or Drugs
Nuisance
Overdose
Paperwork Served for other Agency
Paperwork Served this Agency
Parking Problem
Traffic Accident with Damage
Violation of Protection from Abuse
Traffic Accident with Injuries
Police Information
Probation & Parole Violation
Property Check
Property Damage, Non Vandalism
Public Works Referral
Running Radar
Recovered Stolen Property
Recovered Stolen Vehicle
Sex Offense
Reports of Shots Fired
Runaway Juvenile
Search Warrant
Stalking
Stray Animal
Structure Fire
Suspicious Vehicle
Suspicious Person/Circumstance
Theft
Theft Automobile
Threatening
Tobacco Problem
Traffic Hazard
Traffic Violation
Traffic Stop
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2010

2011

181
18
29
8
2
0
24
1
63
12
6
21
26
2
59
20
46
134
8
34
7
8
443
1
27
165
10
3
3
6
0
0
2
2
1
51
86
61
3
25
0
113
779
127

181
23
39
5
1
0
7
2
55
8
4
34
15
5
125
8
56
122
5
25
2
8
466
6
31
112
3
5
5
12
3
0
2
5
4
75
112
70
3
22
0
107
593
104

2012
160
15
24
5
2
0
16
3
59
12
11
20
18
6
144
5
50
123
4
34
4
12
518
10
29
105
3
2
4
0
5
0
2
9
3
85
117
54
3
16
5
76
620
65

Police Department – continued

Trespassing
Unsecured Premise
Utility Problem
Vandalism
Vehicle Off the Road
Vehicle Search
Vicious Animal
Wanted Person
Weapon Offense
Welfare Check
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2010

2011

23
42
49
0
37
9
0
35
1
40

32
22
48
0
52
7
0
41
2
63

2012
44
32
39
0
20
9
0
27
1
612

PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
Steve Beveridge, Director
publicworksdirector@town.rockport.me.us
Michael Young, Assistant Director
assistantpwd@town.rockport.me.us
Susan Dates, Secretary
publicworkssecretary@town.rockport.me.us
James Aldus
James Miller
Russell Fuller
Daryl Libby
Greg Howard
Kevin Grierson
As I write this, I believe this will be my last Annual Report. I knew this year was a very busy
year and after reviewing the Department Head reports I realized how right I was. This year we
have looked at each other and said, “How many more things can we have going on in one day?”
more often than in any other year.
In January 2012 we finished hooking up the water end of the Public Works Sewer/Water project.
With the help of the Farley and Son crew, the actual outside excavation for the insulated water
trench from the hydrant to the building took only half a day. The weather cooperated and we did
not have any deep frost and snow to contend with. After that was completed, Public Works
helped the plumber run new plastic tubing through the garage and the water was hooked up. The
paving of Elwood Avenue waited until April when the plant opened. We were planning on
paving the portion of Route 1 that we dug up in the spring of 2012, but MDOT said they were
going to pave Route 1in 2012-13, so we are tagging onto their project for fewer breaks in the
pavement on Route 1. Repairs to the Annis Lane Bridge were completed, as well as many small
paving projects. During the summer months, Pleasant Street was rebuilt and Maine Water
replaced their water lines at the same time. A small amount of work will be finished in the 2013
spring season after the dirt is allowed to settle. I thank the residents of Pleasant Street for their
patience and cooperation during the project. At the garage, our truck lift broke and we had to
replace one end of it at the beginning of the summer. The Library raised money for a memorial
bench and Public Works picked up the granite and built the bench.
Snow events during the end of the 2012 winter were fewer than normal with warmer weather. In
January we had several snowstorms and it looked like it would be a long snowy winter, but in
February and March we didn’t get many storms, but the icy roads made frequent sandings
necessary. We ended up using quite a bit of sand and salt to keep the roads safe. At the end of
2012, snow was threatened for Halloween with storms in November and six events in December.
This continued into 2013. This has been a year of extremes—warm without much snow to colder
with a lot of snow.
In mid-March the Town hired an Assistant Public Works Director, Michael Young. He was hired
to be trained so that the transition from me to another person will, hopefully, not be noticed
much by the residents. There is a lot we do in the Public Works Department once or twice a year
with a lot of policies that have been developed over the years and it takes a long time to learn to
implement these. Mike is learning the job as we go and is working into the position very well.
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Public Works Department - continued
At the Harbor, Public Works assisted the Harbor Master with several projects including installing
a new boat pump-out station, making lime kiln repairs, cleaning up the Boat Club side of the
Harbor and looking at the possibility to put down pavement, looking at lighting and how to put it
underground for safety and to help with more use of the facility; designing and placing an
outdoor chess board on a flat portion of Kononen Park with the pieces donated; and planning of a
Harbor Lighting project for the walkway under the bridge and the Boat Club side of the harbor.
This seemed to be a year of meetings for many projects both ongoing and proposed. The care and
maintenance of our sewers went out to bid with Woodard & Curran awarded the bid. The Towns
Mowing and Maintenance bids were awarded and had to be overseen. One end of the Town
Office was renovated and Public Works oversaw and assisted in this. There have been many
training meetings during the year by MMA, Safety Works, MDOT training, and the Knox
County Road Maintenance Group. Some other meetings included: possible sewer extension on
Rt. 1; design of a Harbor Walk from the Beauchamp Point area to Walker Park; Flood Plains
Management meeting; new Personnel Policy meetings; met with Leucadia about the lower level
of Mary Lea Park and plans for their portion of the park and integrating this with the park and
plantings-several trees were taken down for this project and construction continues into 2013; the
rotting fence at Mary Lea Park was taken down and replaced with a more durable fence and a
bench by the sidewalk for views of the harbor (this is used often); Conservation Commission
meetings; many Waste Water meetings for various items; many budget meetings were held to
inform the public and members of committees as to issues in the upcoming budget (this had a
good result in the end); and Library RES East site walk & meetings as the Library Committee
proposes to possibly expand to the RES East site.
At the Opera House a major insulation project was completed. R. H. Price received the bid and
they went above what we asked for. When they found extra areas that didn’t have insulation,
they contacted me and we got the insulation in where it needed to be. The basement, auditorium
walls and the attic were all insulated as much as possible and this seems to have saved on the
consumption of oil when compared to last year. An HVAC study was completed with
recommendations submitted. Some of the recommended work was completed. A new metal fire
escape was built and installed to replace the old wooden one on the west side of the building. In
the summer some of the shingles came off the roof and Mike repaired that spot. We inspected the
entire roof and have proposed that the roof be shingled and gutters repaired within 2-3 years.
At RES East the Town gave its approval to tear the building down. This was done in the spring
of 2013. As much salvage as possible was removed before we tore the building down. Asbestos
was removed in the fall in preparation for demolition. Pop the Cork was held at both the Harbor
and at RES East this year. It was a huge success for Habitat for Humanity and the town is happy
to host this large event. We hope this will continue into the future.
The Marge Jones Rec Field received a new playground that was donated by the Pen Bay YMCA
and Rotary Club. This was installed by Public Works with help from the Rotary. We acquired a
piece of property on Chickawaukie Pond and it was decided to keep this for residents to enjoy
the pond on the Rockport side of the lake. This was readied for use during the summer and fall
months. At Walker Park we repaired the Merry-Go-Round & the Sea Wall.
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Public Works Department - continued
As we write this, a very snowy winter (2012-13) has just passed, with a FEMA-qualifying event
at the beginning of February 2013. One three-day snowstorm dropped a record snowfall for us—
22 inches. We have been able to tear down the RES East building earlier than planned and feel
we will be under budget. This has been a winter with many things happening and it looks like the
continued thought of how many more projects can we have going on in one day will continue.
If you plan to place or replace a mailbox, fence, or a wall around the roadway, please give us a
call at the Public Works garage at 236-6245. I will come over to make sure you are not placing it
in the Town’s Right-of-Way where it could get hit with a plow. It is easier to discuss placement
of an object before it is placed in or on the ground, rather than after. Please see page 3 of this
report for a recommended design for a mailbox and post.
To help keep costs down and keep everyone safe, we again ask you to help us during the winter
months by following these guidelines:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Do not park in the road or street from sundown to sunrise from November 1 to April 15,
as most of the snow removal is done at night.
Don’t park your car so close to the road that end of car is even with the windrow that the
snowplow leaves. This creates hazards to snow clean-up operations.
Don’t push, throw, or leave your snow in public ways. It is against the law.
Make sure your mailbox and post are in good repair and legally installed. By state law
and by town ordinance, Public Works is not responsible for any damage to mailboxes and
paper boxes. See attached diagram.
Please don’t walk, jog, cross-country ski, snowmobile, snowboard, or mountain bike in
the streets, especially at night, during snowstorms. You are placing yourself in extreme
danger!
Please use the sidewalks whenever possible. We pay to have them cleaned for your use
and you are placing yourself danger when you walk in the street. This request is for
summertime, also.
Please give snow removal equipment a break. If equipment is backing up—wait. It is
hard, if not impossible, for the driver to see you! Be sure the driver of the equipment has
seen you before you pass. Our Public Works crew does the best they can to be
considerate and to not jeopardize anyone when operating equipment. Please be
considerate of them.

Again, I would like to thank all the people who look out after Public Works. To name a few: Fire
Chief Bruce Woodward, Police Chief Mark Kelley and the Police Department crew, Woodard &
Curran and Andy Field and Randy Mank, the Rockport Garden Club, the Rec Committee, Bob
Hoppe, who takes care of the Rec Field, and Jim Guerra, Gary Leighton and the MCSWC crew.
Thank you to the men and women in the Town Office; without their assistance Public Works
could not function properly. As always, I want to say thanks to my crew and their families,
especially the wives, who always seem to answer the phone at 1, 2, and 3 a.m. As a final note –
our longtime Fire Chief, Bruce, will be retiring in 2013 and he will be missed by all of us.
Congratulations to Bruce.
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Public Works Department - continued
POST & MAILBOX RECOMMENDATION

Note: You may firmly secure your mailbox to the top rail. Please realize that even pressure
treated wooden structures do not last forever. They do rot out. You should check your post for
rot each year and check the mailbox to make sure it is still secure on the post. Normally the box
is placed above the level of the plow wing, so the wing does not hit the box. It is the weight of
the snow that knocks the box and/or post down.

TOWN OF ROCKPORT PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
Adopted from Town of Brunswick drawing
T. Mann design
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MID-COAST SOLID WASTE CORPORATION
James Guerra, Manager
mcswc@roadrunner.com
Dear Residents,
As I finish my fifth year managing MCSW, some of the changes made are less visible than
others. An example of this is that, since FY2008, we have been able to drop our assessment to
the tax base by about $189,000. This has required not only decreases in staffing levels and
increased repairs and maintenance, but also investment in more efficient hauling practices and
collection of recyclables. Of course, and here it comes, the downward trend cannot go on
indefinitely.
The primary driver increasing our overall cost is not the operation itself, but the incremental
increase in our target tipping fee at PERC (our waste-to-energy plant). The target tipping fee is
based on a favorable electricity purchase contract between Bangor Hydro and PERC. Until now,
this contract has meant up to approximately $180,000 refunded to MCSW based on plant
performance and fuel (trash) deliveries to the plant. Rather than have this “performance credit”
disappear all at once, it was opted by the Municipal Review Committee overseeing PERC, to
reduce it incrementally over the next five years.
In response to this decreasing revenue trend, the MCSW Board of Directors has opted to raise
the per-bag price rather than increase the tax assessment to member towns. The good thing about
this is that there are many opportunities to reduce your overall cost by increasing your recycling.
This goal can be readily achieved. Conservative calculations show at least another thirty percent
of the waste stream being recyclable, and this facility provides the fullest spectrum of recycling
opportunities available anywhere in the State. By increasing your recycling, you buy fewer bags,
lowering your cost, and the community benefits by increasing our recycling revenue, which we
can then use to cover other operating costs. It is a simple concept; save and save. You will hear
more on this over the coming months as we try to improve the information we provide you
regarding recycling.
On another note, another company has recently purchased our long-time yellow bag vendor,
unfortunately. Since this time we have had notable problems with the quality of the bags. As a
result, I am currently seeking a new vendor. If I am successful, the new bags may look a bit
different from the old. For example, the new bags may come on a roll of five; each bag being
torn from the roll via a serration. Aside from this, the quality of the sample bags I’ve seen from
the proposed vendor well exceeds the quality achieved in the past. Clearly, I will need your
feedback if there is an issue in the future, but I ask your patience if there is anything else that
may just take some getting used to. Thank you!
Lastly, please be reminded that our Annual Household Hazardous Waste Day is June 15; the
third Saturday of the month. Signs and fliers will be posted and we look forward to another
successful collection. As with last year, the fee for each unit (5 gallons or 20 lbs.) of waste will
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Mid-Coast Solid Waste Corporation - continued
be $10! This is a very good rate intended to help increase participation in this collection. Please
note that information will also be posted on our Facebook Page, at Mid-Coast Solid Waste
Corporation, as well as on our web page at www.midcoastsolidwaste.org. Consider these two
sites when looking for information regarding this facility or recycling in general. We can be
contacted with any questions you may have through either site. We would appreciate you taking
the time to “like” us when you take a look.
If you see improvement at this facility please take the time to thank your representative to the
Board of Directors and your town manager, as they are the ones who test me and keep my mind
open as we evolve a system to serve our community’s needs in a sound and affordable way.
They, like many other municipal volunteers or employees dedicate significant time and
generously share their expertise with me making me a better manager. I respectfully thank the
Board of MCSW and our community for the opportunity given me to make things a little bit
better. See you at the facility!
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WASTEWATER DEPARTMENT
Managed, Operated, and Maintained by Woodard & Curran Inc.
Andrew Field, System Manager
rkpt@midcoast.com
In response to a request for proposals made by the town in April 2012, Woodard & Curran
submitted a successful competitive bid to continue providing operation and maintenance (O&M)
of the Rockport collection system through June 2015. This new three-year contract provides the
opportunity for the town and Woodard & Curran to reach 20 years of continuous collection
system O&M.
The day-to-day operations are running smoothly and keep us busy. In addition to pump station
monitoring, we conduct data collection, compliance reporting, and summer and winter grounds
maintenance. Some of the maintenance completed in 2012 includes:
•
•
•

Replacing 13 telemetry radios to comply with new FCC narrow-band policies.
Replacing the shingles and trim boards on the Warrenton Street pump station.
Draining and cleaning wetwells at multiple locations, including Harbor View,
Main Street Extension, and Camden Hills High School.

We also collect flow data and file reports on a monthly basis. In 2012 we pumped a total of 18.9
million gallons (up slightly from 18.4) of wastewater to Camden from the Goose River pump
station. From the Warrenton Street pump station, we pumped 22.6 million gallons to Rockland in
the past year, which is down from 24 million gallons in 2011.
Once again we would like to thank Steve Beveridge and the Public Works Department for all of
their help throughout the year, and the Town of Rockport for their continued support.

Warrenton Street Pump Station
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TOWN OF ROCKPORT BOARDS,
COMMITTEES & COMMISSIONS
Thank You . . .
We want to take this opportunity to thank the many Rockport citizens who give so freely of their
time and energy to serve on town committees and boards.

Please . . .
If you are interested in serving on a town committee, please
complete the Application for Committee Service form available at the Town Office or on our
website at www.town.rockport.me.us – Town Boards, Committees and Commissions –
Committee Application. Please call the Town Manager’s Office at 236-0806 for more
information. There are several committee vacancies—we need YOU!

Ad Hoc Lime Kiln Preservation Committee
Ad Hoc Water Quality Committee
Board of Assessment Review
Budget Committee
Camden-Rockport Pathways Committee
Capital Improvement Committee
Cemetery Committee
Conservation Commission
Harbor Committee
Investment Committee
Library Committee
Mid-Coast Solid Waste Corporation Board of Directors
MSAD #28/CSD Board of Directors
Opera House Committee
Ordinance Review Committee
Parks Committee
Planning Board
Recreation Committee
Select Board
Zoning Board of Appeals
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ROCKPORT COMMITTEE MEMBERS
BOARD OF ASSESSMENT REVIEW
HOWARD A. BATES
RAY FREITAS
PETER E. VAN DER KIEFT
DOUGLAS LINDER
LARRY A. LEHMANN

HARBOR COMMITTEE – continued
6/13
6/13
6/14
6/15
6/15

PATRICK ANNIS
PETER VAN DER KIEFT
TIM HOFFMAN

INVESTMENT COMMITTEE
ART ZUR MUHLEN
JEROD CRONKITE
WILLIAM H. FREEMAN, JR.
ROBERT J. CAMPBELL
JOHN VIEHMAN

BUDGET COMMITTEE
SHARON STONE
JAN ROSENBAUM
STEPHANIE A. KUMBLE
THOMAS MURPHY
DAVID JACKSON
HELEN A. SHAW
PETER I. JOHNSON
SHARON POHLMAN

6/13
6/13
6/14
6/14
6/14
6/15
6/15
6/15

6/13
6/13
6/14
6/14
6/15

LIBRARY COMMITTEE
JANICE BALDWIN
CATE MONROE
ELIZABETH A. ELWIN
KATHLEEN MEIL
BARRIE PRIBYL

CAMDEN-ROCKPORT PATHWAYS
COMMITTEE – ROCKPORT MEMBERS
LYNDA CLANCY
LENI GRONROS
JOHN ANDERS
HELEN SHAW
ALEXANDRA (SANI) FOGEL

6/15
6/15
6/15

6/13
6/13
6/14
6/15
6/15

MCSWC BOARD OF DIRECTORS
CAMDEN

6/13
6/14
6/14
6/15
6/15

PATRICIA FINNIGAN, TOWN MANAGER
RICK KNOWLTON
JAMES KIERSTEAD

ROCKPORT
CEMETERY COMMITTEE
ELIZABETH BERRY
JULIE CLEMENT
HELEN SHAW
VERNON HUNTER
BRENDA RICHARDSON
POLLY CHATFIELD
DAVID FARLEY
LINDA GREENLAW

ROGER MOODY, INTERIM TOWN MANAGER
ROBERT DUKE
WILLIAM CHAPMAN

6/13
6/13
6/13
6/14
6/14
6/15
6/15

LINCOLNVILLE
DAVID KINNEY, TOWN ADMINISTRATOR
JASON TRUNDY
JULIA LIBBY

HOPE
JONATHAN DUKE, TOWN ADMINISTRATOR
JAMES ANNIS
THOMAS FORD

CONSERVATION COMMISSION
SALLY COOK
LYNN BANNISTER
STEVE MCALLISTER
GEORGE HASELTON
TED SKOWRONSKI
RON HOWARD
NICOLE LUTKEMULLER

6/13
6/13
6/13
6/14
6/14
6/15
6/15

MSAD #28/CSD BOARD OF DIRECTORS
(ROCKPORT MEMBERS)
GRETCHEN RICHARDS
ELIZA HASELTON
MARCIA DIETRICH

6/13
6/14
6/15

OPERA HOUSE COMMITTEE
HARBOR COMMITTEE
ROBERT TASSI
MARIO TURI
JOEL POWERS
SAM TEMPLE

BECKY GAMAGE
LINDA POSSON
JOHN W. PRIESTLEY, III
DAVID JACKSON
ANNE KILHAM

6/13
6/13
6/14
6/15
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6/13
6/13
6/14
6/15
6/15

Rockport Committee Members – continued
ORDINANCE REVIEW COMMITTEE

PLANNING BOARD

PLANNING BOARD REP.
ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS REP.
RICHARD REMSEN
VACANT
WILLIAM GARTLEY
MARK INGRAHAM
DOUG MILLER

THOMAS MURPHY
SARAH PRICE
HOWARD “TONY” BATES
TERRI MACKENZIE
JIM OSTHEIMER
KERRY LEICHTMAN
JOHN ALEXANDER

6/13
6/14
6/14
6/14
6/15

PARKS & RECREATION COMMITTEE

ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS

STEVE ALEX
ALEX ARAU
ELEANOR G. AMES
ROGER JONES
DAVID P. JACKSON
ANTHONY HUTCHESON
SARAH VOKEY

STEPHEN BOWEN
MARK MASTERSON
ALEXANDRA “SANI” FOGEL
EMILY LUSHER
GEORGE BENSON II
DAVID GORDON
JOHN OSGOOD

6/13
6/13
6/13
6/14
6/15
6/15
6/15
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6/13
6/13
6/13
6/14
6/14
6/15
6/15

6/13
6/13
6/13
6/14
6/14
6/15
6/15

TOWN OF ROCKPORT
COMMITTEE & AFFILIATION REPORTS
Camden-Rockport Bicycle and Pedestrian Pathways Committee
Coastal Mountains Land Trust
Conservation Commission
Five Town CSD/MSAD #28
Library Committee
Opera House Committee
Penobscot Bay Regional Chamber of Commerce
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CAMDEN-ROCKPORT BICYCLE AND
PEDESTRIAN PATHWAYS COMMITTEE
Rockport
John Anders
Lynda Clancy
Leni Gronros
Helen Shaw
Alexandra Wolf Fogel

Camden
Geoff Scott, Chair
Anita Brosius-Scott
Ellen Simmons
Richard Stetson
Alternate: Jane Self

Kenneth McKinley, Rockport Select Board Liaison
The Pathways Committee is a two-town cooperative committee, with members appointed by
both Camden and Rockport. The Committee is charged with reviewing geographic areas,
rights-of-way, and transportation infrastructure in the two towns to both improve bicycle and
pedestrian safety and access and also encourage non-motorized transportation.
From 2011 to 2012 the Committee focused on a number of areas:
•

Provided input and support for the town-initiated project to develop a Rockport
Harborwalk, essentially connecting existing infrastructure around the harbor into a
complete walking route.

•

Submitted two grant proposals: The first for the construction of the Tannery Property
Riverwalk; and the second to engage the National Park Service for consulting work
on the creation of a Riverwalk.

•

Initiated work on developing a grant proposal for extension of the sidewalk on Elm
Street from Camden Street to the Maritime Farms/Concord Bus Station and beyond to
Leonard’s Clothing store, with a pedestrian-controlled crossing into the Hannaford
Shopping Center.

•

Received funding for proposal written by the Pathways Committee in 2010 for a .45mile sidewalk extension along Washington Street to Shirttail Park. The Quality
Community Program Grant award of $46,500 was for engineering of the sidewalk
with future construction funds anticipated to complete the project. Coordinated with
and gave input to the Town on this next design phase.

•

Proposed and organized a successful Juice Conference Workshop called “Connecting
People to Places: Bikes & Hikes Link Dooryards, Downtowns, and Trailheads.”

•

Provided input to the Open Space Committee for developing an open space guide for
the region; Camden Parks and Recreation Committee eventually completed an
excellent guide.

•

Created a Pathways Liaison to the Parks and Recreation Committee (after a
suggestion by the Select Board to consider merging with the P&R Committee was
explored and deemed impractical).
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Camden-Rockport Pathways - continued
Ongoing projects included:
•

Working with the Union Street neighborhood cleanup committee on roadside planter
strip cleanup in front of EBS Hardware store.

•

Ongoing discussions regarding a Camden Riverwalk from the Harbor to Shirttail
Point.

The Committee meets on the first Wednesday of the month from 7 to 9 p.m., alternating
between the meeting rooms of the Camden Town Office and the Rockport Town Office.
Interested members of the public are encouraged to attend.
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COASTAL MOUNTAINS LAND TRUST
Scott Dickerson, Executive Director
Coastal Mountains Land Trust has worked in the western Penobscot Bay region, including
the town of Rockport, for the past 26 years. We are a non-profit organization that works to
conserve the area’s wildlife habitats, scenic landscapes, public access to natural lands, water
resources, and productive forest and farmlands. Thanks to the support of our members, we
have protected more than 9,100 acres throughout our service region and have many projects
in process.
The Land Trust has completed a total of 23 conservation projects in Rockport. We have
protected 615 acres by conservation easement, a permanent agreement between the
landowner and the Land Trust that keeps the land in private ownership while protecting
critical resources of the property. We also acquire full title to properties that have
extraordinary conservation value, including 696 acres in Rockport. These properties become
part of the network of preserves we are establishing throughout the region. Our preserves are
open to the public for hiking, cross-country skiing, snowshoeing, and other activities that do
not degrade the natural and scenic features of the properties. Beech Hill Preserve, which we
manage in part as an organic blueberry farm certified by the Maine Organic Farmers and
Gardeners Association (MOFGA), is the site of an annual blueberry pick, which was very
well attended this year.
Since last year’s annual report, we have conserved 203 new acres in Rockport on Ragged
Mountain. Ownership to this property was transferred to the Maine Water Company, subject
to a conservation easement that we hold, a partnership to conserve the watershed of Mirror
Lake and to provide another link to further the vision of a four-season Round the Mountain
trail originating from the Camden Snow Bowl.
Our office is located at 101 Mt. Battie Street in Camden, and open 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
weekdays. We encourage those interested in our program to stop in for a visit, call us at (207)
236-7091, or visit our website at www.coastalmountains.org.
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CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Ted Skowronski – Chair
Sally Cook – Secretary/ Treasurer
Lynn Bannister - Secretary
George Haselton
Nicole Lutkemuller
Steve McAllister
Bob Kennedy – Associate Member
The 2012-2013 budget year has been a challenging and exciting year for the Rockport
Conservation Commission (RCC). We started an outreach program to help Rockport and
neighboring area citizens become better educated regarding issues such as pesticide usage, water
pollution, conservation of various local resources, and alternate energy. A major portion of our
time has been determining the water quality of Rockport Harbor. We have conducted several
public meetings with the Rockport Select board, Planning Board and the Department of Public
Works regarding the findings from our sample testings. Bob Kennedy has been overseeing the
testing and has been utilizing his expertise to help create the appropriate procedures to ensure
qualitative results.
Elevated bacterial levels have been observed at Goodies Beach since 2009. We have had the
following number of advisories; 2009 (7), 2010 (10), 2011 (5) and in 2012 (11). From the
sampling done in 2012 we found one of the fresh water outlets near Goodies Beach to
consistently have very high bacteria readings. We traced this back to the watershed between
Pleasant and West Street. The bacterial sources in the Pascal Ave drainage area include human
waste. We have asked the Planning Department to conduct plumbing inspections at homes on
Pleasant Street, Pine Street, portions of Amsbury Hill and the West Street wetland. Code
Enforcement Officer (CEO) Scott Bickford has been able to inspect 50 of the 55 homes in the
area and has not found any obvious malfunctions which could be providing the possible bacterial
source. He is hoping to complete the remaining inspections in 2013. Iit may be necessary do dye
testing or pumping smoke into the storm drains to detect any irregularities.
The RCC has increased the number of water tests to be performed on the fresh water sources to
the harbor as well as the harbor itself. Working with Maine Healthy Beaches, the harbor master,
and the Office of Planning, the RCC has been checking the harbor area for non-point sources of
pollution. GPS coordinates and photos were taken in order to establish a scientific means for
determining which possible non-source pollution areas could be eliminated and which ones are
highly suspect. These determinations will eventually lead to the actual source of pollution. The
RCC will be renewing the efforts to determine the prime source of the pollution including
sampling at nodes in drainage area for selected PPCP and/or related chemical indicator. The
RCC has created a Water Quality sub-committee headed by Bob Kennedy.
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Conservation Commission - continued
Additionally the RCC placed dog waste receptacles within Harbor Park and Beauchamp Point in
order to alleviate the dog waste problems that exist in those areas and eliminate the beach
pollution caused by animal waste. We also will be asking residents to pick up and carry out the
dog waste produced by their dogs while walking in these areas.
Other activities:
•

Continue a “Build-out Analysis” of Rockport to help create a useful tool for future
town planning.

•

Conduct the annual monitoring of town-held conservation easements. The RCC has
appointed Nicole Lutkemuller to be the easement coordinator to insure that the
monitoring is being accomplished.

•

Continue to hold educational forums.

The Rockport Conservation Commission meets on the second Friday of the month in the Town
Office at 8:00 AM. We are open to the public and encourage anyone interested in what the RCC
is doing to visit.
We are always looking for new members and volunteers who care about Rockport and the future
of this area.
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FIVE TOWN CSD & MSAD #28
Elaine Nutter, Superintendent of Schools
Camden-Rockport Elementary School, Camden-Rockport Middle School, and Camden Hills
Regional High School are excellent schools, with a well-deserved reputation for graduating 93%
of attending students, many of them ready for very competitive colleges and universities.
Students at CRMS and CHRHS have an enviable array of choices among co-curricular and extracurricular activities to develop their leadership, skills and interests. Our student athletics are very
competitive, and still win good sportsmanship awards. The performances of students in the arts
are breathtaking. Many of our middle school and secondary students participate in global travel
and cultural experiences. The range of course offerings and electives is extensive, with many
students achieving college credits during their high-school career.
In spite of these many successes and more, the respective Boards and staffs continually review
and improve how we educate students in order to remain competitive. Before the beginning of
the 2012–2013 school year, the Five Town CSD Board of Directors, the MSAD # 28 Board of
Directors, and school administrators met and identified the current social and economic
conditions that are driving the need for massive change in education. We know that our schools
are great schools. But we also know that there are increasing pressures on public education. We
know that the total resources available for educating our students will be staying the same or
even decreasing in the future, not increasing. That means that we have to learn to do more and
get an improved result with less. We also know that demographics in the Northeast, and midcoast Maine in particular, are changing. There is a general decrease in the proportion of schoolaged children, and increase in the average age of the population. We have also seen an increase
in the percentage of students who are eligible for free or reduced lunch because of family income
level. We know that competition is increasing. All students need to learn to high levels of
achievement in order to be competitive globally and ready for college, work, and citizenship. We
also know that there is competition for students, a relatively new factor that is increasing because
of virtual schools, charter schools, and the potential for school choice.
Based upon these changing local and world conditions, the MSAD # 28 Board and the Five
Town CSD Board each selected three goals to focus the work of the MSAD and Five Town CSD
school systems. The first goal for both MSAD and Five Town CSD is to improve technology.
Technology has the capacity to extend student learning beyond the traditional school day and to
make location irrelevant. It is possible to connect teachers and students across the globe, and to
put vast amounts of information in students’ hands instantly. We need to rethink even something
as traditional as report cards, progress reports, and teacher conferences, as information about
student progress is available 24 hours a day. The second goal for both districts is to implement
standards for high student achievement and to guarantee student proficiency. For teachers and
students, this means being very clear about the goals of learning, and being specific about
whether students have demonstrated achievement of those goals. For CHRHS, it means
developing a system so that graduation is tied to evidence of proficiency. The third goal for the
CSD is to develop a system to proactively evaluate every part of the school system and make
decisions based on how effectively and efficiently programs are operating. This is part of an
attitude of continual improvement that makes the best even better. The third goal for the MSAD
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Five Town CSD & MSAD #28 - continued

is to develop a vision and plan for the Camden-Rockport Middle School facility in order to
efficiently operate a middle school that supports an excellent educational program for students.
There are many other accomplishments of staff and students this year that could be cited in this
report. I encourage citizens to visit the MSAD and CSD website at Fivetowns.net or better yet,
attend a sports event, performance, or school event to see firsthand the great things that are
happening at Camden-Rockport Elementary School, Camden-Rockport Middle School, and
Camden Hills Regional High School.
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LIBRARY COMMITTEE
Kathleen Meil, Chair
Jan Baldwin, Secretary
Cate Monroe, Treasurer
Betsy Elwin
Barrie Pribyl
William Chapman, Select Board Liaison
The Library Committee has five members who are Rockport residents and elected to serve threeyear terms. The committee, select board liaison, and library director meet once a month, usually
on Thursday afternoons at 3 p.m. at the Town Office with additional meetings scheduled as
necessary. These meetings are open to the public, and the committee welcomes and encourages
attendance by and comments from library patrons and local residents.
The Library Committee approves library related policies on the recommendation of the director,
manages the library’s endowment, gifts, and desk income funds. The committee also assists the
director in the overseeing and maintenance of the library building, the long-range planning needs
of the library, and the generating of further income to support the library. The committee reviews
and makes recommendations on the annual library budget request, and submits an annual written
report showing the condition of the endowment, special funds, and library operation funds.
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Library Committee - continued

A Letter from the Rockport Library Committee

Rockport is deceiving at first glance. Our town is more than the village at the head of the harbor; it’s a
community of five distinct villages stretching between Camden and Rockland along Routes 1, 17 and
90. Our library is deceiving, too. It’s comfortably tucked into the center of the harbor village, exuding
coziness and charm, but it’s a building that has had many facelifts. It cleverly hides its age and
inadequacy as a fully realized community asset by the sheer effort of its dedicated director, its capable
and friendly staff, and its many committed volunteers.
As the library gets ready to celebrate its 100th anniversary in 2014, it is time to reconsider the future of
the Rockport Public Library and ask a big question: what should our small town library mean in the
21st century? A grant from the Davis Family Foundation has helped your elected Library Committee
do just that. The grant included three distinct phases – assessing community needs, evaluating the
library’s current site, and developing a conceptual design for a new library on an alternate site – and
has just been completed.
With all the information in hand, the Library Committee has voted to endorse the construction of a
new library on the RES site. It is not our decision – that can come only from Town voters – but it is
our recommendation, as stewards of the Rockport Public Library.
We are eager to share our thinking with the community, and we are eager to hear your questions,
comments, and ideas. Our endorsement of a new library is the result of a long process, which is
detailed on the Library’s website, and stems directly from the information obtained by each phase of
the grant.
Assessing community needs. A series of focus groups and surveys was the first time many citizens
considered the library’s future. They celebrated the library’s warm, cozy, friendly atmosphere, and
confirmed that our Library truly doubles as our community center. Attendance and circulation have
more than doubled since the Library’s last addition 20 years ago; program attendance is up by a factor
of four; and both incoming and outgoing interlibrary loans have skyrocketed. Survey results also
indicated that patrons are largely unaware of the challenges our staff faces to provide ever-expanding
services in an increasingly cramped 3200-square-feet.
Evaluating the current site. Many library patrons indicated that their first choice would be to expand
the library for a fifth time, so the Library Committee undertook an engineering study of the current
site. The study revealed that expansion is not possible due to set back restrictions from the stream
running next to the library. The last addition, in 1993, maximized any allowable increase in size. The
Library cannot go up or out, and cannot provide additional services on the current site.
Developing a conceptual design for a new site. The seven-acre, town-owned site of the former
Rockport Elementary School is large enough to host a new Library and the existing ball fields, so the
last portion of the grant funded an architectural study of that site. Scott Simons Architects of Portland
was selected to assess the site and to evaluate the space and programming needs of our community
library, and in March, the architects presented two conceptual designs at a well-attended community
meeting. A DVD of the meeting is available at the library.
The final conceptual design reflects community input, and proposes an approximately 14,000 square
feet library. The design offers maximum functionality, with a central circulation desk that welcomes
entering patrons and offers clear site lines throughout the building to minimize the need for additional
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staff. There is a large meeting room that can be closed off from the rest of the library for evening
meetings access, space for a café, periodicals, and public computing, and expanded, more spacious
stacks. There are also distinct, separate areas for teens and children, and a door from the children’s area
to an outside playground and garden.
We are grateful to the Davis Family Foundation for helping us “Discover the Possibilities.” It is clear
that Rockport wants and deserves a library that meets the needs of all its residents, and that our current
building – though beautiful and beloved – cannot meet those needs. As we celebrate the Rockport
Public Library’s 100th birthday next year, we must build for the future.
We are delighted that the Town already owns ample, buildable land that is both walkable for Village
residents and accessible to all of Rockport’s communities. As the site of much-enjoyed ball fields and
of our former elementary school, this “gateway to Rockport” location has a special place in the hearts
of many residents.
Our next step is a joint public workshop with the Select Board to establish a timeline for bringing a
proposal to voters. The Library Committee is exploring financing and fundraising options. We
anticipate a series of community meetings, similar to last fall’s Select Board Listening Tour, and look
forward to meeting with Rockport citizens.
We are deeply grateful to everyone who has participated in the process by attending meetings,
watching the DVD, writing to local papers, or speaking to the Select Board. Please keep it up – we
welcome your calls, emails, and questions. It is truly a sign of our library’s success that we inspire
such spirited involvement!
Your Library Committee,
Kathleen Meil, Chair
Betsy Elwin
Cate Monroe
Barrie Pribyl
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OPERA HOUSE COMMITTEE
John Priestley, Chair
David Jackson, Vice-Chair
Linda Posson, Secretary
Becky Gamage
Anne Kilham
Geoffrey Parker, Select Board Liaison
The five appointed members of the Opera House Committee strive to work in
cooperation with the citizens of Rockport, the Select Board, the Town Manager, the
Opera House Rental Agent, and other pertinent officials and employees of the town, and
other organizations that may make use of the facility, to ensure the continued physical
integrity and fiscal operations of the Opera House for all residents of Rockport.
With our mission foremost on our monthly agendas, we devoted the bulk of our energy in
2012 to preserving and improving the facilities of the Opera House with the goal of
ensuring safe and efficient operation for our users and community members and others
who attend the diverse cultural and educational events held there throughout the year. We
are pleased to report that the recently installed wall and ceiling insulation has paid off,
not only in improving the general comfort level inside the building, but also in lowering
the fuel bill (a savings of 1,520 gallons of heating oil over the previous season, which had
been significantly warmer).
Improvements of note for the year 2012 include a new metal fire escape installed in June;
an evaluation of all systems in the Opera House by Cordija Consultants which, thanks to
Tom Ford’s excellent and timely grant writing skills, benefitted from an Efficiency
Maine grant, which saved approximately $3,400; and first steps of implementation of
Cordija’s recommendations (again, benefitting from an Efficiency Maine grant) for the
AHU damper and repair of the air combustion system for the boiler (both of which will
make the systems operate more efficiently) .
Keeping in mind our Five Year Capital Plan, we are working with Steve Beveridge and
Mike Young from Public Works and Opera House Rental Agent Sue Dates to work out
an efficient and timely plan to replace the siding and roof and to complete the revamping
of the auditorium sound and light system, under the direction of Geoff Parker. We are
grateful for all their help and support. We would also like to thank Leucadia for
consulting with us on the Mary Lea Park/New Parking Area interface to create a space
that is both aesthetically pleasing as well as functional.
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PENOBSCOT BAY REGIONAL
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Staci Coomer, Executive Director
The Chamber enjoyed the first full year of consolidation and continues to work closely with the
town of Rockport. With visitor information centers in Rockland and Camden, our website, and
the Discover the Jewel of the Maine Coast vacation, the Chamber is able to provide useful,
accurate, and timely information to thousands of short- and long-term visitors to the area, and
will continue to do so over the coming year. Businesses and services within the town are able to
benefit from these services and the Chamber is pleased to be able to assist the area.
As in past years, it has been a year of partnerships for the Chamber. We continued to collaborate
with area businesses and to support community celebrations, and capped the year with joint
holiday events by supporting Christmas by the Sea and Holiday on the Harbor activities. We are
excited to continue our work into 2013 and are hopeful that new events coming to the region,
like the Lobster SUP Cup, will be beneficial to the Rockport area.
In the broader region, the Chamber supported and helped market events like the U.S. National
Toboggan Championships, Lobster Festival, Blues Festival, the Windjammer Festival, PopTech!,
and the Camden Conference. It is our intention to continue to expand our collaborative efforts
and find ways to benefit and engage residents and visitors alike.
Aside from events and tourism, working with the Midcoast Economic Development District, the
Chamber continues to serve as a vital part of the region’s economic and community development
toolkit. We subscribe to the viewpoint that economic development is a regional proposition and
we continue to press for ever-closer collaboration and communication between individual
communities, development offices, and regional entities.
We see a great opportunity for the Chamber to be an ongoing resource for the community and
look forward to further collaboration with businesses and groups in the Rockport area.
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STATE & FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT DIRECTORY
GOVERNOR OF MAINE
PAUL LEPAGE

U.S. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES
CHELLIE PINGREE

Republican
1 State House Station
Augusta, Maine 04333-0001
(207)287-3531
(207)287-6548 (TTY)
governor@maine.gov

Democrat
2 Portland Fish Pier, Suite 304
Portland, Maine 04101
(207)774-5019
(202)225-6116
rep.chelliepingree@mail.house.gov

STATE HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES
JOAN WELSH

U.S. SENATE
SUSAN COLLINS

Democrat
54 Sea Street
Rockport, Maine 04856
(207)236-6554 (Res.)
repjoan.welsh@legislature.maine.gov

Republican
461 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
(202)224-2523
senator@collins.senate.gov

STATE SENATE
EDWARD MAZUREK

U.S. SENATE
ANGUS KING

Democrat
65 Beech Street
Rockland, Maine 04841
(207)594-5647 (Res.)
edmazurek1@aol.com

Independent
154 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510-1903
(202)224-5344
olympia@snowe.senate.gov

STATE FACTS
The Pine Tree State
Capital.....Augusta
Statehood.....March 15, 1820
State Bird.....Chickadee
State Tree....White Pine
State Flower....White Pine Cone
Song....State of Maine Song
State Motto....Dirigo
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STATE SENATE
Edward Mazurek
65 Beech Street
Rockland, Maine 04841
Residence: (207)594-5647
E-mail: edmazurek1@aol.com

Dear Residents of Rockport,
I am so grateful to the people of Rockport for giving me the opportunity to represent you and
State Senate District 22 in the 126th Maine Legislature. The past few years have been trying ones
for both our district and the state, but we are up to the challenge. I am optimistic that the
Legislature will come together in order to reach commonsense solutions for the people of
Maine.
The Midcoast region is vital for the state's economic growth and stability. It is a diverse region
that includes all sorts of economic activity from farming to fishing to manufacturing. These
activities are important not only to our region, but to the entire state. It is my priority to protect
the economic vitality of Knox County, as we continue to strengthen our economy. It is crucial to
support our public schools and ensure our community members can access the education
necessary for securing good paying and stable jobs. We live in an ever changing world, and we
must plan for our future so we do not fall behind.
It is a pleasure to meet with and work for the people of Knox County and I always maintain an
open door policy. If you have any questions or concerns, or you need someone to act as a liaison
between you and the state government, you can call me at 594-5647, email me
at edmazurek1@aol.com, or stop by 65 Beech Street in Rockland where Maryellen and I live.
I am incredibly fortunate to be a member of this community and live in this beautiful place. It is
an honor to serve Rockport in the Maine State Senate.
Sincerely,

Edward J. Mazurek
Senator– District 22
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SUPPLEMENTAL TAXES & ABATEMENTS
SUPPLEMENTAL TAXES
March 1, 2012- February 28, 2013
2012 REAL ESTATE TAXES
Arau, Lana P. & Alexander C.
Brewer, Arnold & Carol
Brewer, Marie & Cavanaugh, Mary-Lou
Glass, Evangeline
Landry, Sharon
LeCaptain, Rosemary
Mains, Joseph P. & Paula
Mitchell, Craig & Cassandra Rytky
Mitchell, Craig & Cassandra Rytky
2012 Real Estate Total

$
431.01
$
3,134.31
$
1,416.36
$
449.50
$
78.14
$
1,705.74
$
19.54
$
5,334.55
$
4,061.05
$ 16,630.20

GRAND TOTAL SUPPLEMENTALS

$

16,630.20

ABATEMENTS
March 1, 2012- February 28, 2013
2010 REAL ESTATE TAXES
Tripp, Katherine & George
2010 Real Estate Total

$
$

582.00
582.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,236.87
1,509.16
1,592.18
377.29
268.62
610.50
6,594.62

2011 REAL ESTATE TAXES
Akre, Deanne S. & Charles
Gabrielsen, Eric & Michelle
Geismar, Richard & Pamela
Rockport Boat Club
Rockport Homes, c/o Jeffrey N. O’Roak
Tripp, Katherine & George
2011 Real Estate Total

2012 PERSONAL PROPERTY TAXES
De Lage Landen Operational Services LLC
Dell Financial Services
Farley & Son Landscaping, Inc.
Gordon, Stanley
Huyler, Stephen
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$
$
$
$
$

241.76
6.10
3,767.10
19.54
195.36

Supplemental Taxes and Abatements - continued
IBM Credit LLC
Linwood Campbell/Coastal Medical Clinic
Rockville Property Management LLC,
c/o Maggie Christie
Shields, Kevin
Stanley, Gordon
Talbot Johnston, Johnston Building
USA Mobility Inc.
Wells Fargo Financial Leasing Inc.
Xerox Corporation
2012 Personal Property Total

$
$
$

19.54
67.16
1,046.40

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

114.77
19.54
34.19
43.96
103.79
43.96
5,723.17

2012 REAL ESTATE TAXES
Akre, Deanne S. & Charles
Arau, Lana P. & Alexander C.
Black, Sharon
Boetsch, Paul & Elizabeth, c/o Timothy R. Foster
Brewer, Marie & Cavanaugh, Mary-Lou
Camden-Rockport Motor Inn
Clinefelter, Teresa & Dennis
Foster, Kenneth – c/o Douglas Day
Geismar, Richard & Pamela
Iltis, James & Susan
Krause, Alexander G., Trustee
Mitchell, Craig & Rytky, Cassandra
Mitchell, Craig & Rytky, Cassandra
Mitchell, Craig & Rytky, Cassandra
Peabody, Benjamin – c/o Barbara Peabody
Perry, Charles
Reynolds, Christine L. & Jeffrey A.
Root, John – c/o Eric T. Rainey
Sircom, Stephen R.
Sircom, Stephen R.
Smyth, Mary & O’Connor, Thomas
Tripp, Katherine & George
2012 Real Estate Total

$
2,236.87
$
2,191.70
$
1,719.17
$
478.63
$
3,964.59
$
1,076.92
$
340.66
$
340.66
$
1,592.18
$
41.51
$
691.09
$
338.22
$
935.28
$
4,061.06
$
654.45
$
21.98
$
19.54
$
1,759.46
$
301.59
$
61.05
$
903.54
$
610.50
$ 24,340.65

2012 POVERTY ABATEMENT
Poverty Abatement
2012 Poverty Abatement Total

$
$

1,809.50
1,809.50

GRAND TOTAL ABATEMENTS

$

39,049.94
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2010
UNPAID REAL ESTATE TAX LIENS
AS OF APRIL 1, 2013
Patterson, Maryellen ................................... $71.73
Ritchie, John C & Mae M........................... $80.46
Steindl, Jahnna............................................ $85.70

Boothby, Carolyn J. .................................... $71.13
Johnson, Ronald A.................................... $518.45
Kennedy, Leneita ........................................ $76.36
Laverdiere, Paul .......................................... $72.90

2011
UNPAID REAL ESTATE TAX LIENS
AS OF APRIL 1, 2013
Knowlton, William J............................ $4,189.35
Lapomarda, Sara ....................................... $70.86
Laverdiere, Paul ........................................ $65.76
Lawson, Raymond J & Roxine F......... $1,531.02
Lynch, Catherine E ................................. $138.04
Maxcy, Dale L ........................................ $286.85
Mist Associates ....................................... $148.45
Norris, Cinderella ................................ $1,429.18
Patterson, Maryellen ................................. $64.49
Priyadarshan, Eswar ............................... $135.59
Priyadarshan, Eswar ............................... $171.34
Ritchie, Scott H......................................... $97.57
Rohan, Patrick J ...................................... $135.72
SanBento, Donald ............................... $1,363.13
Saucier, Jill & Barry ............................ $1,213.43
Sherman, Shane E ..................................... $70.86
Simpson, Peter E & Priscilla L ............ $3,103.14
Spear, Jason ......................................... $2,043.62
Spear, David L & Pamela C ................ $3.117.13
Start, Dana & Bobbie.............................. $597.43
Start, Dana & Bobbie........................... $3,351.16
Start, Dana & Bobbie.............................. $554.19
Steindl, Jahnna .......................................... $79.75
Tescher, Kristin D................................ $1,579.36
Timmer, Stacy A.................................. $2,703.75
Tosswill, Christopher & Josephine ...... $2,743.18
Trahan, Zelda C ................................... $2,439.18
Vincent, Michael & Mary Lemoine.......... $38.57
Webber, Charlotte ................................... $111.04
Wood, Nancy ....................................... $4,913.70
Wood, Nancy .......................................... $686.47
Young, Nicole...................................... $3,234.14

Benner, Richard ................................... $1,313.53
Boothby, Carolyn J ................................... $77.21
Buck, Hammon .................................... $6,775.21
Callaway, Michael D .............................. $849.61
Calnan, Theresa ...................................... $739.89
Carpenter, Walter L & Doris V................. $22.09
Christensen, Clifford & Dawn ................ $311.82
Dean, Jeffrey N ....................................... $594.53
Demers, Ronald A & Louise Y ............ $2,442.24
Devage, Comaneci .................................... $63.17
Dodge, Arthur & Sherry ......................... $943.02
EMG 4 LLC ......................................... $4,827.88
Erskine, Cathy H & Scott M ................ $2,936.42
Everett, Craig & Carolyn .......................... $18.36
Fiske, Stephen ...................................... $1,436.06
Foote, Charles M III & Dorothy .......... $4,879.95
Gordon, Gareth W & Dominique M .... $4,380.15
Graffam, Edward M III ........................ $9,368.67
Haas, Robert & Barbara .......................... $112.82
Haas, Robert & Barbara .......................... $112.82
Haas, Robert & Barbara ............................ $79.75
Hallett, Melanie.................................... $1,524.24
Hare, Charles L & Tambra .................. $2,085.59
Hooke, Robert & Does, Kathryn ......... $1,268.90
Hurley, Patrick & Ostroff, Ernie ............... $51.57
JCS LLC .............................................. $1,964.76
Jennings, Clifford B & Jo Ann ............... $837.30
Johnson, Ronald A .................................. $653.39
Kelly, Valerie .......................................... $653.39
Kennedy, Leneita ...................................... $88.66
Knight, Charles E & Barbara E............ $4,490.81
Knight, Christopher.............................. $5,692.79
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2012 UNPAID
PERSONAL PROPERTY TAXES -FIRST HALF
AS OF APRIL 1, 2013
Knight, Charles ........................................ $69.57
Konica Business Machines Inc ................ $17.10
Leaf Financial Corporation...................... $39.69
Limoges Corp .......................................... $32.97
McKenzie, Andrew.................................... $9.16
Mid Coast Martial Arts............................ $43.96
Morgan Management RV ...................... $241.12
Morgan Management RV ...................... $166.40
Northern Kingdom Music...................... $160.56
Patterson, Andrea M .................................. $3.06
Patterson, Samuel .................................. $848.60
Robertson, Michael D.............................. $29.92
Rocknak, R. William ............................. $124.47
Schooner Bay Printing Inc..................... $229.55
Smith, Stuart G ................................... $1,173.83
Soule, Deb ............................................... $84.86
Spear, Jason .......................................... $129.43
Swartz, Thomas ....................................... $25.64
Thomas, William ....................................... $9.16
Tosswell, Christopher ......................... $1,382.17
Tripp, George & Katherine.................... $627.75
Wilson, Brian......................................... $119.66
Yachting Solutions, LLC ....................... $137.37

All Points Food Food Group LLC ......... $155.68
Ames, Clifton .......................................... $10.99
Bailey, John & Higdon, Joe ...................... $9.16
Beale, Edith C........................................ $847.53
Beltone New England ............................ $113.56
Benner, Richard ....................................... $63.49
Bickford, Paul A ..................................... $62.27
Braley, Norman ..................................... $171.43
Buck, Hammon ...................................... $474.97
Callaway, Michael ................................... $39.12
Cameron, Kari M ..................................... $36.63
Carpenter, Amy LCSW ............................. $7.33
Carson, Charles........................................ $50.06
Cloutier, Joseph ....................................... $69.95
Cloutier, Joseph ....................................... $81.53
Contakos, Jonas ..................................... $396.83
Gamage, Joshua ....................................... $40.83
Glasser, David ......................................... $31.14
Goff, Angela & Harris ............................. $10.38
Graffam, Edward III .............................. $191.09
Hagy, Janel Spencer ................................ $17.10
Jones, Michael A. ................................. $429.79
Kelloch Fuels ........................................... $85.47
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2012
UNPAID REAL ESTATE TAXES-FIRST HALF
AS OF APRIL 1, 2013

_________________________________________
56 Commercial LLC ...................................... $5.26
Abbott, John ................................................. $84.86
Allen, Kenneth & Carol ............................... $22.59
Amato, Michelle......................................... $613.56
Ames, Clifton L & Amy E ...................... $1,472.53
Anderson, Carl W E Jr & Judith .................. $12.82
Androkites, Alice ........................................... $6.07
Antoine, William M ....................................... $6.72
Antoine, Willaim M ....................................... $6.72
Arbour, Lesley A........................................ $793.75
Aroneau, Richard ........................................ $70.21
Aroneau, Richard ......................................... $69.60
Arsenault, Richard M & Sally A .................. $12.82
Atlantis Maritime LLC ............................ $3,186.20
Atlantis Maritime LLC ............................... $514.65
Austin, Amanda ............................................. $9.77
Avery, Mark G ........................................ $2,556.17
Babin, Parker & Earlene ................................ $6.72
Baeza, Victor A .......................................... $788.02
Bailey, Lynda ................................................. $6.72
Barchard, Brian & Evans ............................... $6.72
Barker, Dennis & Angeline ............................ $6.72
Barker, John F & Janet P ............................. $12.82
Barrows, Bobbi J ........................................ $828.45
Barstow, Belinda & David ......................... $886.03
Bates, Harrison & Constance ......................... $9.76
Bates, Harrison & Constance ......................... $6.72
Beal, Samuel A & Faith V ............................. $9.77
Beale, Howard H ................................... $16,998.07
Bean, Mark & Rena ..................................... $19.54
Beaumont, Reginald F.................................. $10.38
Benner, Richard ......................................... $606.23
Bennett, Mitchell A Jr .................................. $40.91
Bennett, Mitchell A Jr & Debra A ............... $40.91
Berman, David J & Rosner, Sheryl .............. $40.91
Beukema, Sarah ......................................... $655.96
Beyea, Roger W ............................................. $6.72
Bickford, Paul A ........................................ $913.75
Bickford, Paul A ........................................ $270.45
Bonomo, Giovanni & Leonilda I .................. $45.79
Boothby, Carolyn J....................................... $12.82
Boucher, Marc.............................................. $12.82
Bouford, Jonathan W & Jayne E .................... $8.55
Bourque, Frances F ................................. $1,661.17
Brainerd, Alec E ......................................... $272.29
Buck, Hammon ...................................... $3,227.72
Bueling, Robert D & Karen L ...................... $10.38
Burton, Linda ............................................. $625.77

Bustin, Barbara ............................................ $12.82
Cable, Bentley ................................................ $9.77
Cadbury, David & Karen ........................ $1,508.55
Calinda, Martha....................................... $1,174.60
Callaway, Michael D ............................... $1,460.32
Calnan, Theresa.......................................... $330.89
Camber, Jeffrey W ......................................... $6.72
Camber, Jeffrey W ....................................... $18.32
Carlton, John L & Shirley B........................... $9.77
Carpenter, Lita P ........................................ $522.59
Carpenter, Walter L & Doris V .................... $14.04
Carpenter, Walter L & Doris V .................... $29.92
Case, Steven & Margaret ........................ $2,058.61
Cavallaro, Rosemary M ................................ $40.91
Chase, Jon R ................................................ $40.91
Chatfield, Christopher R ......................... $2,459.71
Chefs Table An American Bar & Grille .. $5,019.53
Chilton Jr., Thaddeus I & Lynda P.......... $1,643.47
Christensen, Clifford & Dawn ................... $267.40
Ciolfi, Margaret ....................................... $1,102.19
Clark, Deborah & Michael ............................. $6.72
Cohen, Ann Austin ................................. $1,016.49
Cohen, Ann Rutherford Austin ............... $2,281.44
Cole, Ann R ................................................. $46.81
Collins, Edward M – Trustee ..................... $717.95
Collins, Ramona ......................................... $120.27
Comiskey, M Theresa .................................... $6.72
Comiskey, M Theresa .................................. $40.91
Connell, Steven & Jane ................................ $40.91
Constantine, Louis George ........................... $57.95
Coombs, Denise B & William...................... $14.04
Coombs, William M & Denise B ................. $20.76
Corning, Nathan ........................................... $74.87
Couture, Gary N ............................................. $6.72
Couture, Gary N ........................................... $45.79
Couturier, Richard & Lily ............................ $22.59
Craig, Rae Jean A & Timothy A .................. $11.60
Darling, Maureen & Gordon ........................ $10.24
Darrah, Patrick ............................................. $14.04
Davis, Ryan C ................................................ $6.72
Dean, Jeffrey N .......................................... $847.38
Defeo, Guy L/T ............................................ $21.90
Dehn, John R ............................................. $612.33
Dells Vacation Holding LLC ......................... $6.06
Demers, Ronald A & Louise Y ............... $1,597.07
Demmons, Carlton & Diana ........................... $6.72
Dennin, Craig T ........................................... $40.91
Dennin, Craig T & Denise J ......................... $16.49
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Dennin, Craig T & Denise J ......................... $14.04
Dennison, Mary B ................................... $1,018.32
Desjardins, Paul & Maria ............................. $29.92
Devage, Comaneci ......................................... $6.72
Ditchkus, Vincent & Elizabeth ....................... $6.71
Ditchkus, Vincent & Elizabeth ..................... $40.85
Ditchkus, Vincent & Elizabeth ....................... $6.71
Ditchkus, Vincent Sr .................................... $14.01
Doak, Pamela A ........................................... $12.82
Dodge, Arthur & Sherry ............................. $871.80
Donham, Valerie L ......................................... $2.79
Donovan, Lisa & Brian .................................. $6.72
Dorman, Peter & Eileen ............................... $10.38
Duberstein, Jerry & Brenda J ....................... $29.31
Dufour, Susan................................................. $6.72
Dunn, Paul V & Lucille D.............................. $9.77
Dunn, Paul V & Lucille D............................ $29.92
Dunn, Paul V & Lucille D.............................. $9.77
Dunning, Stephanie .................................... $517.10
Eastman, John WS .................................. $1,230.16
Easton-Jones, Winifred A........................ $2,090.97
Eaton, Gregory P ........................................ $155.40
Eclectic Properties Trust .............................. $83.03
Emerson, Charlotte ....................................... $26.86
Emerson, Gregory .......................................... $6.72
Emery, Robert N Jr ................................. $2,141.21
EMG 4 LLC ............................................ $2,293.04
Erskine, Cathy H ..................................... $2,782.66
Evancheck, Helen E & M Michael ................. $6.72
Everett, Craig & Carolyn ................................ $8.55
Fabrizio, Ralph A & Marie G ......................... $6.72
Faunce, Stephanie M ...................................... $6.72
Fearebay, Dianne.......................................... $29.92
Fiske, Stephen ......................................... $1,352.87
Foley, Mel P ............................................... $860.20
Foote Charles M III & Dorothy ............... $4,715.50
Freeman, Charles G ........................................ $6.72
Furber, William E......................................... $11.46
Furber, William E, PR .................................. $11.60
Furber, William E & Lola G ........................ $14.04
Gallagher, Melinda G ..................................... $6.35
Gallagher, John ............................................ $16.49
Gartley, William ......................................... $199.10
Gates, Donald R ........................................... $45.18
Gay, Michael & Diane.................................. $14.04
Gerry, Brenda J .......................................... $420.26
Giordano, Felicia ............................................ $9.77
Girard, Jessica & Robert .............................. $14.03
Glass, Evangeline ....................................... $560.44
Goldstein, Judith A ...................................... $19.54
Good, Avi Rachel ....................................... $491.50
Gordon, Gareth W & Dominique M........ $2,078.14

Gott, Clayton & Pilar ..................................... $6.72
Gould, Edward W & Lynn F .......................... $6.72
Graffam, Edward M III ........................... $4,472.53
Graffam, Edward M III .................................. $6.72
Graffam, Kimberlee S ............................. $1,843.10
Graga, Ronald, Denise, Travis & ................. $61.05
Grenier Sr., Reginald & Pauline................... $11.60
Guerrette, Kirk ........................................... $810.14
Haas, Robert & Barbara ............................... $29.92
Haas, Robert & Barbara ............................... $29.92
Haas, Robert & Barbara ............................... $14.04
Hall, Brannon ................................................. $9.77
Hallett, Melanie.......................................... $946.28
Hare, Charles L & Tambra M B ................. $976.80
Harley Co, The ........................................... $745.20
Harnum, Donald & Connie .......................... $22.59
Hatch, Nancy J & Phillip W ......................... $12.82
Haugen, Peter K & Loretta S ....................... $16.39
Haynes, Heidi R ...................................... $1,894.99
Haynes, Scott D & Susan L........................ $268.02
Heimann, Peter ........................................ $1,827.23
Hersom, Karen A ......................................... $22.59
Hicks, Ronald & Muriel ............................... $22.59
Hikel, Gabriel & Zanie ................................... $6.72
Hodgkins, Anna G ......................................... $9.77
Holt, Tony ............................................... $3,601.95
Hooke, Robert ............................................ $857.76
Hopkins Jr., William & Frances ................... $45.18
Hoppe, Ann .................................................... $6.72
Howard, Dale S ............................................ $24.29
Howard, Richard & Sharlene ....................... $14.04
Hurley, Patrick ,Ostroff, Ernie ................... $387.67
Hutchins, Michael G & Carol A................... $20.76
Iltis, James & Susan ................................ $1,080.86
Jaluvka, Erika J L ......................................... $40.91
JBC Corporation ..................................... $1,532.97
JCS LLC .................................................... $918.81
Jeffrey, Michelle .......................................... $45.79
Jellison, Joanne & Royce ............................. $29.90
Jenkins, Nancy Harmon .......................... $1,894.38
Jenkinson, Michelle & Matthew .................... $6.72
Jennings, Clifford B & Jo Ann................... $732.60
Jeremie, Thierry ............................................. $6.72
Johnson, Alan............................................. $257.02
Johnson, Lisa Dawn Keirstead ..................... $12.82
Johnson, Ronald A ..................................... $289.38
Jones, David L .......................................... $368.38
Jones, George & Rachel ................................. $9.77
Jordan, Richard & Jane M............................ $16.02
Kangas, Kristian ........................................... $35.41
Kangas, Kristian & Janice D ........................ $22.59
Kelly, Patrick ............................................ $812.26
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Kelly, Valerie ............................................. $289.38
Kennedy, Leneita ......................................... $18.32
Kerrigan, Kathleen Patricia .......................... $24.42
King, Clayton Jr & Joyce ............................... $9.77
Knight, Charles & Barbara ...................... $2,131.26
Knight, Christopher ................................ $2,708.18
Knoess, Wolfgang & Luckel, Susan ............. $42.74
Knowlton, Harley O III & Terri M ............. $405.18
Knowlton, William J ............................... $1,986.57
Kruczkowski, Leo .......................................... $9.77
Kwapis, John F & Gina M ........................... $81.05
Lakewood Continuing Care Ctr, Inc............... $9.77
Landon, William E & Dorothy E.................. $22.59
Landry, Robert A Jr & Rachel W ............... $779.00
Lank, Albert R.............................................. $40.91
Lank, Albert R.............................................. $14.04
Lantagne, Michael & Jean ............................ $14.04
Lapomarda, Sara............................................. $9.77
Larlee, Pamela A ..................................... $2,943.83
Larson, Patrick C .......................................... $16.49
LaVerdiere, Paul ............................................ $7.33
Lavoie, Richard & Paula ................................ $6.72
Lawson, Raymond & Roxine ..................... $710.62
Lebreton, Christine S...................................... $6.63
Lee, Reta M .................................................. $40.91
Lennon, Dennis K & Joan J ......................... $14.04
Leonard, Linda ........................................ $1,466.42
Levine, Valerie H .................................... $2,170.94
Limoges, Lance D ...................................... $305.25
Limoges, Lance D ...................................... $717.34
Limoges, Lance D ...................................... $731.38
Limoges, Lance D ...................................... $793.04
Limoges, Lance D ...................................... $399.88
Limoges, Lance D ...................................... $478.63
Limoges, Lance D ................................... $3,322.95
Litt Foundation Inc, The Ann S ................... $28.14
Little, Gerald J & Maria ............................... $14.04
Littlefield, Wesley & Kaitlynn ..................... $24.75
Loavenbruck, Grant & Angela ................ $4,268.62
Lord, Gloria L .............................................. $11.60
Lorraine, Marc H. & Claire M................. $1,540.90
Lucke, Ernest H Jr ........................................ $22.59
Lynch, John F & Sandra ............................... $58.00
Lynch, Mary P .............................................. $71.84
Lynch, Catherine E ....................................... $85.47
MacManus, William F.................................... $6.72
MacManus, William F.................................... $6.72
Madden, William P ...................................... $21.98
Maddox, Mary G ..................................... $2,380.95
Magee, David E & Sally D ........................... $20.76
Magoon, Ralph I & Dorothy C ....................... $6.72
Mahoney, F Carl...................................... $1,502.44

Malmstrom, Victor R & Dale S...................... $6.72
Marass, Elizabeth Beattie ............................... $9.77
Marenghi, Pamela L ..................................... $22.59
Marshall-Wortman, Sherry &......................... $9.77
Maxcy, Dale ............................................... $230.77
Maynard E Tolman Inc .............................. $531.14
McCready, Gary & Candice ......................... $17.45
McCready, Gary & Candice ........................... $7.07
McCready, Gary & Candice ........................... $6.72
McCullough, Rosalee B ............................. $485.35
McEntee, Jennifer ........................................ $29.92
McEntee, Jennifer .......................................... $6.72
McEwen, Herschel ....................................... $39.31
McGuire, Stephen F ..................................... $40.91
McLean, Robert ........................................... $58.00
McManus, Frederick W ............................... $40.91
McNeil, Daniel C ........................................... $6.72
Meehan, John P & Norma Jean ...................... $6.72
Merino, Paul A ............................................. $40.91
Meyer, Bruce & Martha ................................. $9.77
Miller, Stephen Paul................................... $264.06
Milligan, Myles W ....................................... $40.91
Mills, Jeffrey & Tammy ............................... $38.95
Mist Associates ............................................ $47.01
Mitchell, Lucinda N ................................ $2,150.18
Monroe, Karen Storm................................... $40.67
Montes, Joe R & Julia B .............................. $22.55
Morley, George H & Deirdre B H .................. $6.72
Moutsoulas, Valeri ......................................... $9.77
Moutsoulas, Valeri ....................................... $14.04
Murphy, Darcy & Barb M .............................. $6.72
Murphy, Darcy & Barb M .............................. $6.72
Muys, Jerome & Barbara ............................. $85.47
Muys, Jerome & Barbara B .......................... $85.47
Muys, Jerome & Barbara B .......................... $85.47
Neal, John F & Jennifer E ....................... $1,247.86
Nelsen, Hart M & Anne K ........................... $23.20
Nelson, Edwin D ..................................... $1,870.57
Neves, Claire I............................................ $133.38
Nicklow, Clark W & Rosemary F ................ $29.92
Nightingale, Richard A .............................. $429.18
Nightingale, Richard A ........................... $1,163.40
Nolan, Timothy .............................................. $9.77
Norris, Cinderella .................................... $1,346.16
Oakes, Linda J .............................................. $20.74
Obrien, Ruth H ............................................. $45.18
Oland, Lesley A ........................................... $10.29
Oxton, Wayne D ........................................ $435.29
Pace, John & Joyce ...................................... $58.00
Pace John Ray .............................................. $42.74
Packard, William F & Kathleen R.................. $6.70
Page, Burnell ................................................ $29.92
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Parker, Donald & Ann .................................... $9.77
Parsons, Jeffrey H & Patricia A............... $1,079.35
Paterson, Lawrence C ..................................... $8.18
Patterson Mobile Home Park, LLC ............. $84.25
Patterson Mobile Home Park, LLC ............. $56.17
Patterson Mobile Home Park, LLC ........... $125.16
Patterson Mobile Home Park, LLC ............. $69.60
Patterson Mobile Home Park, LLC ............. $82.42
Patterson Mobile Home Park, LLC ............. $65.94
Patterson Mobile Home Park, LLC ............. $53.12
Patterson Mobile Home Park, LLC ............. $94.02
Patterson Mobile Home Park, LLC ........... $103.18
Patterson Mobile Home Park, LLC ............. $83.64
Patterson Mobile Home Park, LLC ........ $2,484.74
Patterson, Maryellen ....................................... $6.72
Penney, Trena M .......................................... $29.92
Peres, Marcio Brick & Ana Mari.................. $29.92
Perry, Douglas P & Gail L ........................... $14.04
Phair, Nancy A ............................................... $6.72
Philbrook, Leroy...................................... $1,961.54
Phillips, Lawrence Wayne ............................ $12.82
Phillips, Patricia B ........................................ $40.79
Pierce, Daniel L Jr & Jennifer B .................... $9.77
Pierce, Jeffery J II........................................... $9.77
Pike, Sherman Dean ....................................... $6.72
Poor, Carol ................................................... $11.60
Poor, Roger & Margaret ............................... $23.57
Poor, Roger & Margaret ............................... $27.77
Powell, David G ......................................... $128.21
Priyadarshan, Eswar ..................................... $40.91
Priyadarshan, Eswar ..................................... $58.00
Quinn, Kevin Francis ................................... $29.92
Quinn, Paul A & Kathryn C ......................... $11.60
Quinn, Paul A & Kathryn C ......................... $23.20
Quinn, Paul A & Kathryn C ......................... $23.20
Rayne, Margaret M......................................... $6.72
Remsen, Peter ............................................. $656.90
Remsen, Peter D ......................................... $505.50
Remsen, Peter D ......................................... $238.10
Remsen, Richard & Shirley ..................... $1,746.03
Rice, James A C & Ivonne B ..................... $381.87
Richards, Duane C & Darlene .................... $393.78
Richardson, Daren & Sharon...................... $961.94
Ritchie, Scott H ............................................ $22.59
Rizzo, Brenda ............................................... $10.38
Robinson, John C Jr .................................. $892.55
Robinson, Sadie F Heirs ............................... $94.63
Robinsunne ............................................. $1,027.47
Rodman, Dana & Paul T ......................... $2,373.63
Rohan, Patrick J ........................................... $40.91
Rooney, William C & Lynn J ......................... $6.72
Rooney, William C & Lynn J ......................... $6.72

Rounds, Charles E Jr & Sheila ..................... $58.00
Rounds, Charles E Jr & Sheila ..................... $40.91
Ruger, Heidi T ........................................ $1,789.38
Salewski, Richard........................................... $6.72
Salminen, Richard, PR ............................... $431.02
Salo, Frank ................................................... $29.92
Sanbento, Donald ....................................... $630.04
Sanders, Nerida ...................................... $1,437.12
Saucier, Jill A .......................................... $1,610.50
Savoie, Denise................................................ $6.72
Scammon, Gail L ......................................... $40.91
Schmidt, Bonnie......................................... $587.91
Seavey, Emery & Carrie ............................... $46.40
Sexton, Beryl.............................................. $572.65
Sexton, Beryl.............................................. $571.43
Shaw, Susan ................................................... $9.77
Sherman, Shane E .......................................... $9.77
Shook, Cyndia ................................................ $6.72
Simonton, Donald L .................................. $777.78
Simpson, Peter E & Priscilla L................ $1,465.20
Slate, Donald M & Gretchen V .................... $14.03
Slate, Donald M & Grethen V...................... $14.03
Slemin, J Bruce & Sally ............................... $22.11
Slover, Kevin Paul ......................................... $6.72
Smith, Craig & Doris ................................... $14.04
Smith, Craig C & Doris L ............................ $22.59
Smith, Leon A ......................................... $1,225.89
So ME EMS Council Inc ............................. $10.38
Sokol, Stan P & Lucilla M ............................. $6.72
Spear, Jason ............................................... $956.66
Spear, David L & Pamela C .................... $1,471.92
Spear, Michael P & Kim A ........................ $121.49
Stafford, Robert E ................................... $1,230.16
Start, Dana & Bobbie ................................. $262.52
Start, Dana & Bobbie .............................. $1,584.25
Start, Dana & Bobbie ................................. $241.76
Steed, Marilyn .............................................. $18.32
Steindl, Jahnna ............................................. $14.04
Stenger, Robert L & Marlene D ............ $10,322.95
Tassi, Robert & Dawn ............................. $1,228.33
Taylor, Charles P & Suzanne M................... $40.91
Tayona, Roque & Eulogia ............................ $85.47
Tewmey, Danielle Jo ...................................... $6.72
Theriault, David A & Suzan G ............... $2,882.78
Thompson, J Walter ....................................... $1.40
Thompson, J Walter & Florence .................... $1.20
Tiberio, Patricia & Scatolini, William .......... $42.74
Timmer, Stacy A ..................................... $1,273.51
Tosswill, Christopher .............................. $1,292.43
Trahan, Zelda C ...................................... $1,146.52
Tyler, Ronald A & Corinne M ..................... $24.72
Velozo, Joseph E & Heather M ...................... $6.72
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Vincent, Michael & Mary Lemoine................ $6.72
Voyvodich, Kevin ........................................ $10.38
Wade, Thomas R & Teresa J ................... $1,243.59
Wadsworth Jr, Kirk ................................. $1,391.33
Wainoris, Douglas & Vicki .......................... $10.38
Waldron, Richard & Sherry.......................... $22.56
Walton, Robert J........................................... $10.38
Wardwell, Helen A......................................... $6.72
Waters, Mary E ............................................ $58.00
Webber, Charlotte ...................................... $107.45
Welch, Neal .................................................... $9.77
West Rockport Associates, LLC ............. $1,269.23
West Rockport Associates, LLC ............. $1,281.44
Whitney, Keith E .......................................... $22.59
Wildermuth, Wayne ..................................... $23.20
Wildermuth, Wayne ..................................... $10.38
Wildermuth, Wayne A & Cynthia L............. $39.69
Willette, Christine & Tracy .......................... $24.42
Wilner, Mark E & Jane P ............................. $23.20
Winchenbach Partners ............................. $1,101.96

Wincklhofer, William Jr & Susan ............. $220.39
Witham, Edwin M ...................................... $189.87
Witham, Edwin M ...................................... $413.92
Witham, Edwin Marshall ........................... $269.82
Wolterstorff, Mari M Jones ..................... $1,793.65
Wood, Nancy .......................................... $2,732.60
Wood, Nancy ............................................ $305.25
Woodruff, Robert L...................................... $22.59
Woodruff, Robert L...................................... $40.91
Woodruff, Robert L...................................... $12.82
Woodsome, Clinton & Jessie ......................... $6.72
Worcester, Grover C & Sandra L ................... $6.72
Wormwood, Donald P.................................... $9.77
Wormwood, Kevin & Gail ............................. $6.72
Wright, Douglas V & M Sandra................... $10.38
Wright, Douglas V & M Sandra..................... $6.72
Yates, Peter M ............................................ $980.10
Young, Denise A ............................................ $9.77
Young, Glen & Jacqueline ............................. $6.72
Young, Nicole ......................................... $1,528.08
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TOWN OF ROCKPORT
ANNUAL TOWN MEETING WARRANT
Tuesday, June 12, 2012 and
Wednesday, June 13, 2012
______________________________________________________________________________
To:

Mark Kelley, Constable of the Town of Rockport,
in the County of Knox, State of Maine

Greetings:
In the name of the State of Maine, you are hereby required to notify and warn the voters
of the Town of Rockport in said County, qualified by law to vote in Town affairs, to meet at the
Rockport Town Office, of the said Town of Rockport, on Tuesday, the 12th day of June, 2012 at
8:00 o’clock in the forenoon to 8:00 o’clock in the evening to vote on Articles 1 through 10 at
which time the meeting will adjourn. The adjourned meeting will be reopened on Wednesday,
the 13th day of June, 2012 at the Rockport Opera House, at 7:00 o’clock in the evening, then and
there to act on the remaining articles in the warrant.
Article 1.

To elect a moderator to preside at said meeting.
Robert G. Duke, Jr. was elected moderator with four votes.

Article 2.

To elect:
Two Select Board and Overseers of the Poor for a term of three years.
Charlton Ames was elected with 353 votes.
Geoffrey Parker was elected with 285 votes
One Director of Maine School Administrative District #28 for a three-year term
and to also serve concurrently on the Five Town CSD School Board.
Marcia Dietrich was elected with 429 votes.
Two Members of the Library Committee for a term of three years.
Kathleen Meil was elected with 407 votes.
Barrie M. Pribyl was elected with 390 votes.
Three members of the Budget Committee for a term of three years.
Helen A. Shaw was elected with 387 votes.
Sharon Pohlman was elected with 18 write in votes.
Peter I. Johnson was elected with two write in votes.
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One member of the Budget Committee for a term ending June 2013
Jan Rosenbaum was elected with seven write in votes.
Article 3.

Shall an Ordinance entitled, “Ordinance amending the Rockport Land Use
Ordinance Section 600 - Administration” be enacted?
YES

Article 4.

81

430

NO

72

425

NO

69

432

NO

69

Shall an Ordinance entitled, “Ordinance amending the Municipal Road
Acceptance Ordinance Section 400 – Preliminary Requirements and Section 500
– Application Process and Review Procedure for the Dedication and Acceptance
of Municipal Roads” be enacted?
YES

Article 9.

NO

Shall an Ordinance entitled, “Ordinance amending the Coastal Waters and Harbor
Section 200 – Definitions” be enacted?
YES

Article 8.

426

Shall the Town of Rockport Zoning Map be amended by revising that portion of
Tax Map 8, Lots 15, 15-1, 17, 19, 21 and 23 currently in Districts 904 and 908 to
District 902?
YES

Article 7.
Ordinance
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Shall an Ordinance entitled, “Ordinance amending the Rockport Land Use
Ordinance Section 1100-Signs” be enacted?
YES

Article 6.

NO

Shall an Ordinance entitled, “Ordinance amending the Rockport Land Use
Ordinance, District 907 Modified – Mixed Business and Residential, District 910
- Traditional Village and District 913 – Rockport Downtown” be enacted?
YES

Article 5.

430

429

NO

71

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following as Revenue
from the following sources to be used in reducing the property tax assessment for
the 2012/2013 fiscal year:
A.
General Government .......................................................................$879,667
B.
Public Assistance ................................................................................$4,930
C.
Public Safety ...................................................................................$125,739
D.
Public Works.....................................................................................$83,776
E.
Culture and Recreation ...................................................................$102,098
F.
All Other – Cemeteries .......................................................................$4,000
G.
All Other – RES East ......................................................................$221,660
H.
Undesignated Fund Balance ...........................................................$110,000
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I.

Special Assessments .......................................................................$198,939
Total .............................................................................................$1,730,809
Article 9 was moved, seconded and so voted.

Article 10.

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following for General
Government for the 2012/2013 fiscal year:
A.
Administration ..................................................................................$27,270
B.
Town Manager ................................................................................$219,103
C.
Town Clerk .....................................................................................$187,226
D.
Planning & Community Development............................................$183,894
E.
Finance ..............................................................................................$84,564
F.
Assessing.........................................................................................$111,830
G.
Town Office Building .....................................................................$110,228
H.
Insurance ...........................................................................................$43,500
Total ................................................................................................$967,615
Article 10 was moved, seconded and so voted.

Article 11.

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following for Public
Assistance for the 2012/2013 fiscal year:
A.

General Assistance ............................................................................$18,528
Total ..................................................................................................$18,528
Article 11 was moved, seconded and so voted.

Article 12.

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following for Public
Safety for the 2012/2013 fiscal year:
A.
Police Department ...........................................................................$480,240
B.
Fire Department ..............................................................................$335,697
C.
Streetlights ........................................................................................$58,710
D.
Animal Control .................................................................................$10,649
E.
Harbor Master .................................................................................$123,154
F.
Public Safety Building ......................................................................$21,817
G.
Emergency Management Agency .......................................................$1,849
Total .............................................................................................$1,032,116
Article 12 was moved, seconded and so voted.

Article 13.

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following for Public
Works for the 2012/2013 fiscal year:
A.
Public Works................................................................................$1,288,379
B.
Sanitation ........................................................................................$155,928
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Total .............................................................................................$1,444,307
Article 13 was moved, seconded and so voted.
Article 14.

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following Culture and
Recreation for the 2012/2013 fiscal year:
A.
Library.............................................................................................$325,664
B.
Conservation Commission ..................................................................$5,665
C.
Parks and Recreation.........................................................................$69,531
D.
Opera House....................................................................................$105,344
Total ................................................................................................$506,204
Article 14 was moved, seconded and so voted.

Article 15.

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following for Long Term
Debt (Debt Payments) for the 2012/2013 fiscal year:
A.
Sand & Salt Shed ..............................................................................$44,306
Total ..................................................................................................$44,306
Article 15 was moved, seconded and so voted.

Article 16.

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following for County
Fees for the 2012/2013 fiscal year:
A.
County Service E-911 ....................................... $55,040 (subject to change)
B.
County Service Dispatch................................... $27,120 (subject to change)
Total .................................................................. $82,160 (subject to change)
Article 16 was moved, seconded and so voted.

Article 17.

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following for Cemeteries
and RES East for the 2012/2013 fiscal year:
A.
Cemeteries.........................................................................................$51,809
B.
RES East .........................................................................................$221,090
C.
Special Assessments ...........................................................................$5,500
Total ................................................................................................$278,399
Article 17 was moved, seconded and so voted.

Article 18.

To see if the Town will vote to authorize the transfer of all unexpended balances
to fund balance and to authorize the overdrafts that may occur in the Town
operations in the 2012/2013 budget to be taken from fund balance?
Article 18 was moved, seconded and so voted.
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Article 19.

To see if the Town will vote to authorize the payment of tax abatements and
applicable interest from the property tax overlay account?
Article 19 was moved, seconded and so voted.

Article 20.

To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Select Board, on behalf of the Town
to sell and dispose of any real estate acquired by the Town for non-payment of
taxes thereon, on such terms as they deem advisable, and to execute quit claim
deeds for the property. The sale or disposal shall be made only after consultation
with the Planning Board and the Conservation Commission, except for the
purpose of clearing title or of reconveyance of real estate to the original owner or
in the case of time-share units, reconveyance back to the original owner or the
time-share estates association of unit owners; property to be disposed of by
written policy and on terms the Select Board deem advisable.
Article 20 was moved, seconded and so voted.

21.

To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Select Board, on behalf of the Town to sell
and dispose of any real estate acquired by the Town for non-payment of
wastewater thereon, on such terms as they deem advisable, and to execute quit
claim deeds for the property. The sale or disposal shall be made only after
consultation with the Planning Board and the Conservation Commission, except
for the purpose of clearing title or of reconveyance of real estate to the original
owner. Property to be disposed of by written policy and on terms the Select
Board deem advisable.
Article 21 was moved, seconded and so voted.

Article 22.

To see if the Town will vote to set October 15, 2012 and April 16, 2013 as the tax
installment due dates?
It was moved and seconded to change the due dates to November 15,
2012 and May 15, 2013 (15 FOR – 25 AGAINST), failed
Article 22 was moved, seconded (29 FOR – 10 AGAINST) and so
voted.

Article 23.

To see if the Town will vote to set October 16, 2012 and April 17, 2013 as the tax
delinquency dates and to fix the rate of interest on delinquent taxes at 7.00%
interest per year?
Article 23 was moved, seconded and so voted.

Article 24.

To see if the Town will vote to fix the rate of interest on delinquent wastewater
charges at 7.00% interest per year?
Article 24 was moved, seconded and so voted.
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Article 25.

To see if the Town will authorize the Select Board and Treasurer, on behalf of the
Town, to accept gifts, real estate, and certain funds, including trust funds, that
may be given or left to the Town?
Article 25 was moved, seconded and so voted.

Article 26.

To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Select Board to accept those
conservation easements which the Select Board deem appropriate in the name of
the Town of Rockport, provided however, said conservation easements are first
considered by the Rockport Conservation Commission and Planning Board?
Article 26 was moved, seconded and so voted.

Article 27.

To see if the Town will authorize the Treasurer to waive the foreclosure of tax
lien mortgages pursuant to 36 M.R.S.A. sec. 944 upon a finding by the Select
Board that ownership of the property subject to the lien would be contrary to the
Town's best interest?
Article 27 was moved, seconded and so voted.

Article 28.

To see if the Town will authorize the Select Board to enter into boundary line
agreements with abutting property owners to establish the boundary line of any
property of the Town, including the boundary lines of the rights-of-way of roads?
Article 28 was moved, seconded and so voted.

Article 29.

To see if the town will vote to authorize the tax collector to enter into a standard
agreement with taxpayers establishing a "tax club" payment plan for commercial
and/or residential real estate property taxes, whereby:
(1) The taxpayer agrees to pay specified monthly payments to the town based on
his/her estimated and actual tax obligation for current year real estate property
taxes;
(2) The town agrees not to charge interest on timely payments made pursuant to
the tax club agreement;
(3) The town authorizes the collector to accept tax club payments for current year
taxes which may be due prior to the commitment of those taxes;
(4) The agreement is automatically terminated if a scheduled payment is late, and
the taxpayer then becomes subject to the same due date(s) and interest date(s) and
rate as other taxpayers who are not participating in the tax club;
(5) Only taxpayers who do not have outstanding tax obligations for prior tax years
are eligible to participate in the tax club program; and
6) Taxpayers wishing to participate in the tax club for a particular property tax
year shall enter an agreement with the town by a publicly-advertised deadline
determined by the tax collector.
Article 29 was moved, seconded and so voted.
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Date: May 14, 2012

s/William Chapman, Chair
s/Tracy Lee Murphy, Vice-Chair
s/Alexandra Wolf Fogel
s/Geoffrey Parker
s/Charlton Ames
ROCKPORT SELECT BOARD

Attest: s/Linda Greenlaw, Town Clerk
OFFICER’S RETURN
State of Maine

County of Knox, ss

I, Mark G. Kelley, Constable of the Town of Rockport, hereby certify that I posted the
Warrant and Specimen Ballot for Town Meeting to be held June 12, 2012 by posting Warrant
for said meeting at each of the following locations in the Town:
West Rockport Post Office, Rockport Post Office, Rockport Public Library and
Rockport Town Office.
Being public and conspicuous locations in the Town of Rockport and which is at least
seven days prior to the meeting, and that each Warrant so posted bore the original signature of a
majority of the Select Board of the Town of Rockport and that I am a Constable of the Town of
Rockport, Maine.
Dated: May 22, 2012
s/Wesley Butler
Constable/Police Officer
Town of Rockport, Maine
On Tuesday, June 12, 2012 there were 551 voters, which included 65 absentee voters. This
represents 21.6% of the registered voters. Polls were opened from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. On
Wednesday June 13th, the Town Meeting was reopened at 7:00 p.m. by Moderator Robert G.
Duke, Jr. There were 43 registered voters in attendance. In addition, the Town Manager, Town
Clerk, Finance Director, Public Works Director, Library Director, Harbor Master, Director of
Community Development & Planning, Fire Chief, Police Chief, and Assessor, four additional
employees, four children, one member of the press and four non-residents were present. The
meeting was adjourned at 8:20 p.m.
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TOWN OF ROCKPORT
ANNUAL TOWN MEETING WARRANT
Tuesday, June 11, 2013 and
Wednesday, June 12, 2013
_________________________________________________________________________________
To:

Mark Kelley, Constable of the Town of Rockport,
in the County of Knox, State of Maine

Greetings:
In the name of the State of Maine, you are hereby required to notify and warn the voters of
the Town of Rockport in said County, qualified by law to vote in Town affairs, to meet at the
Rockport Town Office, of the said Town of Rockport, on Tuesday, the 11th day of June, 2013 at
8:00 o’clock in the forenoon to 8:00 o’clock in the evening to vote on Articles 1 through 9 at which
time the meeting will adjourn. The adjourned meeting will be reopened on Wednesday, the 12th day
of June, 2013 at the Rockport Opera House, at 7:00 o’clock in the evening, then and there to act on
the remaining articles in the warrant.
Article 1.

To elect a moderator to preside at said meeting.

Article 2.

To elect:
a. One Select Board and Overseer of the Poor for a term of three years.
b. One Director of Maine School Administrative District #28 for a three-year term
and to also serve concurrently on the Five Town CSD School Board.
c. Two Members of the Library Committee for a term of three years.
d. Three members of the Budget Committee for a term of three years.

Article 3.

Shall an Ordinance entitled, “Ordinance amending the Rockport Land Use Ordinance
tables and uses in District 901 – Harbor Village, 902 – Villages, 903 – Coastal
Residential, 904 – Residential, 907 Mixed Business/ Residential, 907Modified –
Mixed Business Residential, 908 - Rural , 909 - Rockport Hospital and Resort,
and 913 - Rockport Downtown,” be enacted?
Planning Board Votes: 7 For, 0 Against, 0 Abstain
Select Board Votes: 4 For, 0 Against, 0 Abstain

Article 4.

RECOMMEND
RECOMMEND

Shall an Ordinance entitled, “Ordinance amending the Rockport Land Use Ordinance
Section 908.5.3 – High Elevation Performance Standards” be enacted?
Planning Board Votes: 7 For, 0 Against, 0 Abstain
Select Board Votes: 4 For, 0 Against, 0 Abstain
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Article 5.

Shall an Ordinance entitled, “Ordinance amending the Rockport Land Use Ordinance
through technical revisions to Section 300 - Definitions and Section 800 – General
Standards of Performance,” be enacted?
Planning Board Votes: 7 For, 0 Against, 0 Abstain
Select Board Votes: 4 For, 0 Against, 0 Abstain

Article 6.

Shall an Ordinance entitled, “Ordinance amending the Rockport Land Use Ordinance
Section 1100 - Signs and Section 1300 – Site Plan Review,” be enacted?
Planning Board Votes: 7 For, 0 Against, 0 Abstain
Select Board Votes: 4 For, 0 Against, 0 Abstain

Article 7.

RECOMMEND
RECOMMEND

Shall the Rockport Zoning Map be amended, “by increasing the building footprint
size from 6,000 sq. ft. to 10,000 sq. ft. along a portion of the Route 1 corridor as
shown on a portion of the proposed Rockport Zoning Map on file in the Rockport
Town Office?
Planning Board Votes: 7 For, 0 Against, 0 Abstain
Select Board Votes: 4 For, 0 Against, 0 Abstain

Article 10.

RECOMMEND
RECOMMEND

Shall the Rockport Zoning Map be amended, “by changing a portion of the Route 1
corridor adjacent to Camden currently in District 907 to District 907 Modified as
shown on a portion of the proposed Rockport Zoning Map on file in the Rockport
Town Office?
Planning Board Votes: 7 For, 0 Against, 0 Abstain
Select Board Votes: 4 For, 0 Against, 0 Abstain

Article 9.

RECOMMEND
RECOMMEND

Shall an Ordinance entitled, “Ordinance amending the Rockport Land Use Ordinance
by repealing Section 904.6 – Standards for a Modified Residential District and to
amend the Rockport Zoning Map”, be enacted?
Planning Board Votes: 7 For, 0 Against, 0 Abstain
Select Board Votes: 4 For, 0 Against, 0 Abstain

Article 8.

RECOMMEND
RECOMMEND

RECOMMEND
RECOMMEND

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following as Revenue from
the following sources to be used in reducing the property tax assessment for the
2013/2014 fiscal year:
A.
General Government .......................................................................$873,237
B.
Public Assistance ................................................................................$7,025
C.
Public Safety ...................................................................................$133,860
D.
Public Works.....................................................................................$76,880
E.
Culture and Recreation ...................................................................$116,233
F.
All Other – Cemeteries .......................................................................$4,000
G.
All Other – RES East .............................................................................$850
H.
Undesignated Fund Balance............................................................$100,000
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I.

Special Assessments .......................................................................$176,053
Total .............................................................................................$1,488,138
Budget Committee Votes: 8 For, 0 Against, 0 Abstain
Select Board Votes: 3 For, 0 Against, 0 Abstain

Article 11.

RECOMMEND
RECOMMEND

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following for General
Government for the 2013/2014 fiscal year:
A.
Administration ..................................................................................$31,438
B.
Town Manager ................................................................................$215,307
C.
Town Clerk .....................................................................................$197,679
D.
Planning & Community Development ............................................$194,356
E.
Finance ..............................................................................................$93,159
F.
Assessing.........................................................................................$116,441
G.
Town Office Building .....................................................................$106,649
H.
Insurance ...........................................................................................$46,110
Total .............................................................................................$1,001,139
Budget Committee Votes: 8 For, 0 Against, 0 Abstain
Select Board Votes: 3 For, 0 Against, 0 Abstain

Article 12.

RECOMMEND
RECOMMEND

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following for Public
Assistance for the 2013/2014 fiscal year:
A.

General Assistance ............................................................................$22,383
Total ..................................................................................................$22,383
Budget Committee Votes: 8 For, 0 Against, 0 Abstain
Select Board Votes: 3 For, 0 Against, 0 Abstain

Article 13.

RECOMMEND
RECOMMEND

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following for Public Safety
for the 2013/2014 fiscal year:
A.
Police Department ...........................................................................$509,727
B.
Fire Department ..............................................................................$384,564
C.
Streetlights ........................................................................................$57,685
D.
Animal Control .................................................................................$11,129
E.
Harbor Master .................................................................................$209,340
F.
Public Safety Building ......................................................................$18,127
G.
Emergency Management Agency .......................................................$1,850
Total .............................................................................................$1,192,422
Budget Committee Votes: 8 For, 0 Against, 0 Abstain
Select Board Votes: 3 For, 0 Against, 0 Abstain
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Article 14.

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following for Public Works
for the 2013/2014 fiscal year:
A.
Public Works................................................................................$1,358,675
B.
Sanitation ........................................................................................$157,385
Total .............................................................................................$1,516,060
Budget Committee Votes: 8 For, 0 Against, 0 Abstain
Select Board Votes: 3 For, 0 Against, 0 Abstain

Article 15.

RECOMMEND
RECOMMEND

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following for Culture and
Recreation for the 2013/2014 fiscal year:
A.
Library.............................................................................................$361,555
B.
Conservation Commission ..................................................................$5,695
C.
Parks and Recreation.........................................................................$64,061
D.
Opera House......................................................................................$88,674
Total ................................................................................................$519,985
Budget Committee Votes: 8 For, 0 Against, 0 Abstain
Select Board Votes: 3 For, 0 Against, 0 Abstain

Article 16.

RECOMMEND
RECOMMEND

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following for Long Term
Debt (Debt Payments) for the 2013/2014 fiscal year:
A.
Sand & Salt Shed ..............................................................................$42,431
Total ..................................................................................................$42,431
Budget Committee Votes: 8 For, 0 Against, 0 Abstain
Select Board Votes: 3 For, 0 Against, 0 Abstain

Article 17.

RECOMMEND
RECOMMEND

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following for County Fees
for the 2013/2014 fiscal year:
A.
County Service E-911 .......................................................................$56,319
B.
County Service Dispatch ...................................................................$27,749
Total ..................................................................................................$84,068
Budget Committee Votes: 8 For, 0 Against, 0 Abstain
Select Board Votes: 3 For, 0 Against, 0 Abstain

Article 18.

RECOMMEND
RECOMMEND

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following for Cemeteries,
RES East and Special Assessments for the 2013/2014 fiscal year:
A.
Cemeteries.........................................................................................$53,656
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B.
C.

RES East .............................................................................................$7,675
Special Assessments ...........................................................................$5,500
Total ..................................................................................................$66,831
Budget Committee Votes: 8 For, 0 Against, 0 Abstain
Select Board Votes: 3 For, 0 Against, 0 Abstain

Article 19.

To see if the Town will vote to authorize the transfer of all unexpended balances to
fund balance and to authorize the overdrafts that may occur in the Town operations in
the 2013/2014 budget to be taken from fund balance?
Budget Committee Votes: 8 For, 0 Against, 0 Abstain
Select Board Votes: 3 For, 0 Against, 0 Abstain

Article 20.

RECOMMEND

To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Select Board, on behalf of the Town to
sell and dispose of any real estate acquired by the Town for non-payment of
wastewater thereon, on such terms as they deem advisable, and to execute quit claim
deeds for the property. The sale or disposal shall be made only after consultation with
the Planning Board and the Conservation Commission, except for the purpose of
clearing title or of reconveyance of real estate to the original owner. Property to be
disposed of by written policy and on terms the Select Board deem advisable.
Select Board Votes: 3 For, 0 Against, 0 Abstain

Article 23.

RECOMMEND
RECOMMEND

To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Select Board, on behalf of the Town to
sell and dispose of any real estate acquired by the Town for non-payment of taxes
thereon, on such terms as they deem advisable, and to execute quit claim deeds for
the property. The sale or disposal shall be made only after consultation with the
Planning Board and the Conservation Commission, except for the purpose of clearing
title or of reconveyance of real estate to the original owner or in the case of timeshare units, reconveyance back to the original owner or the time-share estates
association of unit owners; property to be disposed of by written policy and on terms
the Select Board deem advisable.
Select Board Votes: 3 For, 0 Against, 0 Abstain

Article 22.

RECOMMEND
RECOMMEND

To see if the Town will vote to authorize the payment of tax abatements and
applicable interest from the property tax overlay account?
Budget Committee Votes: 8 For, 0 Against, 0 Abstain
Select Board Votes: 3 For, 0 Against, 0 Abstain

Article 21.

RECOMMEND
RECOMMEND

RECOMMEND

To see if the Town will vote to set October 15, 2013 and April 15, 2014 as the tax
installment due dates?
Select Board Votes: 3 For, 0 Against, 0 Abstain
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Article 24.

To see if the Town will vote to set October 16, 2013 and April 16, 2014 as the tax
delinquency dates and to fix the rate of interest on delinquent taxes at 7.00% interest
per year?
Select Board Votes: 3 For, 0 Against, 0 Abstain

Article 25.

To see if the Town will vote to fix the rate of interest on delinquent wastewater
charges at 7.00% interest per year?
Select Board Votes: 3 For, 0 Against, 0 Abstain

Article 26.

RECOMMEND

To see if the Town will authorize the Select Board to enter into boundary line
agreements with abutting property owners to establish the boundary line of any
property of the Town, including the boundary lines of the rights-of-way of roads?
Select Board Votes: 3 For, 0 Against, 0 Abstain

Article 30.

RECOMMEND

To see if the Town will authorize the Treasurer to waive the foreclosure of tax lien
mortgages pursuant to 36 M.R.S.A. sec. 944 upon a finding by the Select Board
that ownership of the property subject to the lien would be contrary to the Town's
best interest?
Select Board Votes: 3 For, 0 Against, 0 Abstain

Article 29.

RECOMMEND

To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Select Board to accept those
conservation easements which the Select Board deem appropriate in the name of the
Town of Rockport, provided however, said conservation easements are first
considered by the Rockport Conservation Commission and Planning Board?
Select Board Votes: 3 For, 0 Against, 0 Abstain

Article 28.

RECOMMEND

To see if the Town will authorize the Select Board and Treasurer, on behalf of the
Town, to accept gifts, real estate, and certain funds, including trust funds, that may be
given or left to the Town?
Select Board Votes: 3 For, 0 Against, 0 Abstain

Article 27.

RECOMMEND

RECOMMEND

To see if the town will vote to authorize the tax collector to enter into a standard
agreement with taxpayers establishing a "tax club" payment plan for commercial
and/or residential real estate property taxes, whereby:
(1) The taxpayer agrees to pay specified monthly payments to the town based on
his/her estimated and actual tax obligation for current year real estate property taxes;
(2) The town agrees not to charge interest on timely payments made pursuant to the
tax club agreement;
(3) The town authorizes the collector to accept tax club payments for current year
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taxes which may be due prior to the commitment of those taxes;
(4) The agreement is automatically terminated if a scheduled payment is late, and the
taxpayer then becomes subject to the same due date(s) and interest date(s) and rate as
other taxpayers who are not participating in the tax club;
(5) Only taxpayers who do not have outstanding tax obligations for prior tax years are
eligible to participate in the tax club program; and
(6) Taxpayers wishing to participate in the tax club for a particular property tax year
shall enter an agreement with the town by a publicly-advertised deadline determined
by the tax collector.
Select Board Votes: 3 For, 0 Against, 0 Abstain
Date: May 13, 2013

RECOMMEND

_____________________________________
William Chapman, Chair
______________________________________
Charlton Ames, Vice-Chair
______________________________________
Tracy Lee Murphy
______________________________________
Geoffrey Parker
______________________________________
Kenneth McKinley
\ROCKPORT SELECT BOARD

Attest:
________________________
Linda Greenlaw, Town Clerk
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James W. Wadman
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT

James W. Wadman, C.P.A.
Ronald C. Bean, C.P.A.
Kellie M. Bowden, C.P.A.
Wanese L. Lynch, C.P.A

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT
March 21, 2013
Members of the Board of Selectmen
Town of Rockport
Rockport, Maine 04856
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the governmental activities, the business-type activities, each
major fund and the aggregate remaining fund information of the Town of Rockport, Maine as of and for the year ended
June 30, 2012, which collectively comprise the Town’s basic financial statements as listed in the table of contents. These
financial statements are the responsibility of the Town of Rockport, Maine’s management. Our responsibility is to
express opinions on these financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America. Those
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements
are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and
disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant
estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our
audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinions.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the respective financial
position of the governmental activities, the business-type activities, each major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund
information of the Town of Rockport, Maine as of June 30, 2012, and the respective changes in financial position thereof
for the year then ended in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.
Accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America require that the management’s discussion and
analysis and budgetary comparison information on pages 3 through 7 and 36 be presented to supplement the basic
financial statements. Such information, although not a part of the basic financial statements, is required by the
Governmental Accounting Standards Board, who considers it to be an essential part of financial reporting for placing the
basic financial statements in an appropriate operational, economic, or historical context. We have applied certain limited
procedures to the required supplementary information in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the
United States of America, which consisted of inquiries of management about the methods of preparing the information
and comparing the information for consistency with management’s responses to our inquiries, the basic financial
statements, and other knowledge we obtained during our audit of the basic financial statements. We do not express an
opinion or provide any assurance on the information because the limited procedures do not provide us with sufficient
evidence to express an opinion or provide any assurance.

TEL.(207)667-6500
FAX.(207)667-3636

295 MAIN STREET
P.O. BOX 889
ELLSWORTH, MAINE 04605
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Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming opinions on the financial statements that collectively
comprise the Town of Rockport, Maine’s financial statements as a whole. The introductory section, combining
and individual nonmajor fund financial statements are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not
a required part of the financial statements. The combining and individual nonmajor fund financial statements
are the responsibility of management and were derived from and relate directly to the underlying accounting
and other records used to prepare the financial statements. The information has been subjected to the auditing
procedures applied in the audit of the financial statements and certain additional procedures, including
comparing and reconciling such information directly to the underlying accounting and other records used to
prepare the financial statements or to the financial statements themselves, and other additional procedures in
accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America. In our opinion, the
information is fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the financial statements as a whole. The
introductory section has not been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the basic financial
statements and, accordingly, we do not express an opinion or provide any assurance on them.
Respectfully Submitted,

James W. Wadman, C.P.A.
James W. Wadman, C.P.A.
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TOWN OF ROCKPORT, MAINE
Management’s Discussion and Analysis
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2012
Management of the Town of Rockport, Maine provides this Management’s Discussion and Analysis of the Town’s
financial performance for readers of the Town’s financial statements. This narrative overview and analysis of the
financial activities of the Town is for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2012. We encourage readers to consider this
information in conjunction with the financial statements and accompanying notes that follow.
The financial statements herein include all of the activities of the Town of Rockport, Maine (the Town) using the
integrated approach as prescribed by Government Accounting Standards Board (GASB) Statement No. 34.
FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS – PRIMARY GOVERNMENT
Government-wide Highlights:
Net Assets – The assets of the Town exceeded its liabilities at fiscal year ending June 30, 2012 by $16,510,281
(presented as “net assets”). Of this amount, $3,095,638 was reported as “unrestricted net assets”. Unrestricted net
assets represent the amount available to be used to meet the Town’s ongoing obligations to citizens and creditors.
Changes in Net Assets – The Town’s total net assets increased by $84,561 (a .5% increase) for the fiscal year ended
June 30, 2012. Net assets of governmental activities increased by $8,900 (a .08% increase), while net assets of
business-type activities showed an increase of $75,661 (a 14.0% increase).
Fund Highlights:
Governmental Funds – Fund Balances – As of the close of the fiscal year ended June 30, 2012, the Town’s
governmental funds reported a combined ending fund balance of $3,917,710 with $1,866,807 being general
unassigned fund balance. This unassigned fund balance represents approximately 13.6% of the total general fund
expenditures for the year.
Long-term Debt:
The Town’s general long-term debt obligations decreased by $74,100 (28.3%) during the current fiscal year.
Business-type long-term debt obligations decreased by $210,000 (30.0%) during the current fiscal year. Existing
debt obligations were retired according to schedule. A new capital lease was issued in the amount of $83,615 for a
public works truck with dump body.
OVERVIEW OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
This discussion and analysis are intended to serve as an introduction to the Town’s basic financial statements. The
Town’s basic financial statements include three components: 1) government-wide financial statements, 2) fund
financial statements, and 3) notes to the financial statements. This report also contains additional required
supplementary information (budgetary comparison) and other supplementary information. These components are
described below:
Government-wide Financial Statements
The Government-wide financial statements present the financial picture of the Town from the economic resources
measurement focus using the accrual basis of accounting. They present governmental activities and business-type
activities separately. These statements include all assets of the Town (including infrastructure) as well as all
liabilities (including long-term debt). Additionally, certain elimination entries have occurred as prescribed by the
statement in regards to inter-fund activity, payables and receivables.
The government-wide financial statements can be found on pages 8-9 of this report.
Fund Financial Statements
The fund financial statements include statements for each of the three categories of activities – governmental,
business-type and fiduciary. The governmental activities are prepared using the current financial resources
measurement focus and the modified accrual basis of accounting. The business-type activities are prepared using
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the economic resources measurement focus and the accrual basis of accounting. Fiduciary funds are used to account
for resources held for the benefit of parties outside the Town government. Fiduciary funds are not reflected in the
government-wide financial statements because the resources of these funds are not available to support the Town’s
own programs. Reconciliation of the fund financial statements to the Government-wide financial statements is
provided to explain the differences created by the integrated approach.
The basic governmental fund financial statements can be found on pages 10-13 of this report. The basic proprietary
fund financial statements can be found on pages 14-16 of this report.
Notes to the Financial Statements
The notes provide additional information that is essential to a full understanding of the data provided in the
government-wide and the fund financial statements. The notes to the financial statements can be found on pages 1735 of this report.
Required Supplementary Information
This section includes a budgetary comparison schedule, which includes a reconciliation between the statutory fund
balance for budgetary purposes and the fund balance for the general fund as presented in the governmental fund
financial statements (if necessary). Required supplementary information can be found on page 36 of this report.
GOVERNMENT-WIDE FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
Net Assets
70.4% of the Town’s net assets reflect its investment in capital assets such as land, buildings, equipment and
infrastructure (roads, bridges and other immovable assets), less any related debt used to acquire those assets that are
still outstanding. The Town uses these assets to provide services to citizens; consequently, these assets are not
available for future spending. Although, the Town’s investment in its capital assets is reported net of related debt, it
should be noted that the resources needed to repay this debt must be provided from other sources, since the capital
assets themselves cannot be used to liquidate these liabilities.
Governmental
Activities
4,374,199
7,355,435
11,729,634

Business-type
Activities
937,005
5,073,588
6,010,593

Total 2012
5,311,204
12,429,023
17,740,227

Total 2011
5,003,197
12,792,874
17,796,071

532,001
183,474
715,475

234,471
280,000
514,471

766,472
463,474
1,229,946

625,193
745,158
1,370,351

Net Assets:
Invested in Capital Assets
Restricted
Unrestricted
Total Net Assets

7,044,690
1,545,189
2,424,280
11,014,159

4,583,588
241,176
671,358
5,496,122

11,628,278
1,786,365
3,095,638
16,510,281

11,703,190
1,784,326
2,938,204
16,425,720

Total Liabilities & Net Assets

11,729,634

6,010,593

17,740,227

17,796,071

Current Assets
Capital Assets
Total Assets
Current Liabilities
Other Liabilities
Total Liabilities
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Changes in Net Assets
Approximately 85.8 percent of the Town’s total revenue came from property and excise taxes, approximately 4.0
percent came from State subsidies and grants, and approximately 11.6 percent came from services, investment
earnings and other sources. Depreciation expense on the Town’s governmental and business-type activity assets
represents $582,815 of the total expenses for the fiscal year.
Governmental
Activities
Revenues:
Taxes
Program Revenues
Intergovernmental Revenues
Other Local Sources
Transfers
Total
Expenses:
General Government
Public Safety
Public Works
Health and Social Services
Cultural and Recreation
Unclassified
Assessments
(Gain)/Loss on Disposal of Assets
Sewer System
Total

Business-type
Activities

Total 2012

Total 2011

24,732
(38,650)
922,388

12,894,217
936,306
602,876
591,501
15,024,900

12,228,665
820,073
445,657
849,726
14,344,121

14,093,612

846,727
846,727

1,128,684
969,661
1,587,446
19,746
664,581
18,851
9,698,611
6,032
846,727
14,940,339

1,015,898
920,425
1,359,671
17,387
626,010
22,426
9,093,232
851,337
13,906,386

8,900

75,661

84,561

437,735

12,894,217
936,306
602,876
566,769
38,650
14,102,512

1,128,684
969,661
1,587,446
19,746
664,581
18,851
9,698,611
6,032

Changes in Net Assets

Revenues by Source - Governmental and BusinessType Activities
Intergovernmental
Revenues
$602,876
4.0%

Other Local Sources
$591,501
3.9%

Program Revenues
$936,306
6.2%

Taxes
$12,894,217
85.8%
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Expenditures by Source - Governmental and
Business-Type

(Gain)/Loss on Asset
$6,032
0.0%

Sewer System
$846,727
5.7%

Gen Gov't
$1,128,684
7.6%
Public Safety
$969,661
6.5%
Public Works
$1,587,446
10.6%
Health & Social Services
$19,746
0.1%

Cultural & Recreation
$664,581
4.4%
Unclassified
$18,851
0.1%

Assessments
$9,698,611
64.9%

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS OF THE TOWN’S INDIVIDUAL FUNDS
Governmental Funds
The focus of the Town’s governmental funds is to provide information on near-term inflows, outflows, and balances
of expendable resources. Such information is useful in assessing the Town’s financing requirements. In particular,
undesignated fund balance may serve as a useful measure of a government’s net resources available for spending at
the end of the fiscal year.
At the end of the fiscal year, the Town’s governmental funds reported ending fund balances of $3,917,710, an
increase of $214,641 in comparison with the prior year. Approximately 47.7 percent of this total amount constitutes
unassigned fund balance. The remainder is reserved to indicate that it is not available for spending because it has
been committed to liquidate contracts and commitments of the prior fiscal year or for a variety of other purposes.
Variances between actual General Fund revenues and expenditures and the final amended budget included the
following:




$47,705 positive variance in property taxes due to a deferred property tax adjustment of $31,296
and supplemental taxes of $16,409.
$20,840 negative variance in town office building due to mold/mildew removal in the building,
putting in new carpet, abatement removal and painting.
$17,895 negative variance in police department due to police details at Penobscot Bay Hospital,
which was offset by an increase in police detail revenue.
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Proprietary Funds
The Town’s proprietary funds provide the same type of information found in the government-wide financial
statements, but in more detail.
CAPITAL ASSET ADMINISTRATION
Capital Assets
The Town’s investment in capital assets for its governmental and business-type activities amounts to $20,799,283,
net of accumulated depreciation of $8,370,260 leaving a net book value of $12,429,023. Current year additions
include $22,153 for library air conditioning, $83,616 for a new public works truck with dump body, $32,065 for
harbor equipment, $23,325 for a police vehicle, and $63,059 for paving and sidewalk reconstruction.
REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION
This financial report is designed to provide a general overview of the Town’s finances for all citizens, taxpayers,
investors and creditors. This financial report seeks to demonstrate the Town’s accountability for the money it
receives. Questions concerning any of the information provided in this report or requests for additional information
should be addressed to: Town of Rockport, P.O. Box 10, Rockport, ME 04856.
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TOWN OF ROCKPORT
STATEMENT OF NET ASSETS
JUNE 30, 2012

Exhibit A

Assets
Cash and Equivalents
Investments
Receivables
Taxes
Tax Liens
Accounts
Prepaid Expense
Due from Other Governments
Internal Balances
Capital Assets:
Land and Art Work
Other Capital Assets, Net of Depreciation

Governmental
Activities

Business-Type
Activities

Total

2,346,542
1,343,989

312,637
248,738

2,659,179
1,592,727

642,287
104,100
882
89
116,281
(179,971)

Total Assets

179,971

642,287
104,100
196,541
89
116,281
-

2,858,786
4,496,649

5,073,588

2,858,786
9,570,237

11,729,634

6,010,593

17,740,227

113,324
5,206
10,956
32,136

19,616

132,940
5,206
10,956
32,136
4,855
13,589
10,000
219,519

195,659

Liabilities and Net Assets
Liabilities
Accounts Payable
Payroll Taxes/Deductions
Due to Other Governments
Accrued Salaries Payable
Accrued Interest Payable
Prepaid Taxes
Escrow and Security Deposits
Compensated Absences Payable
Long-term Liabilities:
Due Within One Year
Due in More Than One Year

4,855
13,589
10,000
219,519

Total Liabilities
Net Assets
Investment in Capital Assets, net of Related Debt
Restricted Net Assets
Unrestricted
Total Net Assets
Total Liabilities and Net Assets

127,271
183,474

210,000
280,000

337,271
463,474

715,475

514,471

1,229,946

7,044,690
1,545,189
2,424,280

4,583,588
241,176
671,358

11,628,278
1,786,365
3,095,638

11,014,159

5,496,122

16,510,281

11,729,634

6,010,593

17,740,227

The notes to financial statements are an integral part of this statement.
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11,005,259
11,014,159

Net Assets - Beginning

Net Assets - Ending

The notes to financial statements are an integral part of this statement.

8,900

Changes in Net Assets
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(13,489,941)

13,498,841

373,670

Total Revenues, Special Items and Transfers

1,160,275

(13,489,941)

(781,991)
(933,053)
(1,579,210)
(19,746)
(458,479)
(18,851)
(9,698,611)

Governmental
Activities

12,202,236
616,687
14,875
361,783
270,642
(6,032)
38,650

14,934,307

132,577

132,577

Exhibit B

5,496,122

5,420,461

75,661

(13,918)

(38,650)

24,732

89,579

89,579

89,579

Business-like
Activities

16,510,281

16,425,720

84,561

13,484,923

12,202,236
616,687
14,875
361,783
295,374
(6,032)
-

(13,400,362)

89,579

89,579

(13,489,941)

(781,991)
(933,053)
(1,579,210)
(19,746)
(458,479)
(18,851)
(9,698,611)

Total

Net (Expense) Revenue and Changes in Net Assets

General Revenues:
Taxes
Property
Auto Excise
Boat Excise
Intergovernmental Revenues
Other Local Sources
Gain/(Loss) on Disposal of Asset
Transfer to Enterprise Fund

Total Primary Government

846,727

Total Business-type Activities

803,729

803,729

846,727

241,093

98,833

107,269

356,546

10

142,250

204,443
36,608
8,226

14,087,580

1,128,684
969,661
1,587,446
19,746
664,581
18,851
9,698,611

Expenses

Program Revenues
Fees, Fines, and
Charges for
Operating
Services
Grants

Total Governmental Activities
Business-type Activities
Wastewater Enterprise

Functions/Programs
Primary Government
Governmental Activities
General Government
Public Safety
Public Works
Health and Social Services
Cultural and Recreation
Unclassified
Assessments

TOWN OF ROCKPORT
STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2012

TOWN OF ROCKPORT
BALANCE SHEET - GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS
JUNE 30, 2012

Exhibit C
Page 1 of 2

General
Fund

Library
Permanent Fund

Other
Governmental
Funds

Total

Cash and Equivalents
Investments
Receivables
Taxes
Tax Liens
Accounts
Prepaid Expense
Due from Other Governments
Due from Other Funds

2,254,671

20,118
592,593

71,753
751,396

2,346,542
1,343,989

358,013

642,287
104,100
882
89
116,281
358,013

Total Assets

3,118,310

1,181,162

4,912,183

Assets

642,287
104,100
882
89
116,281

612,711

Liabilities and Fund Balances
Liabilities
Accounts Payable
Due to Other Governments
Payroll Taxes/Deductions
Accrued Salaries Payable
Deferred Revenue
Property Tax
Other
Prepaid Taxes
Due to Other Funds
Escrow and Security Deposits

113,324
10,956
5,206
32,136

113,324
10,956
5,206
32,136

263,271
8,007
13,589
537,984
10,000

263,271
8,007
13,589
537,984
10,000

Total Liabilities

994,473

Fund Balances
Non-Spendable
Restricted
Committed
Assigned
Unassigned

36,942
89,411
130,677
1,866,807

Total Fund Balances
Total Liabilities and Fund Balances

-

994,473

288,262
324,449

437,954
457,688
285,520

726,216
819,079
374,931
130,677
1,866,807

2,123,837

612,711

1,181,162

3,917,710

3,118,310

612,711

1,181,162

4,912,183
(Continued)

The notes to financial statements are an integral part of this statement.
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TOWN OF ROCKPORT
BALANCE SHEET - GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS
JUNE 30, 2012

Exhibit C
Page 2 of 2

Amounts reported for governmental activities in the Statement of Net Assets are different because:
Total Fund Balance

3,917,710

Capital assets used in governmental activities are not financial resources and, therefore, are not
reported in the funds, net of accumulated depreciation of $4,226,183
Certain long-term assets are not available to pay for current fund liabilities and, therefore, are
deferred in the funds:
Deferred Taxes

7,355,435

271,278
271,278

Certain long-term liabilities are not due and payable from current financial resources and, therefore,
are not reported in the funds:
Bonds Payable
Accrued Compensated Absences
Capital Leases Payable

Net Assets of Governmental Activities

(187,500)
(219,519)
(123,245)
(530,264)
11,014,159

The notes to financial statements are an integral part of this statement.
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TOWN OF ROCKPORT
STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES
IN FUND BALANCES - GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2012

General
Fund
Revenues
Taxes
Intergovernmental Revenues
Departmental Revenues
Other Local Sources
Total Revenues
Expenditures
General Government
Public Safety
Public Works
Health and Social Services
Cultural and Recreation
Unclassified
Assessments
Total Expenditures
Excess of Revenues Over (Under)
Expenditures
Other Financing Sources (Uses)
Lease Proceeds
Transfers from Other Funds
Transfers to Other Funds
Total Other Financing
Sources (Uses)
Excess of Revenues and Other
Financing Sources Over
(Under) Expenditures

Exhibit D
Page 1 of 2

Library
Permanent Fund

Other
Governmental
Funds

Total
Governmental
Funds

12,925,514
361,793
247,171
223,523

14,574

91,945

12,925,514
602,876
247,171
330,042

13,758,001

14,574

333,028

14,105,603

140,064
58,595
3,066
65,368

1,057,602
942,428
1,613,521
19,746
689,718
92,951
9,698,611

-

267,093

14,114,577

14,574

65,935

83,615
468,210
(332,742)

(29,880)

76,397
(41,985)

83,615
544,607
(404,607)

219,083

(29,880)

34,412

223,615

129,600

(15,306)

100,347

214,641

241,083

917,538
942,428
1,554,926
16,680
624,350
92,951
9,698,611
13,847,484

(89,483)

(8,974)

Fund Balance - July 1

1,994,237

628,017

1,080,815

3,703,069

Fund Balance - June 30

2,123,837

612,711

1,181,162

3,917,710
(Continued)

The notes to financial statements are an integral part of this statement.
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TOWN OF ROCKPORT
RECONCILIATION OF THE STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES,
AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES OF GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS
TO THE STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2012

Net change in fund balances - total governmental funds

Exhibit D
Page 2 of 2

214,641

Amounts reported for governmental activities in the Statement of Activities are different because:
Governmental funds report capital outlays as expenditures while governmental activities
report depreciation expense to allocate those expenditures over the life of the assets:
Capital asset purchases capitalized
Gain/(Loss) on Disposal of Asset
Depreciation expense

Revenues in the Statement of Activities that do not provide current financial resources
are not reported as revenues in the funds:
Transfer to Enterprise Fund
Deferred Revenues
Deferred Taxes

Bond proceeds proved current financial resources to governmental funds, but issuing
debt increases long-term liabilities in the statement of net assets. Repayment of debt
principal is an expenditure in the governmental funds, but the repayment reduces
long-term liabilities in the Statement of Net Assets:
Lease proceeds received
Capital lease obligation principal payments
General obligation bond principal payments

Some expenses reported in the Statement of Activities do not require the use of
current financial resources and, therefore, are not reported as expenditures in
governmental funds:
Accrued compensated absences
Change in net assets of governmental activities

219,218
(6,032)
(352,874)
(139,688)

(101,350)
(5,444)
(31,297)
(138,091)

(83,615)
88,454
74,100
78,939

(6,901)
8,900

The notes to financial statements are an integral part of this statement.
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TOWN OF ROCKPORT
STATEMENT OF NET ASSETS - PROPRIETARY FUNDS
JUNE 30, 2012

Exhibit E

Wastewater
Enterprise

Assets
Current Assets:
Cash and Equivalents
Investments
Receivables
User Fees, net
Due from Other Funds

312,637
248,738
195,659
179,971

Total Current Assets

937,005

Noncurrent Assets:
Capital Assets, net

5,073,588

Total Noncurrent Assets

5,073,588

Total Assets

6,010,593

Liabilities
Current Liabilities:
Accounts Payable
Accrued Interest Payable
Bonds and Notes Payable

19,616
4,855
210,000

Total Current Liabilities

234,471

Noncurrent Liabilities:
Bonds and Notes Payable

280,000

Total Noncurrent Liabilities

280,000

Total Liabilities

514,471

Net Assets
Invested in Capital Assets, net of related debt
Restricted for:
Capital Projects
Unrestricted

4,583,588
241,176
671,358

Total Net Assets

5,496,122

Total Liabilities and Net Assets

6,010,593

The notes to financial statements are an integral part of this statement.
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TOWN OF ROCKPORT
STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENSES, AND CHANGES IN NET ASSETS
PROPRIETARY FUNDS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2012

Exhibit F

Wastewater
Enterprise
Operating Revenues:
Charges for Services
Interest/Fees

800,658
3,071

Total Operating Revenues:

803,729

Operating Expenses:
Administration
Contract Operations
Camden Treatment
Rockland Treatment
Samoset Treatment
Repairs and Maintenance
Depreciation and Amortization

47,353
176,694
104,217
143,458
87,503
25,404
229,941

Total Operating Expenses

814,570

Net Operating Income

(10,841)

Nonoperating Revenues (Expenses)
Interest Revenue
Other Revenues
Transfer to General Fund
Interest Expense

19,857
4,875
(140,000)
(32,157)

Total Nonoperating
Revenues (Expenses)

(147,425)

Net Income (Loss) before contributions and transfers

(158,266)

Capital Contributions

132,577

Change in Net Assets

(25,689)

Total Net Assets - Beginning

5,521,811

Total Net Assets - Ending

5,496,122

Change in Net Assets

(25,689)

Amounts reported for business-type activities in the statement of activities are different because:
Transfers to general fund for TIF funding and contributed capital
Change in net assets of business-type activities

101,350
75,661

The notes to financial statements are an integral part of this statement.
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TOWN OF ROCKPORT
GENERAL FUND
STATEMENT OF ESTIMATED AND ACTUAL REVENUES
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2012

Exhibit A-1
Page 1 of 2

Estimated
Taxes
Property
Auto Excise
Boat Excise
Interest/Fees on Taxes/Liens

Over (Under)
Budget

Actual

12,185,828
630,000
12,000
53,000

12,233,533
616,687
14,875
60,419

47,705
(13,313)
2,875
7,419

12,880,828

12,925,514

44,686

4,225
61,396
47,698
100
650

4,589
61,396
47,740
4,037
10
636

364
42
4,037
(90)
(14)

114,069

118,408

4,339

6,300
2,000
-

35,197
789
622

28,897
(1,211)
622

50,000
6,000
5,000
2,075

45,744
7,300
4,018
2,385

(4,256)
1,300
(982)
310

57,575
10,400
4,600
5,844
4,000
14,760

56,400
13,060
7,254
6,219
8,199
16,137

(1,175)
2,660
2,654
375
4,199
1,377

3,000
8,500

5,175
5,111

2,175
(3,389)

Intergovernmental Revenues
State of Maine
General Assistance
Homestead Reimbursement
BETE Reimbursement
Veterans Reimbursement
Gas Tax Refund
Snowmobile Reimbursement

Departmental Revenues
Police
All Other
Animal Control
Fire
Planning
Building Permits
Plumbing Permits
Planning Board Fees
All Other
Harbor Fees
Moorings
Tie Offs
Winter Boat Storage
Lease Income
Schooner Berthing
All Other
Public Works
Cemetery - Sale of Lots
All Other-Public Works
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TOWN OF ROCKPORT
GENERAL FUND
STATEMENT OF ESTIMATED AND ACTUAL REVENUES
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2012

Exhibit A-1
Page 2 of 2

Estimated
Departmental Revenues (Continued)
Town Clerk
Clerk Fees
Agent Fees
Election Reimbursement Fees
All Other
Town Manager
Finance
Assessing
Town Office

21,000
10,000
3,000
4,000
125
1,200
100
460

25,474
3,403
1,591
1,870
210
135
453
425

4,474
(6,597)
(1,409)
(2,130)
85
(1,065)
353
(35)

219,939

247,171

27,232

2,300
8,500
15,000
30,000
1,670
1,840
30,156
4,000
74,234
3,000
500

8,827
9,100
9,106
30,314
989
1,951
31,705
5,102
3,260
71,847
1,100

6,527
600
(5,894)
314
(681)
111
1,549
1,102
3,260
(2,387)
(3,000)
600

171,200

173,301

2,101

83,615
182,485
54,860
140,000
24,000
14,000
15,000

83,615
182,485
54,860
140,000
23,325
14,000
15,000

(675)
-

513,960

429,670

(675)

13,899,996

13,894,064

Other Local Sources
Interest on Investments
Payment in Lieu of Taxes
Opera House
Cable TV Franchise
PBMC Traffic Light
Old County Road Traffic Light
WW Reimb. Wage, Benefits, Other
MMA Insurance Dividend/Reimbursement
Purchase of TAP
Library Reimbursements
Library Grant
Rockland Elementary School

Other Financing Sources
Lease Proceeds
Municipal Revenue Sharing
Urban Rural Initiative Program Funds
TIF Sewer Retained Earnings
Public Works Reserve
Recreation Reserve
Cemetery Trust Funds

Total Revenues and Other
Financing Sources
Beginning Fund Balance Used
Total

Actual

Over (Under)
Budget

116,275
14,016,271
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77,683
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Public Works
Public Works Department
Sanitation
Cemeteries

Public Safety
Police Department
Fire Department
Animal Control
Emergency Management
Street Lights
Public Safety Building
County Dispatch and E-911

General Government
Administration
Legacy Rockport
Town Manager
Town Clerk
Planning and Community Development
Finance Department
Assessing
Town Office Building
Insurances

-

-

26,412

14,400

12,012

Encumbered
from 6/30/11

111

1,650,263

1,438,861
153,022
58,380

943,784

475,327
300,645
10,749
2,472
58,750
21,138
74,703

919,646

24,045
216,229
171,408
180,213
82,046
109,581
91,526
44,598

Appropriations

TOWN OF ROCKPORT
GENERAL FUND
STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES AND ENCUMBRANCES
JUNE 30, 2012

1,554,926

1,344,931
153,022
56,973

942,428

493,222
290,571
10,535
2,195
55,433
15,769
74,703

910,418

22,921
1,372
206,230
159,098
176,805
80,242
109,153
112,366
42,231

Expenditures
Net of Refund

38,500

38,500

9,153

9,153

26,240

15,600

10,640

Encumbered
to 6/30/13

56,837

55,430
1,407

(7,797)

(17,895)
921
214
277
3,317
5,369
-

9,400

1,124
9,999
11,110
3,408
1,804
428
(20,840)
2,367

(Over)
Under
Budget

Exhibit A-2
Page 1 of 2
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Totals

Operating Transfers Out and Other Uses
Grants
Reserves

Assessments
MSAD #28
Knox County
CSD School Assessment
Tax Increment Financing
Overlay

Unclassified
Debt Service
Rockport Elementary School

Cultural and Recreation
Recreation and Parks
Library
Opera House
Conservation Commission
Harbor Operations

Health and Social Services
General Assistance

-

-

-

-

-

26,412

Encumbered
from 6/30/11

112

14,016,271

81,397

31,775
49,622

9,725,795

5,258,447
875,357
3,401,400
132,577
58,014

92,424

84,318
8,106

586,546

79,799
305,035
90,337
7,645
103,730

16,416

16,416

Appropriations

TOWN OF ROCKPORT
GENERAL FUND
STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES AND ENCUMBRANCES
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2012

13,849,889

81,397

31,775
49,622

9,698,611

5,258,447
875,357
3,401,400
132,577
30,830

92,951

83,549
9,402

552,478

69,663
291,193
75,392
3,763
112,467

16,680

16,680

Expenditures
Net of Refund

-

79,674

-

-

-

5,781

4,383

1,398

Encumbered
to 6/30/13

(264)

(264)

113,120

-

-

27,184

27,184

(527)

769
(1,296)

28,287

8,738
13,842
10,562
3,882
(8,737)

(Over)
Under
Budget
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TOWN OF ROCKPORT
GENERAL FUND
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN UNASSIGNED FUND BALANCE
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2012

Exhibit A-3

Unassigned Fund Balance, July 1

1,792,279

Unassigned Fund Balance, June 30

1,866,807

Increase (Decrease)

74,528

Analysis of Change
Additions
Budget Summary
Revenue Surplus (Exhibit A-1)

77,683

(Increase) Decrease in Restricted Public Safety Funds

-

Unexpended Balance of Appropriations
(Exhibit A-2)

113,120

190,803
Deductions
Fund Balance Used to Fund Appropriations

(116,275)

Increase (Decrease)

74,528
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